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Foreword

1.1

From the Chairman
Weiren Chou, Fermilab
Mail to: chou@fnal.gov

2013 will be an important and interesting year for the world high-energy physics
(HEP) community.
First, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN will complete its very successful
run at 4×4 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 23 fb-1. Then, an 24-month-long
shutdown (LS1) will begin to repair machine faults and prepare for the next 6.5×6.5
TeV run when the LHC restarts in 2015.
Second, the ILC GDE will deliver a Technical Design Report (TDR) and a Detector
Baseline Design (DBD) to ICFA and thus complete its mission. The linear collider
community will undergo reorganization by combining the ILC, CLIC and detectors
together in a single organization under the leadership of Lyn Evans, the Linear Collider
Director. The present ILC Steering Committee (ILCSC) will also be replaced by a
Linear Collider Board (LCB).
Third, the three regions – North America, Europe and Asia – will each carry out
strategic planning for HEP’s future. This includes the U.S. Snowmass 2013 meeting
(July 29 – August 6, 2013 at Univ. of Minnesota), European Strategy Updates meetings
(January 21-25, 2013 at Erice, March 18-22, 2013 at CERN, and a special CERN
Council meeting on May 23, 2013 in Brussels), as well as HEP roadmap studies in
Japan and China.
Last but not least, the discovery announced by CERN on July 4th, 2012 of a Higgslike boson could potentially be a game-changer in the HEP field. Because of its light
mass (126 GeV), many options are now on the table as potential candidates for a Higgs
Factory, including linear e+e- colliders, circular e+e- colliders, muon colliders and
photon colliders. For the linear e+e- colliders, not only superconducting RF (for the
ILC) and two-beam acceleration (for the CLIC), but also the x-band klystron based
technology (which was previously heavily studied for the NLC and JLC) is back for reconsideration. 2013 will be an interesting year to see how these new developments will
evolve. An ICFA beam dynamics workshop on “Accelerators for a Higgs Factory:
Linear vs. Circular” (HF2012) was organized in November 14-16, 2012 at Fermilab.
(http://conferences.fnal.gov/hf2012/) A summary report will be published in the next
issue of this newsletter (no. 60, April 2013).
The Seventh International Accelerator School for Linear Colliders was held from
November 27 to December 8, 2012 at the Radisson Blu Hotel, Indore, India. It was
hosted by the Raja Ramanna Center for Advanced Technology (RRCAT). A school
report can be found in Section 2.1. All lecture materials and homework problems are
posted on the school web site: http://www.linearcollider.org/school/2012.
The Editor of this issue is John Byrd, an accelerator physicist from LBNL and a
panel member. The theme is “Femtosecond Beams.” This is an important topic in the
advanced photon source field. John collected 11 well-written articles to present a
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comprehensive review of the field. This issue also contains a workshop report
(HB2012), four recent doctorial theses abstracts (Y.I. Levinsen, G.A. Marcus, H. Qian
and A. Marinelli) and five workshop announcements (BB2013, Higgs2013, COOL’13,
SRF2013 and Space Charge 2013).
I thank John for editing and producing a valuable newsletter for our accelerator
community.

1.2

From the Editor
John Byrd, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Mail to: JMByrd@lbl.gov

The theme of this issue of the ICFA Beam Dynamics Newsletter is “Femtosecond
Beams.” This is a topic that has emerged into the mainstream of accelerator physics
over the past two decades with the remarkable convergence of several new technologies
and ideas in accelerator physics combined with the spreading excitement for new
opportunities in ultrafast science. Among the technologies are the widespread
availability and adoption of high peak power optical lasers integrated with accelerators
and the development of high brightness electron sources. Coupled with concepts such as
free electron lasers and laser-plasma accelerators, femtosecond (fsec) beams are now a
reality and the basis for a number of new accelerator projects around the world.
X-ray FELs have been established as the first wave in the next generation of light
sources. Besides the increase in photon brightness of more than 10 orders of magnitude
over existing x-ray sources, x-ray FELs produce inherently short pulses ranging from
several hundred femtoseconds down to a few femtoseconds. Several schemes for
producing attosecond x-ray pulses have already been proposed. As the x-ray pulse
durations become comparable to the time for motion of a valence electron in an atomic
or molecular system, the x-ray pulse can be used as a strobe to create movies of atomic
and molecular reactions.
Another technique for creating molecular movies in the ultrafast field is ultrafast
electron diffraction (UED) where the instantaneous structure of a material can be
measured directly from diffraction of an electron bunch. The excellent performance of
high brightness electron guns has been a pivotal development in making this a
possibility. This subject is discussed in a contribution by Pietro Musumeci and Renkai
Li.
Another revolution has taken place in accelerators with the development of laser
plasma accelerators. Electrons have already been accelerated to the GeV level with
GV/m gradients by excited oscillations in a plasma with a high peak power laser.
Because the plasma frequency is typically several hundred GHz, the acceleration
process produces electron bunches with lengths of a few femtoseconds. This subject is
discussed in a contribution by Carl Schroeder, Eric Esarey, and Wim Leemans.
With the ability to create femtosecond beams comes the need to manipulate,
measure, and control them. This need has motivated an amazing level of innovation in
accelerator physics and technology. We are approaching an era where we can control
optical frequencies with the same precision as we now use RF and microwave
frequencies. With the broad availability of mode-locked lasers, there has been
tremendous innovation in manipulating electron beams with light. By mixing multiple
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optical frequencies on the beam, there are possibilities for creating attosecond structures
on the beam. This subject is discussed by Dao Xiang.
The most exciting area to me is the incredible progress in the ability to measure and
control fsec beams. This subject has been approached in the time-tested manner: adopt
the best techniques and technologies from other fields. The developments in ultrafast
optical science have been adopted wherever possible and accelerator science has
attracted a whole new range of talented scientists and engineers to the field. We have
several contributions in this area. One the primary tools for measuring fsec beams is the
use of a deflecting cavity for “streaking” the beam and transforming the longitudinal
beam distribution into a transverse deflection at a screen. The contribution from
Christopher Behrens and Christopher Gerth describe a wide variety of applications
of this type diagnostics of the longitudinal phase space to the control and understanding
of fsec beams with many of the experimental results measured at FLASH. There is
another contribution from Yuantao Ding which describes several advances in
generating and measuring femtosecond beams at the LCLS.
The temporal resolution of deflecting cavities is proportional to the frequency with
most microwave cavities operating at S-band frequencies. Gerard Andonian and
collaborators describe the use of a CO2 laser to provide the deflection with sub-fsec
resolution.
Another technique that has been adopted from ultrafast optics is the Frequency
Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) which was pioneered by Rick Trebino. Gabriel
Marcus describes use of this method to measure the temporal characteristics of FEL
pulses at the SPARC facility at INFN Frascati.
Electro-optic (EO) sampling of coherent terahertz radiation has emerged as one of
the techniques used to measure sub-100 fsec pulses over the past decade. However,
many of the EO crystals used have inherent limitations in time resolution because of
their limited bandwidth. Another approach is to directly observe the modulation in the
spectral domain. This approach is described by Jeroen Van Tilborg and colleagues
where he has observed direct modulation of coherent terahertz onto an optical carrier.
The wide interest in time domain spectroscopy of terahertz pulses has led to a wide
variety of techniques based on EO sampling with increasing performance. A new
technique, named Temporal Electric-field Cross-correlation, or TEX, is described by its
inventor, Nicholas Matlis. This technique uses a chirped optical pulse as the probe
upon which the THz field is encoded. The innovation is using the interference between
the encoded pulse and a short optical pulse as a reader. This technique does not require
high peak power lasers.
As mentioned above, one of the exciting applications of fsec x-ray pulses is the use
as a strobe light to illuminate the electron dynamics of molecular and chemical
reactions with the ultimate goal of making “molecular movies”. The technique involves
initiating a non-equilibrium condition in a sample using an optical pump laser and
probing the dynamics a known time later with the x-ray pulse. Each shot creates a
“frame” of the “movie”. In order to sort the movie frames, high precision
synchronization is required between the optical and x-ray pulses. John Byrd, Russell
Wilcox, Larry Doolittle, and Gang Huang provide a description of the advances in
femtosecond synchronization for FELs.
One of the primary applications of high brightness beams is the enhance lasing at
nm to sub-Angstrom wavelengths. However, it also becomes possible for the beams to
spontaneously bunch and radiate and optical and longer wavelengths. This
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microbunching can reduce the electron beam brightness before it reaches the x-ray laser
and seriously degrade the performance of the FEL. This effect is known as the
microbunching instability. Daniel Ratner provides a review of the instability along
with recent measurements and mitigation schemes.
I would like to thank all of the contributors for their hard work and excellent
contributions to this edition of the newsletter. I would also like to thank the many
people who contributed useful suggestions for contributions.

2

International Linear Collider (ILC)

2.1

Seventh International Accelerator School for Linear Colliders
Barry Barish and Weiren Chou
mail to: barish@ligo.caltech.edu, chou@fnal.gov

The Seventh International Accelerator School for Linear Colliders took place from
November 27 to December 8, 2012 at the Radisson Blu Hotel, Indore, India
(http://www.linearcollider.org/school/2012/) This school continued the successful
series: 2006 in Japan, 2007 in Italy, 2008 in the U.S., 2009 in China, 2010 in
Switzerland and 2011 in the U.S. This year’s school was jointly organized by the ILC
GDE, CLIC and the ICFA Beam Dynamics Panel. The Raja Ramanna Center for
Advanced Technology (RRCAT) hosted the school.
The school was aimed at PhD students, postdocs and young researchers, especially
young experimentalists. The response to the school was overwhelming. We received
304 applications from 40 countries; most of the candidates presented strong credentials.
However, the school could only accommodate a limited number. Through a difficult
and rigorous selection process, the Curriculum Committee accepted 60 students from 17
countries. The committee members carefully read the CV and recommendation letter of
each applicant, and only after discussion made the decision to admit or reject an
applicant. For personal reasons six admitted students did not come. Another nine
students from China, US and UK did not receive a visa from India and could not come.
The forty-five students who attended the school were a talented and highly motivated
group. We were glad that for the first time the school admitted a student from Africa.
These students successfully met the challenge of an intensive 11-day education program
and did well in the final examination.
The curriculum consisted of lectures, homework assignments and a final exam. The
first three days were plenary sessions with introductory lectures: introduction, ILC,
CLIC, muon collider, linac basics and beam instrumentation. The introduction lecture
was different from previous years. In addition to physics, it also introduced various
types of future colliders – not only linear e+e- colliders (such as the ILC and CLIC) and
the muon collider, but also circular e+e- colliders, the γγ collider and plasma
accelerators. This gave the students a wider vision of the entire field and could help
when they choose their career path. After the plenary sessions the students were divided
into two parallel classes. Class A, accelerator physics, had 29 students and included four
lectures: e+ and e- sources, linacs, damping rings and ring colliders, and beam delivery
systems. Class B, RF technology, had 16 students and included three lectures: room
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temperature RF, superconducting RF, high power and low level RF. All lecturers were
carefully chosen and are renowned scientists in their respective fields. They not only
gave lectures during the day, but also gave tutorials and helped students with their
homework in the evenings. They designed the examination problems and graded them.
The final exam on the last day lasted four-and-a-half hours. All 45 students took the
final exam. The lecture slides and homework problems can be found on the school web
site.
The exam problems were different for Class A and B but were equally challenging.
Most students did well as shown in the figures of exam scores. The top 8 students (5
from Class A and 3 from Class B) were honored at the banquet and each was awarded a
certificate and a book (Reviews of Accelerator Science and Technology, Volume 4,
edited by A. Chao and W. Chou, and published by World Scientific in 2011).
In addition to lectures, the students paid a site visit to the RRCAT. They visited two
light sources – Indus-1 and Indus-2 – and also the superconducting RF research center.
They had the opportunity to perform three hands-on experiments: (1) single-cell
superconducting RF cavity measurement using a bead-pull setup, (2) characterization of
solid state RF amplifier and associated co-axial components, and (3) beam profile
measurements using digital image processing techniques. These experiments were very
well organized and gave the students valuable hands-on training. The students also went
on an excursion to visit the beautiful Lal Bagh Palace, which gave them a much needed
break during their busy school work.
Throughout the school period, the students were encouraged to make new friends
since this was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for many of them to meet with other
young talented people from different origins who shared the same interest (accelerators)
and career goals (future colliders). Some of the friendships nurtured at the school will
last a lifetime.
Prof. P.D. Gupta, Director of RRCAT, gave strong support to the school. The Local
Committee (LC) was chaired by Dr. Satish Joshi. He did an excellent job in looking
after every school detail. Many RRCAT colleagues also came to help, including P.K.
Gupta, P.R. Hannurkar, S.C. Joshi, S.K. Shukla, S.B. Roy, S.S. Kulkarni, A. Rawat, M.
Lad, A.R. Narpharake, V. Kumar, P. Ravindran, G.V. Kane, A. Thora, A.D. Ghodke, H.
Vaswani, S. Raghavendra, N. Tiwari, A. Sharma, P. Jain and many others. Raghu and
Asif were responsible for the duplication of lecture slides, computer setup and
networking. Prof. Atul Gurtu from the TIFR spearheaded the initiative to hold this
school in India. The founding director of RRCAT, Prof. Dilip Bhawalkar attended the
banquet and presented the award certificate to the top students. Cynthia Sazama and
Suzanne Weber from the Fermilab Conference Office played a pivotal role in making
the school a success. We are thankful to all of them for their dedication and wonderful
work.
The school received generous sponsorship from a number of funding agencies and
institutions from all over the world: U.S. DOE Office of Science, NSF, Fermilab,
SLAC, ILC GDE, CERN, DESY, CPAN, INFN and KEK.
We carried out a student survey on the last day of school. The results will be given
to the lecturers and committee members for improvements for future schools.
Based on the interest, demand and success of the first seven schools, it was decided
to continue in 2013. The eighth school will take place in Europe. The venue and dates
are yet to be chosen.
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Theme: Femtosecond Beams

3.1

Femtosecond Relativistic Electron Diffraction
P. Musumeci and R. K. Li
UCLA Department of Physics and Astronomy
475 Portola Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90095 USA
Mail to: musumeci@physics.ucla.edu

3.1.1 Introduction
This report is intended to review the application of high brightness femtosecond
electron beams to the direct investigation of structural changes in matter at atomic
length scale with sub-ps resolution by time-resolved electron diffraction (ED). As we
will discuss, the development of this application demands excellent beam quality both
in the transverse and longitudinal phase spaces, thus requiring sources capable of
generating beams of exquisitely high 6D brightness. Expertise from the low energy
microscopy and diffraction community [1-3] have merged with recent advances made in
relativistic electron sources for high energy particle accelerators and 4th generation light
sources [4] in the quest of creating and delivering electron beams with these
characteristics.
The main goal for time-resolved electron diffraction is to obtain real time resolution
of atomic motion -one of the great open challenges in modern science- which promises
the possibility to understand at the most basic levels various processes in the study of
molecules, materials, and biological systems. The progress in laser technology has
enabled the generation of optical pulses of time duration comparable to the time-scale of
atomic and molecular motion (<100 fs). But ultrafast optical laser pulses can only give
indirect spectroscopic information on the structural dynamics of the samples under
study, and x-ray photons or fast electrons are required to resolve spatially atomic
motion.
Various schemes that take advantage of the ultrashort laser pulses to generate short
bursts of x-ray or electron beam suitable for ultrafast probing of materials have been
developed. For an interesting review on ultrashort x-ray pulses see [5]. In contrast with
expensive and large size x-ray sources, ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) offers a
relatively cheap, compact and effective solution to the problem of following in real-time
atomic motion, particularly suited for smaller size laboratories. Due to the large
difference between the Rutherford (charge particles) and Thompson (photons) cross
sections, probing with 106-107 electrons is equivalent (i.e. yields the same number of
scattered particles) to a probe pulse of 1012 x-ray photons. The stronger interaction of
the charged particles makes electrons the preferred choice to study thin layers, surface
effects, or gas phase samples, whenever the number or the density of scattering centers
is limited.
The use of ultrashort electron beams to probe ultrafast processes has already
produced ground-breaking results in understanding solid state phase transitions [6-8 ],
determining the transient species in gas phase [9,10], studying strongly coupled systems
[11-13] and following surface dynamics [14,15]. Conventional UED setups employs
non-relativistic 30-100 keV photogun electron sources which suffer from severe bunch
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lengthening in the propagation region after the cathode due to the strong space charge
repulsion at these low energies [16-17]. This effect seriously degrades the temporal
resolution available at the sample and significant efforts have been recently directed
towards improving the temporal resolution to the sub-ps level [13,18-22]. In the past
researchers have been able to achieve sub-ps resolutions only by greatly reducing the
number of electrons (down to 104 particles per pulse) with the compromise of
integrating over multiple shots to collect a single diffraction image. Such stroboscopic
approach has allowed the study of a large number of physical systems and reversible
fast processes. But in order to capture the information concerning the transient
structures with a single sub-picosecond pulse and hence enable the study of irreversible
phenomena, the highest possible beam intensity must be maintained. With conventional
electron diffraction guns it is simply impossible to generate an electron pulse with
enough electrons (> 105) in a width shorter than 1 ps. Using rf compression has been
proposed to reduce the bunch length, and initial exciting results show the possibility of
capturing a diffraction pattern (DP) with <100 fs rms bunch length and ~106 electrons
per pulse at 100 keV [20-22]. A more direct approach is to increase the electron beam
energy to MeV level where space charge forces are largely suppressed and pose a lesser
challenge to the bunch lengthening and beam quality preservation [23-24].
In the following we will review the most important developments which led to
femtosecond relativistic electron diffraction (FRED) [25-29], its advantages compared
to traditional non-relativistic electron diffraction, illustrate the main recent
technological advances in FRED and the first time-resolved studies of an ultrafast
process by single-shot diffraction patterns [30]. We will then spend some time to
introduce a promising variation of FRED: RF streak-camera assisted continuously timeresolved electron diffraction and describe the unique advantages of this mode of
operation [31-33]. We will also look at employing RF compression to show the
possibility for <10 fs temporal resolution for MeV electron sources [34]. Finally we’ll
outline future directions in this field which include the development of ps-MeV electron
microscopy.
3.1.2 RF Photoinjector-based Femtosecond Relativistic Electron Diffraction
Before going into the details of the development of FRED, let us briefly summarize
the main differences between non-relativistic and relativistic electron beams for
diffraction applications.
Table 1: Comparison between non-relativistic and relativistic electron diffraction.
Parameter
Beam Kinetic Energy
Accelerating field
number of particles
Bragg angle
Elastic mean free path (in Al)
Normalized transv. emittance
Relative energy spread

keV UED
20-100 keV
10 MV/m
104
10 mrad
20 nm
0.1 mm-mrad
10-5

FRED
3-5 MeV
80-120 MV/m
108
0.5 mrad
200 nm
0.1 mm-mrad
10-3
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Important advantages of using relativistic energy ctrons include: i) a 3-4 orders of
magnitude larger number of particles per pulse which allows the possibility of acquiring
single shot diffraction patterns thus enabling the study of irreversible and low repetition
rate ultrafast processes; ii) the large accelerating gradients coupled with radiofrequency
bunch compression schemes enable bunch lengths shorter than 50 fs at the sample; iii)
the relativistic speed of the probe particles eliminate the group velocity mismatch
problem which causes a degrade in the temporal resolution of the technique. For gas
phase or plasma studies where the probed sample thickness is on the order of a mm, the
time resolution for non-relativistic particles is inherently limited to few ps just due to
the group velocity difference of the pump laser and the probe electron beams in the
sample; iv) the longer penetration depth of MeV electrons allows a larger variety in
sample thickness and geometry. One interesting option is to use MeV electrons to probe
biologically and chemically interesting samples in liquid phase between ultrathin
membranes.
Known issues related to the higher beam energy include: i) the percent level charge
and pointing fluctuations of the MeV beam. Since in single-shot mode it is not possible
to average out over multiple pulses, any fluctuation poses a limit on the smallest
observable structural change; ii) the dark current from the gun provides spurious
electrons which degrade the signal-to-noise ratio in the diffraction images; iii) the RF
amplitude and phase induced time-jitter sets a ~100 fs limit on the temporal resolution.
Over the years, issues that initially had been identified as critical for the success of
FRED have been successfully resolved as we will describe later in this paper. These
include the poor quality of the diffraction patterns and the lack of very high efficiency
electron detection for FRED. Another point that has been brought against the use of
high energy electrons for probing biological materials is related to the knock-on damage
effect which affects the operation of high voltage electron microscopes. In FRED this
problem is completely removed since the diffraction signal is acquired well before any
structural change due to the damage can take place, in an approach similar to the
diffract-and-destroy technique employed in 4th generation light sources [36].
3.1.2.1

Background

Already in 2000 X. J. Wang et al had proposed the idea to solve the space charge
problem in non-relativistic ED using the high brightness MeV RF photoinjector [23,24].
This kind of electron gun (a particular version is shown in Fig. 1) is widely accepted as
the state-of-the-art source for high brightness electron beams and in fact it constitutes
one of the key components of most of the short pulse x-ray free-electron laser (FEL)
projects operating or planned for construction around the world. An important step in
acknowledging this possibility was made in the paper by King et al. discussing
evolution of sources for time-resolved diffraction and microscopy [1].
When optimized for UED applications, rf photoinjectors could easily deliver up to
7
10 -108 electrons packed in bunches of sub-100 fs length. There are two fundamental
reasons for the (at least) three orders of magnitude increase in number of electrons when
using relativistic (3-5 MeVs) beams. The gradient in an RF photoinjector is ~100 MV/m
almost an order of magnitude larger than what achievable in DC guns. This ensures that
the particles are immediately accelerated to relativistic energies leaving as quickly as
possible the region close to the cathode where most of the bunch lengthening happens.
Further, the space charge forces are strongly reduced as γ (the beam energy) increases.
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This can be understood as the bunch is much longer in its own rest frame due to the
relativistic dilation; consequently its own self-repulsion is suppressed.
Hastings et al. in 2006 demonstrated for the first time the possibility of acquiring
single shot diffraction patterns using MeV beams from an RF photoinjector [25]. Since
then a number of groups worldwide have joined this research field. Together with the
efforts at UCLA which we will describe in more detail later, we should mention here
the Tsinghua MeV electron diffraction setup which led to the first single shot high
quality diffraction patterns [32], and the setups at Osaka University and Brookhaven
National Laboratory which reported respectively time-resolved studies of silicon [37]
and of charge density wave dynamics [38]. A more recent development is the REGAE
injector at DESY Hamburg [39].
In Fig.1b we show the measurement of the bunch length of the electron beam at the
UCLA Pegasus laboratory for various charges and initial cathode spot sizes. It appears
evident that sub-100 fs temporal resolution is possible using a low charge electron
beam. It should be noted here that for very short electron bunches, the measurement of
the temporal beam profile is a challenge and a research subject in its own right. For
typical FRED beam parameters, frequency-domain methods like the measurement of
coherent beam radiation spectral content are not feasible because of the very low beam
charge Q and the unforgiving scaling of the signal as Q2. The best measurements are
obtained by streaking directly the electron beam using an rf deflecting cavity. In
principle this technique could yield unprecedented time resolution. At Pegasus, a 9.6
GHz 9-cell standing wave deflecting mode cavity with a maximum 500 kV deflecting
voltage was used to obtain 35 fs resolution during these measurements.

Figure 1. Left: 1.6 cell SLAC/UCLA/BNL type RF photoinjector. Right: Bunch length vs.
charge measured with an RF deflecting cavity.

3.1.2.2

Beam Brightness: Figure of Merit for FRED

Many of the concerns on the possibility of using a relativistic electron source like an
RF photoinjector for FRED arise when considering the spatial quality of the patterns.
The De Broglie wavelength associated with the beam (λ = h/p where h is the Planck
constant and p is the beam momentum) is 0.3 pm for 4 MeV beam. For a typical interatomic distance d = 2 Å the scattering (Bragg) angle is only θB =1.6 mrad (to make a
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comparison for a 30 keV beam, λ = 7 pm and θB = 35 mrad). In order to be able to
distinguish the scattered particles from the un-diffracted beam core, θB has to be much
larger than the intrinsic root mean square (rms) spread in beam divergence angles at the
sample σθ -- i.e. σθ < θB = λ/d, posing a stringent limit on the beam emittance.
A perfectly equivalent way of formulating the problem is by introducing the concept
of the transverse coherence length. Transverse coherence length is defined as Lc
= λ /2πσθ, and it has to be compared with the structure interplanar distance d. If the
beam is not coherent over few unit cells of the observed structure (i.e. Lc > d), then no
constructive interference can be obtained and the visibility of the diffraction peaks is
strongly reduced.
We can quantify these statements by calculating the resolving power of the
diffraction camera. This quantity is defined as R = R/ΔR where R is the radius of the
diffraction rings on the detector screen and ΔR is the smallest distance between two
neighboring rings which can just be discriminated. A typical long-exposure time
electron microscope diffraction camera has R = 103 or more. A resolving power of R >
10 guarantees a good quality diffraction pattern and provides enough spatial resolution
to adequately resolve typical ultrafast structural rearrangements. With a proper choice
of beam optics, it is possible to image the angular distribution on the screen and obtain
R = λ/(2dσθ). Since σθ = εn/ βγ σx0, where σx0 is the spot at the sample (which is
assumed here to be located in the plane of a beam waist), we can write
ℜ=

h σ x0
2m0 cd ε n

Note that even though the De Broglie wavelength λ for 4 MeV electrons is >20
times shorter than the one for non-relativistic particles, the coherence length and the
resolving power of the diffraction camera depend only on the normalized emittance of
the source and are in fact independent of the beam momentum. In order to keep R > 10
with a wavelength λ = 0.3 pm and d = 2 Å, it is necessary to have at the target
σθ < 80 μrad. For FRED, the limiting effect to the diffraction camera resolving power is
the intrinsic spread in beam angles due to the beam emittance. To make a comparison,
the contribution from the rms beam energy spread Δγ/γ −− typically smaller than 1 % -would give R = R/ΔR = γ/Δγ > 100.
In order to obtain a high quality diffraction pattern, the small spread in divergence
angles has to be obtained in conjunction with a small transverse beam size at the sample
plane. This is mainly due to the typical size of the ultrathin samples required to operate
in transmission mode. Another issue limiting the transverse extent of the probe beam is
related to the requirements on the pump laser fluence. With a limited amount of energy
per pulse available from the laser system the pump spot size needs to be typically submm on the sample to reach fluences of interest for irreversible material processes (0.1-1
J/cm2). In order to ensure that the probe beam sees a uniformly pumped area, its spot
size should be much smaller spot (typically few hundred microns or less) than the laser
pump transverse. This sets a tight upper limit on the beam transverse emittance.
The beam charge is set by the requirement of having enough scattered electrons to
be able to detect the Bragg peaks. The milestone time-resolved electron diffraction
results on Al melting have been obtained using 150 shots of 6000 electrons each, that is
a total of 1 million electrons per image [7]. If an extremely high efficiency detector is
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available this is the minimum charge per bunch that is required to obtain a high contrast
diffraction pattern.
Assuming then 5×106 electrons in an rms bunch length of 100 fs, an angular
divergence of 0.08 mrad and an rms beam size of 0.4 mm at 4 MeV energy, the source
has to be able to generate a state-of-the-art beam with normalized brightness of B =
2I/εn2 > 1014A/m2. To give a sense for the order of magnitude of the required brightness,
the RF photoinjector source for the LCLS x-ray FEL reportedly generated beams of 20
pC, 0.13 mm-mrad emittance and 5 ps bunch length with brightness ~ 4.5×1014A/m2
[41].
It is possible to get an analytical estimate for the brightness of a beam from an RF
photoinjector operating in the pancake regime. In a 1D model, which assumes that the
beam remains a pancake in its rest frame during propagation, the final bunch length can
be analytically calculated and it is equal to τ = mcσ/ε0eE02, where σ is the surface
charge density and E0 is the accelerating field. Combining this with the limits on the
max surface charge density set by the extraction gradient (i.e. σ=Q/2πσ2laser≈ε0E0), we
obtain for the max beam brightness B 4πε0ecE02/Ek depending only on the cathode
temperature and the accelerating electric field. For a copper cathode illuminated by a
266 nm UV laser pulse ((Ek/mc2)1/2 ~ 0.8 mrad) in a 100 MV/m field we can calculate B
= 1015A/m2. This value should be taken as a first estimate since the assumptions of the
1D calculation are not always valid in the propagation after the gun. The beam in fact
quickly reaches a point in its evolution where its rest frame longitudinal size becomes
comparable with the transverse dimensions. At this point the space-charge driven
expansion ceases to be only longitudinal and the model assumptions break. 3D
simulations are then required to understand and optimize the beam dynamics. Different
RF structures could be employed to improve various aspects of the beam propagation
[42]. Nevertheless these quick estimates confirm the possibility for an RF photoinjector
beam to have high enough quality to enable the study of irreversible structural changes
by single shot diffraction patterns with sub-100 fs temporal resolution.
3.1.2.3

Elements in RF Photoinjector Beamlines for FRED

Advancing FRED can be considered a very active worldwide effort undertaken by
multiple research groups as confirmed by the diverse presentations/publications in
various Particle Accelerator Conferences/ refereed journals in the last 5 years. In the
following of this report, we will consider the UCLA setup as an example to outline the
major technical advances which led to the first time-resolved study of an ultrafast
process by single-shot diffraction patterns. The setup has strong similarities with the
ones developed at Tsinghua University and Brookhaven National Laboratory. An
important unique feature of the Osaka University setup is the implementation of three
solenoid lenses to control the diffraction camera length [37]. Unique characteristics of
the Pegasus beamline include the EOS-based time-of-arrival monitor [43] and the xband deflecting cavity for diagnostics and continuously time-resolved UED [33].
A cartoon of the UCLA Pegasus beamline for electron diffraction is shown in Fig. 2.
The samples are inserted in the beamline at a plane located 80 cm from the cathode
using a VGScienta sample holder capable of controlling the sample temperature from
1000 ºK (resistive heating) to 160 ºK (liquid nitrogen cooling). A smaller propagation
distance from the cathode would allow reaching shorter bunch lengths at the interaction
point, but the need for various beamline elements (gun solenoid, gate valve, injection
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laser mirror box, detection screens, time-of-arrival screen) usually prevent placing the
sample closer than 60-70 cm from the cathode. A pinhole can be inserted few cms
before the sample plane to improve the quality of the diffraction patterns as it will be
explained in the next sub-section. A novel high efficiency detector has been developed
to maximize the signal-to-noise in the diffraction images[34].
RF gun UCLA/BNL/SLAC
6 MW 2.856 GHz
Water cooled solenoid lens

Probing electron beam
100 fs rms long
5 pC 3.5 MeV

Two axes x‐y
sample‐holder movement

12 bit camera
f/0.95 lens‐coupling
Lanex screen or
MCP detector
IR laser pulse
1‐10 μJ 40 fs rms
Collimating hole
1mm diameter
Pump pulse
0.5 mJ 400 nm 40 fs rms

Remote controlled active feedback delay line (‐
100 ps/+500 ps).

Figure 2. Setup for FRED at the UCLA Pegasus Laboratory.
3.1.2.3.1 Pinhole
An important element that was found to significantly improve the spatial resolution
and signal-to-noise ratio in the diffraction patterns is a collimating pinhole aperture just
before the sample plane. The dimensions of the hole are optimized in order to let 106107 particles go through thus preserving the ability to record the diffraction pattern in a
single shot. This aperture serves multiple purposes.
Without the collimator, the dimensions of the probe beam depend on the beam
dynamics and are sensitive to many operating parameters. By using a fixed aperture the
probe area has a well-defined size easing matching to the pump laser and alignment.
During operation, collimation has the significant advantage of removing the dark
current background that constitutes a large source of noise in FRED patterns.
Most importantly, the solid curve in Fig. 3 shows the transverse beam spot size
when the beam charge extracted from the cathode is 10 pC with an initial laser spot size
of 500 um and a collimating hole is used. The collimated beam charge hitting the
sample is 1.6 pC. The spot size at the screen is almost three times smaller than what we
would achieve without the hole. Since R is inversely proportional to the spot size at the
detection screen, this is a significant improvement in the spatial resolution. To give an
idea of the importance of this, we note that to resolve the <111> and <200> rings in the
Debye–Scherrer pattern of polycrystalline gold, R has to be larger than 4, which would
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not be possible without the hole. The collimating aperture effectively removes the highemittance particles from the beam, thereby cleaning up the transverse phase space.

Figure 3. a) GPT simulations of beam dynamics with and without collimating aperture. b)
Diffraction pattern obtained with high efficiency detector showing high order Bragg peaks from
a single crystal gold sample. c) Scheme of high efficiency detector.
3.1.2.3.2 Start-to-End Simulations
In order to allow the optimization of the diffraction patterns and the spatial
resolution of the technique a new General Particle Tracer module has been developed.
In the kinematical diffraction approximation the module can calculate the scattering
probabilities of few MeV electrons in a thin sample foil and apply the angular kicks to
the particle distribution. Only few metal choices and a limited amount of diffraction
order have been implemented at this time on the code [44]. Nevertheless it is important
to be able to run a fully consistent start-to-end model of the experiment. GPT can follow
the particles in three dimensions and has a powerful algorithm for space charge field
calculations. This simulation can be very useful to study the effect of space charge
effects on the spatial resolution of the technique. For example it has been shown that if
the non-diffracted beam remains intense the radius of the diffraction rings is perturbed
due to space charge repulsion and a systematic correction needs to be applied.
3.1.2.3.3 Detector
In conventional non-relativistic ED micro-channel plates (MCP) are used to directly
image keV electrons or amplify the flux of low energy electrons inside an imageintensifier. The amplified electron flux is then converted by a scintillator to visible
photons which are subsequently fiber-optically coupled to a high efficiency chargecoupled device (CCD) camera. It is relatively straightforward to achieve single-electron
detection capability due to the large gain of the MCP and the high light collection
efficiency of the fiber-optics coupling.
MCPs have also been tested for MeV electrons and high quality single-shot DPs
were obtained [45]. Blurring of the DP was observed as a result of the large penetration
depth of MeV electrons and the resulting excitation of secondary electrons in many
surrounding micro-channels. It was also found that due to the active amplification
process the signal from the MCP has larger fluctuations which may be a concern in
single-shot measurements where very small changes in the DP are to be detected.
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Performance degradation of the MCP and fiber-optics after long term exposure to MeV
electrons was not observed.
An effective alternative for the detection of MeV electrons is the use of optimized
passive scintillator screens which are low cost and provide high electron-to-photon
conversion efficiency and improved spatial resolution. A phosphor screen yields as
many as a few thousand photons for each MeV electron due to the large penetration
depth of MeV electrons. As an example, two recent papers reported calibration
measurements showing greater than 103 photons per MeV electron from a Lanex Fine
screen [46,47]. In fact, considering an energy loss rate of 1.2–1.5 MeV cm2/g for 1–4
MeV electrons and a screen density of 34 mg/cm2, the total energy deposition by each
electron is approximately Eloss = 50 keV. For an optimal choice of phosphor material and
screen composition, the efficiency in conversion of this energy into output visible
photons is on the order of η = 15%–25%. Approximately half of these photons will exit
from the screen side facing the CCD camera while roughly an equal amount exits from
the back side. Since the photon spectrum is narrowly peaked at hν = 2.27 eV (545 nm),
we have nscr = 1/2 Eloss η / hν = 1.7 – 2.8 × 103 as an estimate of the number of photons
emitted from each side of the screen per incident MeV electron. With a properly
designed lens coupling system whose collection efficiency is higher than 1% and a
state-of-the-art CCD camera capable of single-photon detection, single-electron imaging
is possible. This was demonstrated recently [34] where up to the <800> diffraction spot
was detected in a single shot.
More advances on the detector side are expected in the next few years. The spatial
resolution and dynamic range are important figures-of-merit for a detector as well and
these are yet to be optimized in our prototype detector. Currently the size of the point
spread function (PSF) at Pegasus is ~100 μm, and in the future, as beam quality
improves, it could become the limit on the spatial resolution of the pattern. Phosphor
screens with larger density (higher electron-to-photon conversion efficiency) and
smaller thicknesses (yielding smaller PSF sizes), such as the DRZ standard screen,
could be used. The other issue is related to the saturation in the diffraction pattern. The
electron multiplication gain is set at a high level to achieve high detection efficiency,
but the camera well depth is a fixed value, one should note that the effective dynamic
range is actually suppressed. To cover the large intensity ratio between the direct beam
and high order spots, an effective solution is to coat a radially symmetric, variable
neutral-density apodizing optical filter on the output side the phosphor screen,
extending the dynamic range over 7 orders of magnitude.
3.1.2.3.4 Time Stamping
Obtaining the shortest possible electron bunch length has undoubtedly been the
main direction of research efforts in the development of new electron sources.
Nevertheless the temporal resolution of the FRED technique has various contributions.
In particular the uncertainty in the relative time-of-arrival (TOA) between the pump
laser and the probe beam constitutes a major concern when bunch lengths fall below
100 fs.
For rf-based particle accelerators, the jitter on the pump-probe TOA can be usually
related to the phase jitter introduced in the rf amplification chain and typically amounts
to a few tenths of a degree of the rf frequency. The synchronization accuracy between
the photoinjector drive laser and radiofrequency low level oscillators adds another
contribution to the total jitter. Furthermore, for low energy beams, rf amplitude
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fluctuations carry a significant contribution to the arrival time of the electron beam
relative to an external laser pulse. The combination of these effects limits the temporal
resolution of pump-probe techniques to a few hundred femtoseconds when using an Sband rf photoinjector. A possible path to increase the temporal resolution in ultrafast
dynamics studies is to time stamp each shot and then perform an offline temporal
rearrangement of the data. A similar setup was proposed and successfully tested at the
short pulse photon source beam line at SLAC [49], where a one-to-one correlation
between the electro-optic sampling (EOS) TOA stamp and the evolution of an ultrafast
phase transformation (the nonthermal melting of an InSb crystal [50]) was obtained.
At Pegasus we developed a novel 90 degrees non-collinear EOS geometry to
spatially encode the signal from the electron beam onto the transverse profile of a laser
pulse, as shown in Fig. 4 [43]. Notably the ZnTe crystal used in the experiment can be
kept far enough from the axis of the beamline to avoid any beam intercept so this is a
non-destructive diagnostics. In the Pegasus setup the crystal is housed in the cross just
before the diffraction sample chamber. Accurate timing determination with sub-50 fs
temporal resolution can be obtained in a single shot from few pC beam charge.

Figure 4. Scheme for non-destructive single shot TOA determination. A clear signal was
obtained using less than 1 pC of beam charge in the main beam.

The infrared (ir) pulse used for the EOS is split just before the last mirror in the
pump arm in order to guarantee that the EOS pulse carries a faithfully replica of the
timing information for the pump pulse. The TOA jitter measured using this technique is
larger than 700 fs rms. This is probably due to an aging high power RF system at the
UCLA Pegasus Laboratory. Nevertheless, even at state-of-the-art facilities, it is
virtually impossible to reduce the jitter between a high power pulsed RF source like a
klystron and the laser to < 100 fs. This would set a strong limit on the achievable
temporal resolution in electron probing techniques.
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A fast algorithm processes the images and extracts a TOA number for each beam
shot, which is used to time-stamp the diffraction patterns. The limit in this approach
comes from the fact that a minimum charge of ~1 pC is required in order to extract in a
non-destructive way a timing signal from the relativistic beam. This could be improved
for example using the non-diffracted beam after the interaction and a destructive
diagnostics. Using different electro-optic crystals with larger non-linear coefficients
could also improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the technique.
3.1.3 A Test Process: Ultrafast Laser-induced Heating and Melting of a Gold
Sample
As a benchmark for the technique, we demonstrated the use of MeV electrons from
an RF photo-injector to directly detect the changes in the structure of a crystal with fine
temporal resolution [30]. The test process we have chosen for this demonstration is the
laser-induced melting of a single crystal 20 nm thick gold sample. Single-shot
diffraction patterns are shown in Fig. 5. It is worth stressing that each diffraction pattern
is obtained using a single sub-200 fs electron bunch.
For each diffraction spot, we use a two dimensional Gaussian fit to calculate its
amplitude, the center position and the width. Fluctuations in the electron beam
parameters are responsible for a variation in the normalized amplitude for each Bragg
peak of less than 1%. This can be seen by the stability of the trace in Fig. 5 for the time
delays when the laser arrives after the electron beam.
The observed behavior of the Bragg peak amplitudes is a direct test of our
understanding of the laser-induced heating and melting processes in a metallic single
crystal sample. The laser energy is absorbed within an optical skin depth (7-8 nm)
creating a population of fast electrons which ballistically moves across the sample at
Fermi velocities [50]. Due to the strong electron-electron scattering, the electron
distribution thermalizes quickly. Hence, shortly (<100 fs) after illumination it is
possible to define an electron temperature homogeneous across the sample. At this
point, with a time scale controlled by the electron-phonon coupling constant, diffusive
heat transfer to the lattice subsystem takes place leading to electron and lattice
temperature equilibration. A good approximation valid after the initial few hundred fs is
to include the ballistic electron transport simply modifying the penetration depth of the
laser energy term and treat the problem with the two temperature model (TTM) [51].
The lattice temperature increase is the origin of the loss of coherence of the Bragg
peaks. The thermal random motion induced by the electron-phonon coupling acts as a
blur of the atomic positions in the crystal and decreases the Bragg peak amplitudes
(Debye-Waller effect). The predictions for the variation of the Bragg peak amplitudes
obtained using a TTM for the Au lattice are shown in Fig. 5. The model fits well the
data when the electron phonon coupling constant, an important parameter in the theory
of superconductivity, is λ= 0.15 in excellent agreement with the value reported in the
literature [52]. The data also shows that the higher diffraction orders disappear faster
than the lower ones, consistent with the scattering vector dependence in the DebyeWaller factor
When the illuminating pump fluence is raised to 35 mJ/cm2, the lattice temperature
goes above the melting point, the solid becomes superheated at first and then the phase
transition takes place. This can be observed by the departure from the Debye-Waller
factor TTM scaling in the peak amplitudes between 12-18 ps from the time when the
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laser hits the sample. During the same time interval, by integrating the diffraction
pattern over regions where the signal is not shadowed by diffraction spots, and again
comparing with the results from the laser-off images, it is possible to observe the rise of
the liquid correlation function peak at around 0.42 Å-1. This experiment was an
important benchmark for the technique since it showed for the first time the possibility
of completing a time-resolved measurements using single-shot diffraction patterns.
Since then more time-resolved studies using MeV electrons have been reported and
MeV FRED is expected to make an impact whenever irreversible structural changes or
very high temporal resolution are requested.

Figure 5. Laser induced heating and melting of single crystal gold sample studied by single shot
MeV electron diffraction patterns (from Ref. [30]). Left) Single shot diffraction pattern from
single crystal gold sample. Right) Evolution of Bragg peaks for low and high fluence as a
function of time. Each point is taken after moving the pump-probe delay line stage.

3.1.4 Continuously Time-resolved UED
A different mode of operation for FRED is given by continuously time-resolved ED.
Even in the early days of UED, researchers recognized the possibility of an alternative
setup in which the diffracted electron beam is streaked using deflecting plates to record
the time evolution of the changing pattern [6]. The advantage in such configuration is
that a short electron bunch is no longer required and the temporal resolution is
determined by the sweeping speed of the plates or more generally by the resolution of
the streak camera system. The large (few ps) jitter in the photoconductive switch
providing the synchronization between the beam and the deflecting voltage, and the
slow sweeping speed achievable have made this approach less favorable compared to
the more conventional pump and probe scheme characterized by time-delay scans. An
interesting scheme to bypass the streaking plates issue was proposed by Baum and
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Zewail [19]. It takes advantage of the strong chirp (time-energy correlation) that
electron pulses naturally develop in the propagation from the cathode due to the space
charge forces. In this promising scheme, which is currently awaiting an experimental
demonstration, an energy filtering device (a spectrometer) takes the role of the streaking
plates and is used to effectively analyze in time the diffraction signal.
Recently, there has been renewed interest in streak camera based UED in the
context of RF (radiofrequency) photoinjector based FRED [31,32]. Using an RF
resonant cavity for the deflection allows for much higher deflecting voltages which
together with a relatively high oscillation frequency offer faster sweeping speeds than
what is possible with traditional sweeping plates. The other key ingredient of the
technique is the use of intense relativistic electron beams. The peak current in a 3-4
MeV electron beam from an RF photoinjector can be in the tens of Amps range. With
107-108 particles per pulse in a 15-20~ps long electron beam in fact it becomes possible
to acquire the entire time-history of the ultrafast process within a single pump-andprobe event using only one sample. Employing MeV beams in conjunction with an RF
deflector eliminates the need for time-delay scanning and offers the possibility of truly
single shot studies of irreversible processes in ultrafast structural dynamics.
In a 2010 paper we demonstrated this variation of FRED and recorded streaked
diffraction patterns using a 16 ps long electron beam showing the melting of the gold
sample in a single shot [33]. More recently we have improved the temporal resolution
of the technique to < 35 fs by improving the beam quality and using a quadrupole to
narrow the width of the unstreaked spot size [53].

Figure 6. Streaked MeV electron diffraction cartoon.
The extension of this technique to nonrelativistic electron sources is an interesting
possibility[54]. In this regard, it is important to notice that if one is looking for single
shot data acquisition, the number of particles per interval of temporal resolution has to
be relatively large (>106) to be able to resolve each diffraction peak for different time
slices. The issue to be verified is if the transverse beam quality (i.e., normalized
emittance) can be preserved at these relatively high currents for the lower beam
energies.
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3.1.5 Compression for UED
The 1.6 cell S-band photocathode rf gun alone can generate sub-50 fs rms electron
pulses with adequate bunch charge and beam quality to take single-shot DPs. However,
to observe faster processes such as coherent phonon oscillations, even shorter (~10 fs
rms) electron pulses are required. In this section we discuss a scheme to generate sub-5
fs rms electron pulses based on applying the rf compression scheme proposed by Van
Oudheusden et al. [20,22] to a relativistic electron source. Simulation results show that
a 50 fC electron pulse can be compressed using velocity bunching in a short linac
section to 4 fs rms and the transverse beam quality is preserved.
An S-band dual slot resonance linac (DSRL) has being constructed and installed at
the Pegasus Laboratory in collaboration with Fartech [55]. The DSRL consists of 10 full
cells plus the entrance and exit half cells, and its total length is 60 cm. It will be placed
1.1 m from the gun cathode, and the collimation hole and diffraction sample will be
moved to 1.9 m position. The linac has now been conditioned up to 2 MW and with this
input power the maximum energy gain of DSRL is 10 MeV. Instead of running the
DSRL on the crest of the rf phase for high energy gain, it is possible to adjust its phase
and amplitude to impart a negative energy(velocity)-position correlation on the beam
longitudinal phase space. By letting the beam propagate through a short drift section
after the DSRL, its phase space rotates in the upright position and maximum
compression is achieved.
The evolution of the pulse length along the beamline is shown in Fig. 7. The
locations of the DSRL and the collimation hole are also shown. Before entering DSRL
the electron pulse is slightly positively chirped (head electrons have higher energies),
and the pulse length increases. Since the energy gain through the DSRL is timedependent, it is possible to reverse the energy chirp by choosing appropriately the rf
phase of the DSRL. At position b inside the DSRL the energy chirp is minimized and
the pulse length reaches the maximum. Once the tailing electrons have higher energies
(hence travel faster) they tend to catch up the leading ones and the pulse length
decreases.
The combined actions of the rf induced energy chirp and the longitudinal space
charge (LSC) effects determined the dynamics of the longitudinal compression and the
location of the shortest pulse length. Due to the transverse dependence of the LSC force,
different radial positions in the beam arrive at the optimal longitudinal compression at
different times. We use a collimation hole to select the core region of the beam where
the compression dynamics is more homogeneous. The minimum pulse length at the
sample is only 4 fs rms and limited by the residual curvature in the longitudinal phase
space.
Table 2: Beam parameters at the sample plane for the velocity bunching scheme
Parameter
Beam Kinetic Energy
Rms energy spread
Bunch charge
Normalized emittance
Transverse spot size
Rms pulse length

MeV UED
3.5 MeV
10-3
50 fC
0.08 mm-mrad
250 um
4 fs
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Figure 7. The evolution of the electron beam bunch length in the compressed FRED scheme.

The beam in our compression scheme is characterized by a relatively symmetric
profile. This is due to the fact that by using blow-out regime of operation of RF
photoinjector, the beam out of the gun is short (sub-100 fs) and with a relatively linear
longitudinal phase [56]. This limits the curvature imparted by the radiofrequency
accelerating wave in the linac which is usually the source of long tails after
compression. At the longitudinal focus, it is only the residual space charge force
nonlinearities that set the minimum pulse length.
We conclude this section by quantifying the role of the longitudinal pulse profile on
the possibility to resolve a structural change of a given decay time or oscillation period.
This is an important point as different communities quote different parameters to
characterize bunch length such as rms or full width at half maximum (fwhm). For well
defined longitudinal beam shapes, e.g. rectangular or Gaussian distributions, the rms
and fwhm values only differ by a fixed shape-dependent constant. But as a result of
compression schemes, longitudinal beam profiles become more complicated. In many
cases they are characterized by sharp spikes and long tails, especially when a relatively
long pulse is compressed and the final compression is dominated by the RF curvature. It
then becomes important to understand how to quantify the temporal resolution. In
electron diffraction each electron in the beam will contribute to the signal on the
detection screen. The situation is different for example if the ultrashort compressed
beams are used to drive Free-Electron Laser amplifiers. In this case, the instability
amplification process selects the brightest part in the beam (the spike in beam current)
and greatly enhances the contrast with the low current portions of the beam.
We compare our pulse shape (denoted by G) with different ones characterized by
the same rms or FWHM bunch length. An interesting case to consider is a pulse shape
(denoted by C) where 80% of the electrons are bunched into a 4 fs fwhm peak but the
remaining 20% extended in a long tail trailing the beam so that the rms width of the
entire pulse is 20 fs. This mimics the typical case when the rf induced non linearities
dominate the final bunch length. A rectangular pulse shape (denoted by R) is also
considered.
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Figure 8. A longitudinally rectangular (R, red), a Gaussian (G, green) and a complicated
shaped (C, blue, the insect in (a), see text for detail) pulses are used to measure a (a-b)
exponentially decay and (c-d) oscillating structural changes. In (a) and (c) the three pulse have
the same rms widths of 20 fs, and in (b) and (d) the pulses have equal fwhm widths of 4 fs.

The signal obtained when using these beams for electron diffraction is given by the
convolution of the time-response of the system under study and the longitudinal beam
profiles. In Fig.8(a) and (b) we show the results of a process with 10 fs time-constant
measured by the C, R and G-shaped pulses with same rms values (20 fs) and same
fwhm values (4 fs), together with the intrinsic and measured time constants. Although
the C-shaped pulse has a very sharp peak, the trailing electrons sample the structures
over a large time window which lead to the decrease in the observed slope.
Deconvolution technique may be used to retrieve the intrinsic time constant from the
measurement results if the longitudinal beam profile can be mapped with high
precision.
For cases where the time-response of the system under study is an oscillation with a
period of τ0 and an amplitude a0, using an electron beam with a finite pulse length will
cause a drop in the observed oscillation amplitudes. Fig.8 (c) and (d) show the intrinsic
oscillation (black dashed line) and the measured ones again using various pulse shapes
with same rms values (20 fs) and same fwhm values (4 fs). In this case the C-shaped
pulse is advantageous over other more smoothed shapes since the long tail extend over
many oscillation periods and tend to average out. In order to keep the normalized
amplitude a/a0 at a considerable level (~0.1) so that the observable amplitude stays
above the measurement error, generally the rms pulse length have to be 3-4 times
shorter than the oscillation period, but a sharp peak can relax this requirement
depending on the width and the fraction of number of electrons in the peak.
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3.1.6 Future Directions
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An ambitious goal of the community is to push the limit of current technology and
take advantage of the high brightness of the intense MeV electron beam from the RF
photoinjector source for imaging applications. Currently the only solution to the
problem of capturing electron microscope images with ultrafast temporal resolution (ps
or lower) is represented by Caltech Zewail’s group stroboscopic approach [57,58]
where the electron images are formed using single-electron pulses, thus completely
removing the problems associated with space charge effects. This approach has
produced exciting results, but it is limited to the study of processes that can be
repeatedly excited many million times. If single shot images are required, one has to
trade off spatial resolution for temporal resolution as demonstrated in the DTEM at
LLNL which has ns temporal resolution and 10 nm spatial resolution [59].
Another possible solution is to increase the energy of the beam to MeV level to take
advantage of the relativistic suppression of the space charge forces and capture a TEM
image in a single shot. There are two major limitations in expanding the capabilities of
the MeV diffraction camera towards high spatial resolution imaging mode: i) the limited
beam coherence from the metal photocathodes in the RF gun and ii) the technical
difficulties associated with building strong lenses for relativistic energy beams.
Recently we have demonstrated at the UCLA Pegasus Laboratory a new regime of
operation of the RF photoinjector where the laser is focused on the cathode to a very
small spot (< 30 micron rms) and at the same time the longitudinal profile of the beam
is stretched to a parabolic shape (rms bunch length ~1 ps) [60]. In this regime the beam
undergoes a mainly transverse space charge expansion which leads to the creation of a
nearly ideal uniformly filled ellipsoidal distribution, characterized by linear fields in
each direction. In these conditions, the space charge induced emittance growth,
associated with the non-linearities of the beam self-fields, can be minimized. Moreover,
the small size of the source allows the possibility of generating from the beginning a
beam with very small emittance (and equivalently high transverse coherence).
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Figure 9. The evolution of the normalized emittance and spot size along the beamline in the
proposed imaging mode.

First measurements of the beam emittance with pepper-pot technique indicate
normalized emittance values lower than 50 nm. By further reducing the spot size on the
cathode to < 20 μm rms, taking advantage of progress in cathode research to reduce the
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thermal energy spread below 0.1 eV, particle tracking simulations (shown in the Fig. 9)
predict MeV beams with <10 nm-rad normalized emittance.
In Table 3, we show the parameters for the imaging mode of operation of the RF
photoinjector. The main differences consist in the format of the laser pulse on the
cathode. For diffraction, one would like a very short electron beam and so the tendency
is to decrease the surface charge at the cathode spreading the laser over a larger
transverse area. For imaging, we focus the laser down to a very small spot to obtain a
vanishing small thermal emittance.
Table 3. Parameters of operation of the Pegasus photoinjector for electron diffraction and
microscopy experiments.
Diffraction setup
Proposed Microscopy
Parameter
setup
Laser pulse length
35 fs (rms)
3 ps (rms)
Laser spot size on cathode
200 μm (rms)
20 μm (rms)
Peak field on the cathode
100 MV/m
120 MV/m
Beam energy
5 MeV
6 MeV
Beam charge
0.2 pC (1.25×106 e-)
1 pC (6×106 e-)
Normalized emittance
0.1 mm-mrad
10 nm-rad
Pulse length
100 fs rms
2 ps rms
Injection phase
30 degrees
30 degrees

The other ingredient in achieving high spatial resolution images with the electron
beam is the availability of low-aberration strong lenses. For example, using an electron
lens with a focal distance of 2 cm, simulations suggest that the Pegasus beam can be
focused down to below 2 micron rms spot size, with an intrinsic divergence still smaller
than the average Bragg angle. Expanding the beam to few cm spot size on the screen
will allow magnification factor in excess of ×1000.
Electromagnetic solenoids for MeV electron beams on the other hand are bulky and
limited in the focal length by the current density and the required cooling power. In
order to approach imaging mode we propose to introduce in the column first order
focusing elements such as permanent magnet quadrupoles (PMQ). UCLA has a
considerable experience in building very strong quadrupole lenses based on permanent
magnet technology, using the so-called Halbach configuration (shown in Fig. 8). With a
gradient of > 500 T/m and an effective length of 1 cm, the effective focal distance of a
PMQ triplet can be very short yielding sub 5-μm spot sizes. Another intrinsic advantage
of using quadrupole magnet instead of cylindrical solenoidal lenses is that the
intermediate waists between the object plane and the detector plane will be elliptical and
so less prone to degradation of the image quality by stochastic Coulomb effects.
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Figure 10. Left) Halbach 'pizza-pie' PMQ configuration. Right) CAD drawing of the UCLAdesigned PMQ triplet assembly.

The spatial resolution of the relativistic electron imaging system will be up to one
order of magnitude better than what can be achieved with conventional light
microscopes. There are several very good reasons for pursuing the imaging
configuration on our MeV electron camera in the context of materials in extreme
conditions. These include getting access to the diffraction contrast mechanisms of TEM,
which are unavailable in conventional light microscopes, obtaining moderate-resolution
real-space imaging and variable diffraction camera lengths in a single system and
leading the way towards further developments of ultrafast imaging capabilities for
transmission electron microscopes.
3.1.7 Conclusions
Femtosecond relativistic electron diffraction is a novel technique which holds the
promise to yield real-time atomic resolution of ultrafast structural rearrangements in
matter. Many research groups are now joining this field as it becomes clear that the
continuous progress in high brightness electron sources stimulated by the recent
successes of X-ray FELs finds immediate application to the direct investigation of
matter by electron diffraction. The first scientific studies of ultrafast science with MeV
electrons have been recently completed and further progress is expected as the crossfertilization between electron microscopy, ultrafast structural dynamics and electron
sources goes on. The high peak brightness of MeV beams as well the increased
penetrating power of the high energy electrons are unique features of a relativistic
electron probe beam.
Interesting variations on this technique include continuously time-resolved electron
diffraction and ps-MeV electron microscopy. A workshop on ultrafast electron sources
for diffraction and microscopy will be held at UCLA on Dec 12-14, 2012 [35] with the
charge of putting together experts from different communities to discuss the future of
ultrafast electron sources for diffraction and microscopy applications.
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3.2.1 Introduction
Laser-plasma accelerators (LPAs) have attracted considerable attention owing to
their ability to generate ultrahigh accelerating gradients, enabling compact accelerators.
Laser-plasma acceleration is realized by using a high-intensity laser to ponderomotively
drive a large plasma wave (or wakefield) in an underdense plasma [1]. The plasma
wave has relativistic phase velocity, approximately the group velocity of the laser, and
can support large electric fields in the direction of the laser propagation. When the laser
pulse is approximately resonant (pulse duration on the order of the plasma period) and
the laser intensity is relativistic, with normalized laser vector potential a = eA/mec2 ~ 1,
the size of the accelerating field supported by the plasma is on the order of E0 =
mec2kp/e, or
,

(1)

where ckp is the electron plasma frequency, n0 is the ambient electron number density,
me and e are the electronic mass and charge, respectively, and c is the speed of light in
vacuum. For example, an accelerating gradient of E0~100 GV/m is achieved operating
at a plasma density of n0 ~1018 cm-3, which is several orders of magnitude larger than
conventional technology. Owing to these ultrahigh accelerating gradients, LPAs are
actively being researched as compact sources of energetic beams for high-peak
brightness light sources [2-6] and future linear colliders [7].
In addition to extremely large accelerating gradients, plasma-based accelerators
intrinsically produce ultra-short (fs) electron bunches that are a fraction of the plasma
wavelength, Lb<λp/4, where Lb is the beam length and
(2)
is the plasma wavelength. As we discuss in this newsletter, recent experiments have
measured LPA bunch durations that are a few femtoseconds. Because of the short beam
durations, LPAs are sources of high-peak current beams (I~1–10 kA), and, hence, it is
natural to consider fs LPA electron beams as drivers for producing high-peak brightness
radiation (e.g., free-electron lasers). LPA electron beams have been coupled into
undulators to produce undulator radiation in the visible [8] and soft-x-ray [9]
wavelengths. These fs beams are also intrinsically synchronized to the drive laser
pulse, enabling a wide variation of pump-probe applications.
In this newsletter we report on recent measurements characterizing the fs LPA
electron beam phase space.
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3.2.2 Laser-Plasma Accelerator Beam Phase Space Characteristics
Rapid progress in laser-plasma accelerator research has been made over the past
decade (see [1] for a review). In particular, the production of high-quality GeV electron
beams over cm-scale plasmas was achieved in 2006 at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory [10]. Since 2006, several laser facilities worldwide have demonstrated
quasi-monoenergetic LPA beams with GeV-level energies [11, 12].
High-quality electron beams up to 1 GeV have been experimentally demonstrated
using 40 TW lasers interacting in centimeter-scale plasma channels [10]. Figure 1
shows a single-shot spectrum of a 1 GeV electron beam generated using the LPA at
LBNL. In Fig. 1, a 1.5 J, 0.8-micron laser interacts with a 310-micron diameter Hdischarge capillary with on-axis density 4x1018 cm-3. The H-discharge capillary forms a
plasma channel for guiding the laser. LPAs are capable of compactly producing GeV
beams with tens of pC of charge, few percent-level relative energy spread, and mrad
divergences. Recent experimental effort in the plasma-based accelerator community
has been focused on improved diagnostics and measurements of the LPA electron beam
phase space, and, in particular, measurements of the beam transverse emittance and the
beam duration.

Figure 1: Single-shot electron beam spectrum from a 310-micron diameter H-discharge
capillary with on-axis density 4x1018 cm-3 and a 1.5 J, 46 fs laser. The H-discharge capillary
forms a plasma channel for guiding the laser. The 1012 MeV electron beam contained 30 pC of
charge, with 2.9% (rms) energy spread and 1.7 mrad (rms) divergence.

3.2.2.1

Transverse Emittance Measurement

As the electron beam is accelerated in the wakefield of the laser, it undergoes
betatron motion in the strong focusing forces (Fr ~ eE0kpr) of the plasma wave, and
emits fs, hard x-rays [13]. The beam transverse size in the plasma wave can be
determined by measuring the spectrum of betatron x-rays produced by the beam [1416]. The effective wiggler strength parameter aβ = γzkβrβ is typically large aβ >>1
(where γz is the Lorentz factor of the longitudinal momentum, kβ the betatron
wavenumber, and rβ the amplitude of the electron betatron orbit), and the x-ray
spectrum is broad.
The spectrum is characterized by the critical frequency
ωc=3aβγz2kβc. Owing to the strength of the transverse focusing force in the plasma
wave, the beam emits hard x-rays (~10 keV). By measuring the spectrum (i.e., ωc), the
amplitude of the betatron oscillation rβ (i.e., the beam radius) may be estimated. This
measurement is a non-invasive, in situ, single-shot diagnostic of the beam size and,
combined with a divergence measurement, may be used to estimate the beam transverse
emittance. This diagnostic was implemented at LBNL [14], where a 463 MeV beam
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was generated, with 2.8% (rms) energy spread and 1.2 mrad (rms) divergence, and the
x-ray betatron spectrum was measured indicating a beam radius of 0.1 micron and an
estimated normalized transverse emittance 0.1 mm mrad.
Quadrupole scan measurements of LPA electron beams have also been performed at
MPQ [17]. Using this technique a normalized transverse emittance of 0.2 mm mrad
was measured at 245 MeV electron beams.
3.2.2.2

Bunch Duration Measurement

The bunch duration of the LPA beam has recently been measured with fs resolution
[18, 19]. Previous LPA bunch duration measurements based on electro-optic sampling
techniques were limited in resolution to tens of fs [20]. One method for determining the
bunch temporal profile relies on measuring the spectrum of coherent transition radiation
(CTR) generated as the beam passed through a foil following the plasma. Analysis of
the CTR spectrum (in the optical wavelength regime) generated by the electron beams
(produced using colliding pulse injection, as described below) indicated a bunch
duration of τb=1.4 fs (rms), with a peak current of I=4 kA [18].
LPA electron beam duration measurements have also been performed using an ultrashort optical probe [19]. In this single-shot, non-invasive, in-situ diagnostic, the
azimuthal magnetic field generated by the beam was probed in the plasma using
Faraday rotation. Here an ultra-short laser propagates orthogonal to the LPA electron
beam propagation direction. The probe rays passing above and below the beam have
their polarization rotated in opposite directions, and the beam duration is determined
using time-resolved polarimetry. Using this technique the LPA beam (produced using
self-trapping with a single laser pulse) duration was measured as τb=5.8 fs (FWHM)
[19].
3.2.2.3

Controlled Injection

To control the LPA beam phase space characteristics, and potentially produce
shorter bunches, research has focused on methods to provide detailed control of the
injection of background plasma electrons into the plasma wave. Controlled injection is
also critical to improve the shot-to-shot stability and tunability of the LPA beam
parameters. One method to trigger injection into the plasma wave is to collide laser
pulses in the plasma [21]. In this colliding pulse injection technique, two lasers overlap
in space and time, generating a localized beat wave that imparts momentum to the
plasma electrons and enables trapping in the plasma wave. This technique was
experimentally realized at LOA [22], where stable beams with energy spreads as low as
1% (FWHM) have been produced [23].
Another promising method is to rely on plasma density tailoring, where a short
(~mm), high (~1019 cm-3) plasma density region to serve as a localized plasma injector,
is followed by a long (~cm), low (~1018 cm-3) plasma density region to serve as a darkcurrent-free accelerator stage [24]. This approach relies on locally slowing the plasma
wave phase velocity to facilitate trapping of background plasma electrons. The wave
phase velocity is controlled via the plasma density gradient [25] and the increasing laser
intensity [26] (generated by the relativistic self-focusing produced in the high plasma
density region). Using density tailoring to control injection into a subsequent plasma
accelerator was experimentally realized at LBNL by integrating a gas jet into a
discharge capillary. The electron trapping and energy gain was controlled by varying
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the gas jet density and the laser focal position. This method of triggered injection
produced greatly improved stability (percent-level) of the LPA beam properties [24].
3.2.2.4

Beam Brightness

With the recent measurements of the LPA beam characteristics described above, the
six-dimensional (6D) beam brightness of the LPA electron beam can be estimated. The
6D beam brightness may be defined as
,

(2)

where I is the peak current, N the number of beam electrons, mec2σγ the beam energy
spread, and εnz, εnx, and εny the normalized longitudinal and transverse emittances. Here
IA=mec3/e is the Alfven current, re= e2/ mec2 is the classical electron radius, and λC the
Compton wavelength. For an LPA with typical beam parameters (e.g., 0.5 GeV energy,
I=4 kA peak current, εn=0.1 mm mrad normalized transverse emittance, and σγ/γ = 0.04
relative energy spread) the normalized 6D brightness is b~10-11. This 6D brightness is
comparable to conventional accelerators. For example, the LCLS beam at SLAC, with
13.6 GeV, I=3.4 kA, σγ/γ =10-4, and εn=0.4 mm mrad, has a normalized 6D brightness
of b~10-11. Therefore, one may consider emittance exchange or beam phase space
manipulation to enable application of LPA beams. For example, although the relative
energy spread of the LPA beam presently hinders application to free-electron lasers,
post-LPA beam manipulation may provide a path toward lasing [5, 6].
3.2.3 Conclusions
Laser-plasma accelerators are presently able to compactly generate GeV-class
electron beams, accelerated over cm-scale plasmas, using 100 TW-class short pulse
laser systems (operating at 1-10 Hz). These beams typically contain tens of pC of
charge, few percent-level relative energy spread, and mrad divergences. Recent
measurements have shown that LPA beams have low transverse emittance (~0.1 mm
mrad) and have few-fs bunch durations. The fs electron beams have multi-kA peak
current and are therefore well-suited as drivers for high-peak brightness radiation
generation for ultrafast science. These fs beams are also intrinsically synchronized to
the drive laser pulse, enabling a wide variation of pump-probe applications. Controlled
injection techniques are actively being researched to improve the LPA beam quality and
reproducibility. In parallel to LPA research, laser technology is undergoing rapid
development, and it is anticipated that ~1 J, short-pulse laser systems operating at kHz
repetition rates will become available in the next several years. If LPA research and
development continues to be successful, LPAs will enable the generation of ultracompact, multi-GeV, fs beams for the next generation of ultrafast light sources.
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Creating Attosecond Structures in Femtosecond Beams
Dao Xiang, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, USA
Mail to: dxiang@SLAC. Stanford.edu

3.3.1 Introduction
Generation of microstructures in relativistic electron beams with varying periods
ranging from millimeters to Ångstroms is of fundamental interest in accelerator physics.
An x-ray free-electron laser (FEL) is an example where the electrons are packed into
micro-bunches with equal spacing in the x-ray wavelength range from the sustained
electron-radiation interaction in a long undulator [1-3]. This density modulation allows
the electrons to radiate in phase which leads to orders of magnitude enhancement in the
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radiation power compared to the spontaneous radiation, making FELs unique in
providing tunable high-power short-wavelength radiation for various areas of science.
For structures well above the optical wavelength, the drive laser as required in a
photocathode rf gun may be shaped accordingly to generate the desired pattern in beam
current distribution, taking advantage of the promptness of the photoemission process
[4-6]. It is also possible to use a transverse mask to generate fine structures in beam
transverse distribution, and then use emittance exchange technique to convert the spatial
structures into time structures [7-8]. However, it is technically challenging to extend
these techniques for generation of attosecond structures in electron beams.
In this article we describe the techniques to create attosecond structures ranging
from a few nanometer (nm) to a few hundred nm in femtosecond beams. These
techniques typically involve using lasers, undulators and chicanes: lasers and undulators
allow one to imprint short-scale energy modulation (sinusoidal energy chirp); and
chicanes force the particles to follow energy-dependent paths such that particle’s
longitudinal positions can be rearranged. We will show how one can create attosecond
structures with various patterns in femosecond beams and how these fine structures can
enhance the performance of electron beam based facilities.
3.3.2 Concept of Introducing Micro-Structures with Lasers
Creating short-scale structures in an electron beam with lasers is analogous to the
overall manipulation of electron bunch length in a magnetic bunch compressor, except
that the energy chirp is imprinted by lasers rather than rf cavities.
The process of bunch compression, to the first order, can be described as a linear
transformation where the bunch length is reduced while the energy spread (conservation
of phase space area) and peak current (conservation of charge) are increased. This is
achieved by first accelerating the beam off-crest in rf cavities to establish a correlation
between a particle's energy and its longitudinal position, and then sending the beam
through a dispersive chicane. The particles with lower energy are bent more in the
chicane and they will have a longer path length. On the contrary, particles with higher
energy have shorter path length because they are bent less. As a result, the low energy
electrons slip back while the high energy electrons catch up, which leads to bunch
compression.
Replacing the rf cavity with lasers allow one to create local fine structure in an
electron beam while keeping the overall beam shape unchanged. Since the laser
wavelength is typically much shorter than the beam duration, on average the laser does
not give beam a net energy chirp. As a result, the overall bunch duration is kept
constant. On the other hand, the time-varying laser field imprints a sinusoidal energy
chirp (called energy modulation) on the beam phase space which leads to varying local
compression/decompression in the beam current that eventually results in attosecond
structures in beam current distribution.
3.3.3 Single Modulator-Chicane System
The scheme to create attosecond structure in an electron beam via a single
modulator-chicane module is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Creating attosecond structure in beam with a single modulator-chicane module.

For an electron beam with uniform density distribution (this assumption is justified
for the general case when beam duration is much larger than laser wavelength), its
2
longitudinal phase space distribution can be written as f 0 ( p ) = N 0 (2π ) −1/2 e − p / 2 , where
N 0 is the number of electrons per unit length, p = ( E − E0 ) / σ E is the energy deviation
of a particle normalized to the intrinsic beam energy spread σ E , and E0 is the average
beam energy. After interacting with a laser with wave number k in an undulator, the
particle's energy changes to p ' = p + A sin kz , where A = ΔE / σ E is the dimensionless
energy modulation, and z is the longitudinal coordinate in the beam. The distribution
function after the interaction with the laser becomes,
2
f1 ( z, p) = N 0 (2π ) −1/2 exp ⎡ − ( p − A sin kz ) / 2 ⎤
⎣
⎦

(1)

After passing through a chicane with momentum compaction R56 , a particle's
longitudinal position changes to z ' = z + R56 pσ E / E0 and yields the distribution function,
2⎤
⎡ 1
f 2 ( z , p ) = N 0 (2π ) −1/2 exp ⎢ − [ p − A sin( kz − pR56 kσ E / E0 ) ] ⎥
⎣ 2
⎦

(2)

Integration of Eq. (2) over p gives the beam density N as a function of z ,
∞

N ( z ) = ∫ dp f 2 ( z , p) . Analysis shows the beam density distribution can be expanded
−∞

into Fourier series
∞
⎡
⎤
N ( z ) = N 0 ⎢1 + ∑ 2bn cos ( nkz + ϕn ) ⎥
⎣ n =1
⎦

(3)

where bn = e − inkz N ( z ) / N 0 is the bunching factor used to characterize the density
modulation, n is the harmonic number, and the brackets denote averaging over the
coordinate z . In general, after the laser modulation and a further passage through a
chicane, a beam that initially has constant density now consists of many bumps equally
separated by the laser wavelength (creation of optical micro-bunches). The bunching
factor has an analytical form [9],
2⎤
⎡ 1
bn = J n (nkR56 ΔE / E0 ) exp ⎢ − ( nkR56σ E / E0 ) ⎥
⎣ 2
⎦

(4)
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local full compression is required to stand the beam upright, which requires the energy
modulation to match the chicane momentum compaction, i.e. kR56 ΔE / E0 ≈ 1 . In this
case the finest structure has an approximate rms duration of Dσ E / ΔE , and the highest
harmonic number is roughly the ratio of energy modulation to energy spread, i.e. n ≈ ΔE
/ σE. This relatively low frequency up-conversion efficiency makes it difficult to use
HGHG technique in a single stage to generate harmonic with n > 10 , because a large
energy modulation as required to generate high harmonics is associated with a
substantial growth in beam energy spread that may significantly degrade the beam
quality. As a result, multiple stages of HGHG FELs are needed [15] in order to generate
coherent x-rays from a UV laser (n ≈ 50).
Note, by creating periodic fine structures in a femtosecond beam, the beam can emit
coherent radiation at the laser fundamental frequency and the high harmonic
frequencies. While the latter allows FEL seeding to up-convert the seed laser frequency
to generate coherent radiation at shorter wavelengths, the coherent radiation at the laser
fundamental frequency may offer new opportunity to determine electron bunch length.
For instance, one can first modulate an ultrashort beam with an optical laser, and then
send the density-modulated beam through an OTR screen to generate COTR. The
spectrum of the COTR can be measured to infer the bunch length [16].

Figure 4: Initial beam phase space (a); Beam phase space after interaction with an optical laser
(b); Beam current with (red) and without (blue) laser modulation (c); corresponding radiation
power spectrum (d).

The idea to extract bunch length information by measuring the COTR spectrum is
rather simple. For a Gaussian beam with rms length ∆t, it is well known that its Fourier
transform is also Gaussian with rms frequency spread ∆f, and furthermore we have
∆t×∆f =1/2π. Consider a Gaussian beam with rms length of 5 fs, its longitudinal phase
space is shown in Fig. 4a. After interaction with a 795 nm laser and further passing
through a chicane, the beam longitudinal phase space evolves to that in Fig. 4b. The
corresponding beam current is shown with red-dashed line in Fig. 4c (the initial beam
current is shown with blue-dashed line). It is justified to assume a prompt response for
generation of OTR, and the pulse shape of the COTR generated when beam further
strikes an OTR screen will be a replica of that of the beam current distribution.
Accordingly, the COTR spectrum generated by this modulated beam will carry
information about the beam current distribution. The COTR spectrum for the beam in
Fig. 4c is shown in Fig. 4d where one can see that the quasi-monochromatic COTR has
a central frequency at f=377 THz (corresponding central wavelength is 795 nm) with an
rms frequency spread of ∆f=33 THz (corresponding transform limited rms pulse width
is 5 fs, which is the same as that of the electron bunch).
This method can be considered as a simplified version of the ‘optical replica’
scheme [17]. It is easy to implement and does not require generation of high-power
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radiation for frequency-resolved optical gating measurement, yet still allows the rms
length of an ultrashort bunch to be obtained.
From Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d, one can see that by creating attosecond structures in a beam
with a laser, the beam envelope is imprinted to the pulse shape of COTR and the rms
bunch length can be obtained through measurement of the COTR spectrum. Note, the
condition ∆t×∆f =1/2π only applies for a Gaussian beam. In realistic conditions, the
beam may deviate from a Gaussian distribution.
To see if this method can be applied to more general cases, here we show the results
for 3 representative distributions: Gaussian, asymmetric Gaussian and flat-top (Fig. 5a).
The corresponding COTR spectra after interaction with the laser are shown in Fig. 5b
where one can see that while the detailed spectra are different, the rms frequency spread
around the central frequency still has the same value. This indicates that this method
can be applied to more general cases. However, it should be noted that this method may
yield inaccurate results if the beam temporal profile has a very complicated distribution.

Figure 5: Various beam shapes (a) and the spectra after laser modulation (b).
3.3.4 Double Modulator-Chicane System
In this section we will extend our analysis to a slightly more complicated scheme
with double modulator-chicane modules. We will show how cascading the modulatorchicane module offers new opportunity for creating more complicated attosecond
structures in femtosecond beams.
The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 6. The beam distribution at the exit of the 2nd
chicane can be easily found by applying consecutively two more transformations to Eq.
(1) and (2), similar to the derivation outlined in section above. For general cases with
lasers having wave number k1 in the 1st modulator and k 2 in the 2nd modulator, the
beam density contains harmonic contents at the wave number hk1 + mk2 , where h and
m are integers.

Figure 6: Double modulator-chicane modules to create attosecond structures in beams.
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propo
osed ‘HGHG
G Silencer’ scheme
s
[18--19], a high power
p
laser is first usedd to generatee
st
a large energy modulation
m
in the 1 m
modulator; thhen as beam
m goes thro
ough the 2ndd
nergy moduulation is graadually convverted into density
d
moduulation withh
moduulator, the en
the R56 of the unndulator; at the same tim
me a laser with
w π phasee shift is useed in the 2ndd
moduulator to compensate fo
or the energgy modulatioon in the 1st modulatorr. With thiss
confiiguration, higgher harmonnics can be aachieved with
h a reduced energy spreaad growth.

Figu
ure 7: (a) Phaase space afteer passing throough the chicane (blue dotts) and the corrresponding
energy
e
modulation (red linne) in a seconnd modulator; (b) phase spaace after the reversed
r
moddulation in a second
s
modullator; (c) enerrgy distributioon before (dasshed blue) annd after (slid
red) the revverse modulaation .

An
A alternativve way to reeduce the ennergy spread
d in HGHG
G scheme is to partiallyy
reverrse the modu
ulation in a second moddulator after the beam gooes through the chicanee
[20]. The idea is illustrated inn Fig. 7. In this
t examplee, the energyy modulationn is 10 timess
m energy sppread. After passing thrrough a smaall chicane, half of thee
largeer than beam
particcles stand up
p to provide about 15% bbunching at the 10th harm
monic, as sh
hown in Fig..
7a. A laser with π phase sh
hift is then used in the 2nd modulaator to proviide a properr
moduulation (red line in Figg. 7a) to reeduce the energy
e
spreaad for the un-bunchedd
particcles, which leads
l
to the phase
p
space distribution shown in Fiig. 7b. The histogram
h
off
the energy
e
of thee particles before
b
and after this modulation is shown
s
in Fig. 7c wheree
one can
c clearly see that thee beam eneergy spread is reduced (by about 40%
4
in thiss
exam
mple).
HGHG
H
with
h two moduulators to reduce
r
beam
m energy sppread may extend thee
harm
monic numbeer to n > 10 , yet still noot high enoug
gh to reach xx-rays from UV laser inn
a single stage. This
T
is mainlly limited byy the fact th
hat the buncched particlees are at thee
t laser (see Fig. 7a) annd their enerrgy spread caannot be redu
uced.
zero--crossing of the
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3.3.4.2

E
Echo-Enable
ed Harmonicc Generation
n (EEHG)

q
differennt technique entitled EE
EHG has receently been pproposed to reach
r
soft
A quite
x-rays from UV seed laser inn a single sttage [21-22]. This is made
m
possib
ble by the
ncy up-convversion efficciency of EE
EHG. In thee EEHG schheme, the
remarkaable frequen
beam iss first energyy modulated
d by a laser in the first modulator
m
(F
Fig. 8a) and then sent
through
h a chicane with stron
ng momentuum compaction after which
w
the modulation
m
obtaineed in the first moduulator is macroscopic
m
cally smearred; simulttaneously,
compliccated fine strructures are introduced into the phase space of tthe beam (Fig. 8b). A
second laser is used
d to further modulate
m
thhe beam enerrgy in the seecond modullator (Fig.
i
certaain correlatiions in phasse space, andd after passiing through a second
8c) to imprint
chicanee the high haarmonic signnal then occuurs as a reco
oherence effeect, like an echo
e
(Fig.
8d). Thhe key advan
ntage of echho techniquee is that it can generate very high harmonics
h
with haarmonic num
mber much larger thann the ratio of
o energy m
modulation to
t energy
spread, i.e. n >> ΔE / σ E . Thiis makes it possible too generate vvery high harmonics
h
(50~1000) while sim
multaneouslyy keeping thee beam energgy spread sm
mall, which allows
a
the
generattion of soft x-rays
x
from a UV seed laser in a sinngle stage. EEHG techhnique has
been deemonstrated at SLAC’s Next
N
Linearr Collider Teest Accelerattor (NLCTA
A) [23-24]
and SIN
NAP’s Shang
ghai DUV FEL
F facility [[25].

n of the long
gitudinal phaase space in
n EEHG scheeme. (a) afteer the first
Figure 8: Evolution
fter the seconnd modulatoor; (d) after thhe second
modulaator; (b) afterr the first chicane; (c) aft
chicanee. In this exaample, the tw
wo lasers havve the same wavelengths
w
s.
3.3.4.3

D
Difference
Frrequency Geeneration foor THz Emisssion

In EEHG
E
schem
me, a small h and a larrge m is ussed to maxim
mize the buunching at
high haarmonics. Alternatively,
A
, by choosinng small h and m witth opposite signs, the
double modulator-cchicane systeem may be uused to down
n-convert thee frequency of optical
f generatioon of THz sttructures in electron beaams. For insstance, with h = 1 and
lasers for
m = −1 (or vice veersa), a dennsity modulaation at the difference ffrequency of the two
lasers can
c be generated. This alllows the generation of long-scale
l
ddensity moduulations in
electronn beams throough short-sscale energy modulation
ns [26]. This difference frequency
f
generattion scheme with relativiistic electronn beam as thhe nonlinear medium is illustrated
i
in Fig. 9. As show
wn in Fig. 9a,
9 a laser w
with wavelen
ngth λ1 is ffirst used too generate
energy modulation in the beam
m phase spacee in the first modulator. A
After interaccting with
w
wavelength λ2 = 0.99λ1 , the beaam phase sppace consistts of fast
the seccond laser with
modulaation at the sum frequenncy and a slow
s
modulaation at the difference frequency
f
(Fig. 9b
b). After paassing throuugh a chicanne, the enerrgy modulattion at the difference
d
frequenncy can be coonverted to density moddulation (Fig
g. 9c and Figg. 9d). As a result,
r
the
beam cu
urrent has deensity moduulation with a period of about
a
10λ1 .
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Figurre 9: Evolutioon of the lonngitudinal phhase space in difference fr
frequency genneration withh
doublle modulator--chicane systeem. (a) after the first mod
dulator; (b) affter the seconnd modulator;;
(c) affter the secon
nd chicane; (d)
( final currrent distributiion. In this example, thee momentum
m
comp
paction of the first chicane is set to zero..

Once
O
the dennsity modulaation is form
med, it is theen straightfoorward to sennd the beam
m
throuugh a bendiing magnet or OTR sccreen to generate coheerent narrow
w-band THzz
radiaation. Very recently, thhis techniquee has been demonstrated at SLAC
C's NLCTA
A
wherre density modulation
m
around 10 THz was generated
g
byy down-connverting thee
frequuencies of an
n 800 nm lasser and a 15550 nm laserr [27]. One oof the manyy advantagess
of thhis techniquue is the fllexibility it offers to tune
t
the central frequeency of thee
moduulation, whicch can be acchieved throough tuning of laser wavvelengths, beam
b
energyy
chirpp, and chicane momentuum compacttion. In prinnciple, this allows one to generatee
coherrent narrow--band THz raadiation covvering the wh
hole THz rannge.
3.3.4.4

Optical Waaveform Syn
nthesis

Following
F
Eq
q. (4), the maximal
m
bunnching factoor that can bbe generatedd in a singlee
moduulator-chicanne system is
i about 58%
% for n = 1 and the buunching facttors at highh
−1/3
harm
monics scale as
a bn ≈ n
even with iinfinitely larrge energy modulation
m
a
amplitude.
A
simple picture to
o explain thee maximal buunching is th
hat the sinussoidal moduulation givess
beam
m both positiive and negaative chirp, aand as a resu
ult only halff of the partticles can bee
packeed into a naarrow region
n which lim
mits the maxximal bunchhing to abouut 50%. Thee
sinussoidal moddulation sin
n x = x − x3 / 6 + Ο( x5 ) , which devviates from
m a linearr
3
−1/3
moduulation x with
w
dominaant term x , is the caause for thee n
scaling at highh
harm
monics [28]. With a douuble modulaator-chicane system, onee has more freedom too
tailorr the pattern
n of the modulation,
m
t
therefore
thhe bunchingg factors forr either thee
fundaamental wav
velength, or the
t high harm
monics, can be increasedd [29-30].

ure 10: Eneergy modulattion from a llaser with waavelength λ1 (dashed blu
ue), from a
Figu
laaser with wavvelength λ2 = 0.5λ1 (dasshed magentta), and a com
mbination off the two
modulatiions (solid reed).
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Figure 10 shows how one can combine the modulation from a laser and its 2nd
harmonic to increase the bunching at the fundamental frequency (Fig. 10a) and high
harmonics (Fig. 10b). In Fig. 10a, the laser’s second harmonic is used to give beam a
sawtooth-like modulation, following the Fourier series of sawtooth function i.e.
sin( x ) − 0.5sin(2 x ) . This increases b1 to about 74%. In Fig. 10b, the laser’s second
harmonic is used to linearize the modulation at zero-crossing to compensate for the
nonlinear energy chirp, i.e. sin( x ) − sin(2 x ) / 8 . By cancellation of the x 3 term, a new
scaling for high harmonic bunching as bn ≈ n−1/5 is achieved. This leads to slower
decaying of the bunching factor at high harmonics.
In addition to synthesizing a sawtooth modulation, one can also vary the phase and
amplitude of the modulation from the second harmonic to form a square wave,
triangular wave, etc. It is also possible to use two lasers with the same wavelength to
realize this kind of manipulations [31]. Since it is obvious that adding more harmonics
would yield a distribution closer to the ideal sawtooth (or square wave, triangular wave)
distribution, we will discuss this synthesis technique in more detail in next section
where triple modulator-chicane system will be studied.
3.3.5 Triple Modulator-Chicane System and Beyond
Now we proceed to analyze a triple modulator-chicane system. Here we will study a
more general scheme in which the sign of the momentum compaction of each chicane
can be varied with integrated quadrupoles. This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 11 where
the green diamonds represent quadrupole magnets.

Figure 11: Triple modulator-chicane modules to create attosecond structures in beams.

The beam distribution at the exit of the 3rd chicane can be similarly found by
applying consecutively four more transformations to Eq. (1) and (2). For general cases
with lasers having wave number k1 , k 2 and k3 in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd modulators, the
beam density contains harmonic contents at the wave number hk1 + mk2 + lk3 , where h ,
m and l are integers. Because now there are 12 free parameters that one can play with,
i.e. laser modulation wavelengths, amplitudes, phases and chicane momentum
compactions, this triple modulator-chicane system can be configured in numerous
modes for many different applications. Here we will briefly go through several of them.
First, we notice that by turning off the first and second chicanes, this scheme works
as HGHG with 3 modulators. It is then straightforward to use the modulation at the 2nd
and 3rd harmonic to tailor the modulation in the first modulator. For instance, by
properly choosing the phase and amplitude of the modulation at the 2nd and 3rd
harmonics, one can shape the energy modulation into sin( x ) − 0.5sin(2 x ) + 0.33sin(3 x )
(following the Fourier series of sawthooth function), which will increase b1 to about
80%.
Alternatively,
by
shaping
the
energy
modulation
into
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sin( x ) − sin(2 x ) / 5 + sin(3 x ) / 45 , the nonlinear term can be cancelled up to x 6 , enabling
a much better scaling of the high harmonic bunching as bn ≈ n−1/7 [29].
In fact, inclusion of all the chicanes in the triple modulator-chicane system can
produce an even higher bunching exceeding 90% at the fundamental frequency. In this
scheme, the lasers have the same wavelength in the three modulators. Furthermore, the
laser energy modulation increases in each modulator and accordingly R56 reduces in
each chicane. The physics of this ‘adiabatic buncher’ [31] is illustrated in Fig. 12.
Basically each chicane is used to rotate the local phase space so as to deposit the
maximum number of particles into the phase region between peaks, i.e.
−0.25 < z / λ < 0.25 , after each modulation. The concept is similar to the pre-bunched
enhanced EEHG scheme with a triple modulator-chicane system in [32], but is repeated
in each section. By modulating the beam with increasing amplitudes, the required R56
for each chicane to bunch the beam is gradually reduced, which makes initially trapped
particles remain trapped. Roughly speaking, in each section, only 42% of the untrapped
particles remain untrapped. So with three modulator-chicane modules, the bunching
factor at the fundamental frequency can be made to about 92%. This beam can then be
injected into an optimized inverse FEL and efficiently accelerated to provide a high
quality monoenergetic beam [33-35].
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Figu
ure 12: Beam
m phase spacee evolutions inn ‘adiabatic buncher’
b
schem
me. (a) after the
t 1st
modulaator; (b) after the 1st chicanne (the modullation to be ex
xerted in the 2nd modulatorr is shown
with redd line); (c) aftter the 2nd mo
odulator; (d) aafter the 2nd chhicane (the modulation
m
to be
b exerted
rd
r
in the 3 modulator is shown withh red line); (ee) after the 3rdd modulator; (f)
( after the 3rd
chicane.

For improving the high harrmonic buncching in EEH
HG, the tripple modulatoor-chicane
d
waays. One opttion is to usee the first modulatorm
system may be connfigured in different
m and then uuse the restt of the com
mponents ass standard
chicanee to prebuncch the beam
EEHG [32]. One may
m also usee the first tw
wo modulatorr-chicanes aas the standaard EEHG
u the last modulator to linearizee the modulation to impprove the
system,, and then use
bunchinng. This schheme is calleed i-EEHG w
which stands for improvved EEHG in
i [31]. A
more ex
xotic config
guration thatt may even allow one too produce fu
fully coherennt hard xrays has also been proposed [36]. In this scheme the 1st and 2nd chhicanes havee opposite
R56 , annd the 1st annd 3rd laserss have the ssame wavellength with a π phase shift. To
illustratte the physiccs behind thhis scheme, tthe evolution
n of the beaam longitudiinal phase
space iss shown in Fig.
F 13.
Thee beam phasse space aftter interactioon with the first laser iis shown inn Fig. 13a
where the energy modulation is 3 times larger than
n the beam slice energ
gy spread.
HG scheme, separated ennergy beamllets are geneerated (Fig. 13b) after
Similarr to the EEH
the beaam passes thhrough the first
f
chicanee. After inteeraction withh the secondd laser of
which the
t energy modulation
m
is 20 times smaller thaan beam slicce energy sp
pread, the
beam phase
p
space evolves to thhat in Fig. 13c.
1
Becausee the energyy modulationn is much
smallerr than beam
m's initial energy spreaad, it is actually very difficult too see the
differennce between Fig. 13b and Fig. 13c. The
T second chicane
c
withh opposite momentum
m
compacction restorees the beam phase spacee to Fig. 13dd which is ssimilar to thhat in Fig.
n
13a. If no modulatiion is impossed in the 2nd
modulatorr, the secondd chicane will restore
beam phase
p
space to
t the same distributionn as that befo
fore the first chicane, beecause the
st
transferr matrix from
m the exit off the 1 moddulator to thhe exit of thee 2nd chicanee is unity.
With a small energy
y modulation in the 2nd modulator, the
t second chicane
c
will transform
milar to that before the ffirst chicanee with the
the beaam phase spaace to a disttribution sim
n
presencce of energy modulation from the 2nd
modulator superimpossed on the modulation
m
st
rd
d
from thhe 1 modulator (Fig. 133d). The lasser in the 3 modulator is chosen too give the
beam thhe same mo
odulation am
mplitude as that
t
in the 1st modulatoor, but with π phase
shift, so
o that the ovverall energy modulatioon in the 1st modulator is canceled in the 3rd
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moduulator. Afterr the cancelation, the modulation from the 2nd modulator becomess
domiinant (Fig. 13e). A thiird chicane further connverts the energy
e
modu
ulation intoo
densiity modulatiion (Fig. 13ff). With thiss configuratiion, the 22ndd harmonic is
i generatedd
with a modulatioon in the 2nd modulator that
t
is 20 tim
mes smaller than beam slice energyy
out 15%.
spreaad and the finnal energy sppread growtth is only abo

Figurre 13: Beam phase
p
space evolutions.
e
(aa) after the 1st modulator; (bb) after the 1sts chicane; (c))
nd
nd
after the
t 2 modullator; (d) afterr the 2 chiccane; (e) afterr the 3rd moduulator; (f) after 3rd chicane.

The
T unique advantage
a
off this schemee that only a small energgy modulatioon is neededd
nd
in thee 2 modulaator and the 2nd chicane compresses the modulattion imprinteed in the 2ndd
moduulator to shoorter waveleength opens new opporttunities for using low power
p
high-orderr harmonic generation
g
(H
HHG) sourcee at short waavelength to seed x-ray FELs.
F
As ann
exam
mple, in [36] the feasibillity of generrating signifficant bunchhing at 1 nm
m and below
w
from a low pow
wer (~100 kW
W) HHG seeed at 20 nm
m assisted bby two moderate powerr
%
(~1000 MW) UV lasers at 2000 nm while keeping thee energy sprread growth within 40%
has been
b
shown
n. The supreeme up-freqquency convversion efficciency togethher with itss
uniquue advantag
ge in maintaaining beam
m energy sppread opens new opporrtunities forr
generrating fully coherent
c
x-rays at sub-nanometer waavelength froom external seeds.
Another
A
featture of triplle modulatoor-chicane sy
ystem is thhat it allowss sequentiall
pieceewise manipuulation of beeam phase sppace at the optical
o
scalee. For instancce, in [31] itt
has been
b
shown that using only
o
a single laser wavellength, the trriple modulaator-chicanee
schem
me can act as a wavefform synthessizer througgh linearization of locall regions off
phasee space to geenerate sawtooth, trianguular, and squ
uare wave-tyype distributiions.
The
T idea of using
u
cascad
ded modulatoor-chicane modules
m
withh lasers having the samee
waveelengths to synthesize
s
w
waveforms
iss illustrated in Fig. 14. The energy modulationn
generrated by a laaser field creeates a sinusooidal local chhirp in the bbeam (Fig. 144a). Half off
the particles
p
havve a positivee chirp, wheereas the othher half has a negative chirp. Afterr
passaage through a chicane, th
he region wiith a positivee chirp becom
mes stretcheed, while thee
negattively chirpeed region iss fully com
mpressed (Figg. 14b). Thhe decompreessed regionn
exten
nding from −1 < z / λ < 0 forms a shaape that appproximates a sinusoid wiith twice thee
waveelength (red
d line in Fig.
F
14b). W
We see thaat through ddispersion the
t
originall
moduulation at waavelength λ can now bbe shifted to 2λ . Similaarly, with a smaller
s
R56 ,
part of
o the beam can be com
mpressed by a factor of 2,
2 with the other
o
half deecompressedd
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by 50%
% (Fig. 14c). As a result,, half of the modulation can be apprroximated byy sin(2 x )
(dashed
d magenta inn Fig. 14c) and
a the otheer half by siin(2 x / 3) (soolid red in Fig.
F 14 c).
With caascaded mod
dulator-chicaane moduless, one can peerform pieceewise manip
pulation to
the beam phase spaace to generaate numerouus patterns, e.g.
e formingg sawtooth, triangular,
t
m
details iin [31].
and squuare wave, ettc. The interrested readerrs can find more

Figure 14: Effectivee local modulation waveleength shift th
hrough laser energy
e
moduulation and
ne with R56 too fully comprress part of
chicane.. (a) phase space after a moodulator; (b) after a chican
the beam
m; (c) after a chicane
c
with a smaller R566 to compress part of the beeam by a facttor of 2.

From
m discussionns above, it is straightforrward to exttend the anallysis to four and more
modulaator-chicane modules. However,
H
it sshould be pointed out tthat while using even
more modules
m
is accademically interesting,
i
iit may pose more technical challenges.
3.3.6 Summary
v
kindss of attosecoond structurees in femtoseecond beamss is a new
Genneration of various
focus of acceleratorr R&D. In thhis article wee described several
s
technniques that use
u lasers,
nging from a few nm to a few
undulattors and chiicanes to crreate fine sttructures ran
hundred
d nm in eleectron beams. These tecchniques hold great proomise to enhhance the
perform
mance of acccelerator based facilities,, e.g. improv
ving the tem
mporal cohereence in xray FEL
Ls, reducing the beam ennergy spreadd in inverse free
f electronn lasers, etc.
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3.4.1 Introduction
X-ray free-electron lasers (FELs), such as the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS)
[1] or the Free-Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH) [2], open up new frontiers in
photon science. In order to take full advantage of these unique accelerator-based light
sources, the characterization and control of the femtosecond electron and X-ray beams
is essential. The temporal profile of the FEL radiation power, neglecting the statistical
properties of self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) radiation, is in principle
determined by the parameters of the FEL driving electron beam, which can vary along
the electron bunch and can show significant shot-to-shot fluctuations. Thus, in order to
understand and optimize the FEL amplification process, time-resolved electron beam
diagnostics with high resolution and single-shot capability are required. For typical
electron bunch charges of Q ~ 100 pC and peak currents of I > 1kA, the electron bunch
durations result in T ~ Q/I < 100 fs, which also defines the desired diagnostic accuracy.
Single-shot electron beam diagnostics with a temporal resolution of a few tens of
femtoseconds and less is feasible by utilizing a transverse deflecting radio-frequency
(r.f.) structure (TDS) [3,4] in combination with transverse beam profile measurements
based on the imaging of incoherent optical radiation emitted by the electron beam at a
view screen, e.g., a scintillator or optical transition radiation screen. However, coherent
optical emission by electron beams, recently observed at present X-ray FELs, has
become a severe issue for transverse beam profile diagnostics [5,6,7]. The main reason
for coherent optical radiation effects is associated with the microbunching instability at
FELs [8,9,10]. Furthermore, ultra-short current spikes inside bunches [7] or intrinsically
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ultra-short bunches, generated at laser-plasma wakefield accelerators [11] or FELs with
low-charge operation [12,13,14], can be the origin. Strategies and techniques to mitigate
or even fully suppress such coherent effects are highly demanded.
Electron beams capable of driving X-ray FELs do not only require high peak
currents but also low energy spreads, i.e., a high longitudinal brightness, which is a
measure for the electron density in the longitudinal phase space. The longitudinal phase
space is, in turn, influenced by the r.f. fields of the driving accelerator, which allow one
to control and temporally shape the electron bunches and thus the X-ray FEL pulses. As
is reported in Refs. [5,15,16], uniform electron bunch compression at FELs can be
achieved by linearization of the longitudinal phase space using multiple, higherharmonic r.f. frequencies. Hence, optimization and control of the bunch compression
requires accurate diagnosis of the longitudinal phase space. Recently, for the
characterization of the corresponding femtosecond X-ray FEL pulses on a single-shot
basis, a novel concept has been proposed which is based on longitudinal phase space
diagnosis of the electron bunches downstream of the FEL undulators [17].
In this beam dynamics newsletter article, we report on recent developments and
results achieved within the active research field of longitudinal phase space diagnostics
and applications for femtosecond electron and X-ray beams at FELs.
3.4.2 High-Resolution Longitudinal Phase Space Diagnostics
Several longitudinal electron beam diagnostic schemes with high temporal
resolution are discussed in literature, and an excellent overview of existing techniques
and recent developments is given in Ref. [18]. Here, we restrict the discussion to singleshot longitudinal phase space diagnostics that is capable of achieving high resolution in
both time (longitudinal coordinate) and energy (momentum). A TDS in combination
with a magnetic energy spectrometer (a typical longitudinal phase space diagnostics
setup is sketched in Fig. 10) makes this possible, provided that an imaging screen is
employed to get two-dimensional, transverse electron beam images.
A TDS induces a time-dependent transverse kick within the electron bunches, which
can be transformed into a time-dependent transverse offset in one dimension at an
imaging screen. A magnetic energy spectrometer induces an energy-dependent
transverse kick that is then transformed into an energy-dependent transverse offset at
the same imaging screen on the perpendicular axis if the bending plane is perpendicular
to the shearing plane of the TDS. This way, the longitudinal phase space is transformed
into a transverse plane, which can be measured with imaging screens. A detailed
description of beam diagnostics using a TDS can be found in Refs. [19,20].
Figure 1 shows two examples of single-shot longitudinal phase space measurements
performed during FEL operation at FLASH. The measured bunch currents (dotted red
lines) can give reasonable estimates of expected FEL pulse durations [20]. Single-shot
root mean square (r.m.s.) time resolutions of 8 fs and 13 fs have been reached for bunch
charges of 150 pC and 500 pC, respectively. Future longitudinal phase space diagnostic
setups, e.g., as for the LCLS (see Ref. [17]), are designed for temporal resolutions down
to 1 fs (r.m.s.) at even higher electron beam energies as compared to FLASH.
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Figure 1: Single-shot longitudinal phase space measurements performed at FLASH for two
bunch charges (bunch head at negative times). The dotted red lines represent the bunch current,
and the corresponding r.m.s. bunch durations are given in the legends. The vertical axis on the
left-hand side represents the energy deviation in relative units. Details can be found in Ref. [20].

Longitudinal bunch compression is typically accomplished by magnetic chicanes in
combination with off-crest acceleration in the r.f. cavities. Hence, longitudinal phase
space diagnosis is essential in order to control and manipulate the shape of the
corresponding phase space for FEL operation or advanced accelerator concepts [21].
Uniform bunch compression can be accomplished by using multiple, higher-harmonic
r.f. frequencies, and a longitudinal phase space linearization with the third-harmonic r.f.
system of FLASH is demonstrated in Fig. 2. Throughout the rest of this article, only
single-shot beam images are presented and the term ‘single-shot’ is thus omitted.

Figure 2: Demonstration of longitudinal phase space linearization utilizing the third-harmonic
r.f. system at FLASH [15,16] for rather long electron bunches (bunch head at positive times).

Microbunching instabilities and corresponding electron beam diagnostic issues
related to coherent emission of optical radiation (see Sec. 3.4.3) are a common
observation at present X-ray FELs. This phenomenon can be studied by adequate
longitudinal phase space diagnostics as is shown by the measurements in Fig. 3. These
measurements were carried out during FEL operation at FLASH and clearly indicate the
formation of microbunching at a characteristic time scale, compatible with analytical
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calculations [10] and spectral measurements of coherent transition radiation [22]. As is
presented in Sec. N.N.4, longitudinal phase space diagnostics in certain configurations
can also be utilized to suppress or mitigate microbunching instabilities.

Figure 3: Longitudinal phase space measurements (bunch head at negative times) for two
different compression settings and beam energies at FLASH. The formation of microbunching
at characteristic time scales [10] is visible. Experimental details can be found in Ref. [7].

3.4.3 Suppression of Coherent Optical Radiation Effects
The main reason for coherent optical radiation effects in X-ray FELs are
microbunching instabilities that can be associated with charge density modulations on
the scale of optical wavelengths within the electron bunch (c.f. the article
“Microbunching Review” by Daniel Ratner in this newsletter issue, and Refs. [8,9,10]).
Figure 4 shows two single-shot beam images that have been recorded with a standard
charged-coupled device (CCD) camera at a screen station directly upstream of the FEL
undulators at FLASH. Ring-shaped structures, clearly visible in the light patterns, and a
drastic increase and fluctuation in the light intensity, commonly leading to saturation in
the recorded images, are characteristic indications for coherent optical radiation effects.
Beam images that are dominated by coherent optical radiation are not a representation
of the transverse charge distribution and hamper electron beam diagnostics that require
imaging screens, e.g., longitudinal phase space diagnostics utilizing a TDS.
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Figure 4: Single-shot electron beam images that show characteristic light patterns generated by
coherent optical radiation effects [7]. Left: OTR screen. Right: LuAG scintillation screen.

For the image in Fig. 4 (left) an optical transition radiation (OTR) screen (aluminum
coated silicon) was used. Transition radiation is emitted when a charged particle beam
crosses the boundary between two media with different dielectric properties, and it can
be described by an incoherent term that scales with the number of electrons in the bunch
and by a coherent term that scales with N2 |F(λ)|2, where N is the number of electrons
and F the wavelength-dependent longitudinal form factor, neglecting transverse beam
size effects (see, e.g., Ref. [7]). The longitudinal form factor F can be expressed as the
Fourier transform of the normalized longitudinal charge distribution and, hence, charge
density modulations at optical wavelengths correspond to a finite longitudinal form
factor, which can lead to a significant emission of coherent OTR (COTR) as N ~ 108.
By using scintillation imaging screens, coherent optical radiation effects can be
mitigated. The emission of scintillation light is a stochastic process, which is completely
insensitive to longitudinal density modulations and linear in the number of interacting
electrons (neglecting quenching and saturation effects). Nevertheless, COTR can still be
emitted at the boundary of vacuum and scintillation screen, which is demonstrated in
the image of Fig. 4 (right). Here, a Ce:LuAG (cerium-doped lutetium aluminium garnet)
scintillation screen was used together with a 780 nm long-pass filter, blocking
completely the emitted luminescence light of LuAG that occurs below 700 nm. Hence,
the light patterns in the image can solely be attributed to the emission of COTR.
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Figure 5: Temporal separation technique for the suppression of coherent optical radiation. An
intensified CCD camera with an adjustable time delay of the gate for image exposure was used.

The fundamentally different light generation processes of scintillators and optical
transition radiators result in clearly distinct spectral and spatial distributions as well as
temporal responses. For instance, the emission duration of transition radiation from
relativistic electron bunches corresponds to the bunch lengths, which is instantaneous
compared to the decay times of the excited states in a scintillator. This can be exploited
to fully suppress the COTR emitted at the boundary of vacuum and scintillation screen
by applying the temporal separation technique, which is demonstrated in Fig. 5.
Image recording with delayed exposure can be accomplished with intensified CCD
(ICCD) cameras, where a control voltage in the intensifier between photocathode and
micro-channel plate allows fast gating of the image exposure. The image shown in Fig.
5(a) was recorded without a time delay of the camera gate with respect to the electron
bunch using an OTR screen. The light pattern in the center of Fig. 5(a) can mainly be
attributed to COTR, and the round-shaped pattern is most probably due to coherent
synchrotron radiation (CSR) which was generated upstream of the OTR screen. The
corresponding image taken with a time delay of 100 ns only contained background
noise, which proved that the camera gate effectively suppressed the COTR and CSR.
The image in Fig. 5(b) was recorded without a time delay of the camera gate but
using a LuAG screen. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show similar patterns with the contribution
from CSR slightly reduced due to the transparency of the LuAG screen. The image in
Fig. 5(c), recorded with a time delay of the camera gate of 100 ns, can be attributed
purely to scintillation light as COTR and CSR was fully suppressed by the camera gate
which makes a quantitative analysis of the transverse beam profiles possible.
Let us now consider longitudinal phase space measurements with a TDS, which can
be accomplished by recording two-dimensional, transverse beam profiles in the
dispersive section of a magnetic energy spectrometer. For a simple energy spectrometer
that consists of a single dipole magnet, an analytical expression can be derived that
describes the evolution of the wavelength-dependent microbunching and corresponding
longitudinal form factor F for a given initial bunching at the entrance of the dipole
magnet. Microbunching is strongly suppressed at optical wavelengths in magnetic
energy spectrometers due to the fact that transverse beam slices get sheared in the
longitudinal direction inside the dipole magnet and the microbunching gets smeared out.
A suppression factor S(λ), defined as the ratio of the bunching factors at the screen
and at the entrance of the energy spectrometer, has been calculated analytically for
typical parameters at FLASH and an initial density modulation with 10% peak
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amplitude (see Ref. [7] for details). The result (solid red line) is shown in Fig. 6 (left)
together with the result of numerical simulations (blue dots) using the particle tracking
code ELEGANT [23]. The dotted green line is an approximation for which only the
term that describes the shearing of beam slices, the transfer matrix element R51
(horizontal bending plane), was considered. A cut-off wavelength λc, for which the
coherent and incoherent emission is of equal intensity, can be defined by |F(λc)|2 = 1/N½.
For the approximation described above, a simple relation for the cut-off wavelength can
be found: λc ≈ 2π·σ0·sin(Θ)/ln(N)½, where σ0 is the beam size at the entrance of the
dipole, Θ is the spectrometer bend angle, and N is the number of electrons. The cut-off
wavelength in the energy spectrometer at FLASH amounts to λc ≈ 16 μm, which
manifests a strong suppression of coherent emission at optical wavelengths.

Figure 6: Left: Suppression S and cut-off wavelength λc for the energy spectrometer at FLASH.
Right: Bunch lengths measured for various accelerating phases with three different imaging
configurations: CCD camera with YAG screen in energy spectrometer (ES-CDD) and ICCD
camera with and without camera delay with LuAG screen in straight beamline (K-ICCD).

To verify this finding experimentally, bunch length measurements using a TDS
were carried out with a CCD camera, imaging a (yttrium aluminium garnet) YAG
imaging screen in the energy spectrometer and an ICCD camera, imaging a LuAG
screen in the straight beamline for various r.f. phase settings of the first accelerator
module (ACC1) at FLASH. The r.f. phase of ACC1 affects the energy chirp of the
electron bunches upstream of the first bunch compressor and, accordingly, the final
bunch lengths.
Figure 6 (right) shows the mean r.m.s. electron bunch length of 20 single-shot
images. The error bars indicate the statistical r.m.s. bunch length jitter. The bunch
lengths measured in the energy spectrometer (black dots) decrease almost linearly with
negligible jitter. In contrast, the measurements taken with the LuAG screen in the
straight beamline without a time delay of the camera gate (red squares) show a sudden
increase of the bunch length and bunch length jitter for ACC1 r.f. phases ≥ 3.75 deg
which is a clear indication of the presence of coherent optical radiation effects. The
corresponding electron bunch length measurements with applied temporal separation
(green diamonds), i.e., the camera gate of the intensified camera was delayed, are in
perfect agreement with the measurements recorded in the energy spectrometer (black
dots). This proves that the emission of coherent optical radiation is suppressed in the
energy spectrometer, whereas, in case of a straight beamline, separation techniques have
to be applied in the imaging scheme to separate the coherent optical radiation from the
incoherent scintillation light and therewith suppress coherent radiation in the detection.
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preservation of the slice energy spread. The additional slice energy spread is introduced
in the first TDS, which suppresses the microbunching instability, and is then eliminated
in the second TDS. A generic layout of such a reversible electron beam heater system is
depicted in Fig. 7. The system consists of linear accelerator (linac) sections providing
and accelerating high-brightness electron beams, a magnetic bunch compressor chicane
in order to achieve sufficient peak currents to drive the FEL process, and two TDSs
located upstream and downstream of the bunch compressor. A set of beam diagnostics,
e.g., screens or synchrotron radiation monitors (SRM), complements the system.
The method of reversible electron beam heating has been thoroughly described in
Ref. [27] by analytical calculations using beam optics and a matrix formalism. Here we
only show the principle of the reversible heater system utilizing numerical simulations
using the particle tracking code ELEGANT. The impact of CSR is not taken into
account here, because the results would undergo only small modifications when
including CSR effects (cf. Ref. [27] for details). Figure 8 shows the principle of the
reversible beam heater system by means of simulation of the longitudinal phase space at
different positions along the beamline (cf. Fig. 7). The initial slice energy spread of ~1
keV (r.m.s.) is heated up to ~10 keV (r.m.s.) in the first TDS, increased by the
compression factor of 13 in the bunch compressor to ~130 keV (r.m.s.), and finally
cooled down to ~13 keV (r.m.s.) by the second TDS [see Figs. 8(a)–(d)]. The heating
induced by the first TDS is perfectly reversible, and the final slice energy spread is
simply the initial slice energy spread scaled with the compression factor, which would
be exactly the same as in the case without using the reversible beam heater system.
Table 1 summarizes the main parameters used in the simulations with 5×105 particles.

Figure 8: Simulation of the longitudinal phase space along the generic beamline depicted in
Fig. 7: (a) Upstream of the first TDS, (b) directly downstream of the first TDS, (c) directly
downstream of the bunch compressor and upstream of the second TDS, and (d) downstream of
the second TDS. The axis scales change from (b) to (c) when bunch compression takes place.
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Table 1: Parameters of the electron beam, of the bunch compressor system, and of the
transverse deflecting r.f. structures used in the simulations including 5×105 particles.
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Unit

Beam energy at TDS1/2

E

350

MeV

Lorentz factor at TDS1/2

γ
γ εx,y

685

Initial transverse emittance

0.6

µm

Initial slice energy spread

σE

~1

keV

Moment compaction factor

R56

-138

mm

Compression factor

C

~13

Final bunch compression

If

~520

A

TDS1/2 frequency

f

3.9

GHz

Voltage of TDS1

V1

0.415

MV

Voltage of TDS2

V2

5.440

MV

Length of TDS1
Length of TDS2

L1
L2

0.1
0.5

m
m

The principle of reversible electron beam heating has been presented in Fig. 8, now
we demonstrate the microbunching gain suppression by introducing initial energy
modulation with 3 keV amplitude and 50 µm wavelength. The simulations were carried
out with 1×106 particles and including CSR effects. Figure 9 shows the longitudinal
phase space downstream of the second TDS for both the reversible beam heater system
switched off (left-hand side) and on (right-hand side). In the case without reversible
electron beam heating, energy and density modulations at the compressed modulation
wavelength appear. When switching the reversible beam heater on, the microbunching
instability disappears and the resulting longitudinal phase space remains smooth.

Figure 9: Simulation on suppression of microbunching instabilities due to an initial energy
modulation upstream of the bunch compressor chicane. The core of the longitudinal phase space
downstream of the chicane is shown for the TDS-heater system off/on (panel on the left/right).

The reversible beam heater system described here can suppress microbunching
instabilities and preserve the high beam brightness at the same time. For example, this
scheme significantly loosens the laser power requirements for seeding using shortwavelength high-harmonic generation sources and may strongly impact the design of
future seeded FELs. In addition, the reversible heater system exhibits integrated options
for diagnosis and on-line monitoring of the longitudinal phase space (cf. Fig. 7).
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process in the undulator, the code GENESIS [31] has been used. The difference in
energy (represented by the vertical axis) between FEL-on and FEL-off in Fig. 11 is
clearly visible and makes the reconstruction of the temporal FEL pulses possible. The
conditions FEL-on/off mean that the FEL amplification either takes place or is
suppressed, respectively, where the latter can be experimentally realized by orbit kicks
in the undulator. The lower right panel of Fig. 11 shows the simulated temporal FEL
pulse profile in comparison with temporal profiles extracted from the longitudinal phase
space of the electron beam downstream of the undulator. The temporal profile
reconstruction can be done either by subtracting the mean slice energy or by subtracting
in quadrature the slice energy spread. The electron beam simulations show excellent
agreement with the GENESIS FEL simulation. The accuracy of this method is mainly
limited by the general resolution limit of the TDS-based diagnostics, given by the r.f.
system of the TDS, i.e., by the operating frequency and power, and by the electron
beam optics between the TDS and the imaging screen (see Refs. [17,20] for details).

Figure 11: Simulated longitudinal phase space downstream of an FEL undulator section. The
transverse beam distributions (x,y) measurable at the imaging screen are shown for FEL-off
(upper left) and FEL-on (lower left). The upper right panel shows the actual longitudinal phase
space (t,E) for FEL-on. The lower right panel shows the GENESIS FEL simulation (dashed
blue), the reconstructed temporal FEL pulse from the actual longitudinal phase space (solid
red), and the reconstructed temporal FEL pulse from the simulated measurement (solid green).

The single-shot diagnostic method described here is widely applicable to any FEL
radiation wavelength, and the data can be delivered to the FEL user experiments in realtime on a single-shot basis. In addition, the electron beam parameters, e.g., peak current
and energy chirp, are obtained simultaneously, providing a useful tool for detailed
studies of the FEL process. We note that the article “Femtosecond electron and X-ray
beams at the Linac Coherent Light Source” by Yuantao Ding in this newsletter issue
discusses the method described here more detailed and for the actual case of the LCLS.
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3.4.6 Summary and Conclusions
Measurement and control of the longitudinal phase space of femtosecond beams are
essential for the operation and utilization of X-ray FELs. Within this newsletter article,
recent developments and results achieved within the active research field of longitudinal
phase space diagnostics have been reported, and applications for femtosecond electron
and X-ray beams for current and future FELs have been discussed.
Single-shot measurements of the longitudinal phase space with sub-10 fs resolution
utilizing a TDS in combination with a magnetic energy spectrometer have been
presented. Longitudinal phase space linearization using accelerating fields with
multiple, higher-harmonic r.f. frequencies for uniform bunch compression has been
illustrated. It has been shown that the emission of coherent optical radiation effects is
strongly suppressed in an energy spectrometer, which makes this configuration an ideal
reference for transverse beam imaging measurements in straight beamlines. In case that
coherent optical radiation effects occur in transverse electron beam profile diagnostics,
scintillation screens in combination with separation techniques are required to suppress
the coherent optical radiation in the imaging scheme. This has been demonstrated by
applying the temporal separation technique successfully at FLASH.
Microbunching instabilities associated with the electron bunch compression in
magnetic chicanes may not only lead to coherent optical radiation effects but can
significantly degrade the high beam brightness required to drive a X-ray FEL.
Introducing an additional energy spread upstream of the bunch compression, i.e.,
heating the electron beam, can effectively suppress microbunching instabilities. A
scheme of two TDSs upstream and downstream of a magnetic bunch compressor
chicane has been presented for reversible electron beam heating, capable to suppress
microbunching instabilities and simultaneously preserve the beam brightness.
The realization and interpretation of various experiments on ultra-fast dynamics in
photon science at X-ray FELs are based on the reliable generation and temporal
characterization of femtosecond FEL pulses. A concept for an indirect, temporal X-ray
pulse characterization has been presented, making use of the energy transfer during the
FEL amplification process. The temporal FEL pulse profile appears as a replica in the
longitudinal phase space of the electron bunch downstream of the undulator and can
thus be measured by an appropriate longitudinal phase space diagnostics.
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3.5.1 Introduction
Photoinjector accelerators for next generation light sources reliably produce highcurrent (~kA), ultra-short (< 100 fs) beams [1,2,3] using magnetic bunch compressors
[4] or velocity bunching techniques [5], without comprising beam emittance. The
measurement of such pulses with ultra-fast time resolution is essential for successful
beam operation, performance optimization, and benchmarking to computational models.
Also, the attainable diagnostic resolutions are essential to study phenomena on the
ultrashort length and ultrafast time scales (e.g. space-charge driven microbunching
instability [6]).
Present bunch length diagnostics rely on electro-optical techniques [7],
deconvolution of the frequency spectrum of emitted radiation sources [8,9,10], or RF
zero-crossing schemes [10], and have demonstrated resolutions of ~10 fs. Other
proposed techniques aim to reach the femtosecond level, including the optical replica
synthesizer [12], or longitudinal-transverse phase space mapping [13]. In this article, we
describe a design for a bunch length diagnostic that will provide a temporal resolution
on the sub-fs scale. The scheme is based on encoding the beam temporal profile
information onto an angular modulation via a laser-electron beam interaction in an
undulator. Using simulations, we demonstrate the viability of this diagnostic for several
examples and we also propose an alternative layout to achieve sub-fs resolution.
3.5.2 Conceptual Description
The fundamental description behind the sweeping concept was rigorously developed
in Ref. 14. Here we review the analytical treatment from that paper at a conceptual level
to demonstrate the feasibility of the scheme. In this treatment, some assumptions and
approximations are made (such as zero-length elements) for an exploratory description.
However, simulations are used to complement the analytical theory and model real
examples in the following section.
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Figure 1: Conceptual design of diagnostic scheme. An angular modulation is imparted at the
undulator, and a deflector provides a vertical sweep. The pattern is resolved on a screen and the
curve is correlated to the beam longitudinal profile.

3.5.2.1

Laser Modulator

The first component of the system consists of the laser modulator, or undulator (Fig.
1). The laser interaction in the undulator provides a method to correlate the beams
temporal extent to its energy and transverse angular modulation. The laser modulator is
based on a concept by Zholents and Zolotorev [15] to modulate a short pulse electron
beam within an undulator field and in the presence of a high-power laser operating in
the TEM10 Hermite Gaussian mode. In our scheme, we apply a similar method using a
long wavelength, high power laser, to generate an angular modulation of the electron
beam via the interaction in the undulator field.
The electric field of the TEM10 mode is given by,
2√2
, ,
sin
1
where
2 / is the laser wavenumber and is the laser wavelength, is the laser
is the Rayleigh range.
is the field amplitude and is the phase. Here
waist, and
we have assumed that the transverse beam size is much smaller than the laser waist and
the Rayleigh range is much larger than the interaction region.
The electron has a transverse velocity inside the undulator that is given by:
2
sin
with

is the undulator parameter dependent on the peak field,

and the

undulator period . The energy change for the electron in the presence of the laser
field is given in general by,

Combining the equations yields an expression for the energy change in the beam,
cos
where the dimensionless parameter A is defined as,
2

,

,

In the expression for A, PL is the laser power, [JJ] is the sum of Bessel functions
dependent on K, and the function f is a detuning term that depends only on the undulator
length, the laser Rayleigh range and the deviation from resonant energy of the beam.
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This dim
mensionlesss function may
m also incllude beam emittance efffects and is peaked at
values of
o 2-3 for alll practical caases.
By using an exttension of th
he Panofsky-Wenzel theoorem,

ntal) is givenn by
the anguular modulaation (horizon
sin
n
encodedd onto the horizontal
h
Thee longitudinaal profile off the electroon beam is now
beam an
ngular moduulation (Fig. 2). As long as this anguular modulatiion is greateer than the
intrinsicc beam divvergence, the concept oof temporal beam diaggnosis is viaable. The
angularr modulationn is resolvable on a distaant screen. The
T beam sw
weeps out a pattern
p
on
the screeen with maxximum ampllitude equal to 2AL, wheere L is the ddistance to thhe screen.

Figuree 2: Angular modulation
m
im
mposed on thee electron beaam after interaaction with thhe laser in
the TEM10 mode inn the undulator field.

Thee temporal reesolution of this diagnosstic is correlated to the angular
a
moddulation of
the beaam in the undulator.
u
H
However,
theere is also a strict corrrelation bettween the
angularr modulationn and the eneergy spread.. In fact, thee energy spreead growth inside the
undulattor for largee modulationns threatens to wash ouut the structuure for somee realistic
applicattions. There are simple solutions,
s
diiscussed in thhe followingg sections, too alleviate
this maatter such as using a beam
m collimatorr upstream of
o the undulaator, or decreeasing the
numberr of periodss (and thus the R56 groowth) of thee undulator. Finally, the angular
modulaation scales well
w for beaams of low energy,
e
becaause the ampplitude A is inversely
proporttional to the square of the
t energy. The applicaability of thee diagnostic has been
studied in simulatio
ons for beam
ms with energgies up to 1220MeV (see following seection).
3.5.2.2

D
Deflector

Thee second steep of the scheme
s
requuires sendinng the moduulated electrron beam
through
h an RF deflector (or trannsverse defllecting cavityy), with the deflection orthogonal
o
to the horizontal
h
diivergence im
mposed by thhe laser moddulator. The high frequeency timevariatioon of an RF field
f
deflectss the electrons so that a time-dependdent transverrse kick is
imparteed. This creeates a stronng correlatioon between the longituudinal and transverse
t
positionn (vertical) of
o the bunch when vieweed upstream on a scintilllating screen
n.
Thee RF deflecttor performss an analogous phase space
s
transfoormation to the laser
modulaator, but in the verticaal dimensionn, at a wav
velength lonng compareed to the
longituddinal size off the beam:
;
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Here

is propportional to thhe deflectingg voltage,

, and is giveen by

The
T subsequeent drift, of length L (seee Fig. 1) maaps the beam
m at the deflector exit too
the diagnostic
d
s
screen
follow
wing the trransformatio
on for a sim
mple drift. The bunchh
resoluution on thee screen afterr the drift, nnow only deppends on thee initial 6D phase spacee
distriibution, andd the amplitudes of m
modulation from
f
the lasser modulattor and thee
defleector (Fig. 3)). Assumingg an initial roound, Gausssian beam, thhe resulting distributionn
after the full trannsformation (see
(
Ref. 14 for detailed derivation) at the screenn is then,
1
2

/

Exxp

sin
2

2

2

u
the exprression
wherre we have used

F
Figure
3: Trannsverse distriibution on thee screen after deflection. The longitudin
nal bunch
cooordinate is correlated
c
to thhe trace alongg the sinusoiddal curve.

3.5.2.3

Longitudin
nal Diagnosttic

From
F
the resuults of the previous
p
secttion, we cann now begin to analyze the
t temporall
resoluution and itts limits. Thhe bunch ressolution is set
s by the am
mplitude of the angularr
moduulation geneerated by eaach componnent in the scheme. Thhis amplitudde must bee
greatter than the intrinsic beeam divergeence to propperly resolvee structure. For the RF
F
defleector, this reequires, in teerms of lonngitudinal reesolution,
/
. Thiss
quanttity must be
b less than
n the waveleength of thhe laser useed in the modulator
m
too
distinnguish partiicles in adjacent cyclees. The reso
olution of tthe laser modulator
m
iss
analo
ogously giveen by
/ . The
T effectiv
ve temporal resolution of
o the entiree
systeem is then approximatel
a
ly given by the resolutiion of the laaser modulaator becausee
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with high power laser systems, Ak can be made much larger than
resolution can be written as,
,

. The temporal

.

This is a significant improvement in resolution compared to the deflector alone.
For the scheme to be an effective bunch length monitor, the rms beam size at the
screen must be greater than the beam size of the unperturbed beam traveling through the
drift. A final constraint is that these sizes must be smaller than the screen dimensions if
one wishes to resolve the full beam.
The longitudinal profile of the beam can be mapped to the trace on the screen
(transverse distribution). This correlation is given by the equation for the sinusoid of the
distribution at the final screen:
sin
3.5.3 Examples
The bunch length diagnostic scheme has been studied for three cases. The first two
cases (UCLA Neptune and BNL ATF) offer the possibility for a proof-of-principle
experiment because these facilities utilize a high-power, long wavelength CO2 laser for
experiments on laser-electron beam interaction. The third example (echo-enabled FEL
at the SLAC NLCTA) demonstrates the need for a diagnostic with sub-fs resolution.
The simulations conducted in this section where performed using Elegant [16].
3.5.3.1

UCLA Neptune

The UCLA Neptune facility has a high brightness beam of 13 MeV, with an
emittance of 3mm-mrad and charge of 300pC. The facility also employs a high power
CO2 laser (λ=10.6µm) that reaches TW-scale power. It has hosted other electron-beamlaser interaction experiments [17,18,19]. For this example we consider a 10-period,
undulator that is resonant at the laser wavelength (10.6µm). The undulator parameter is
K=.0855 (period of 9mm, peak field of 1.02T) [20]. We also consider an RF deflector of
length 30cm, operating at a deflecting voltage of 5MV in the X-band frequency
(
2.6cm). A 200µm round collimator is used at the beginning of the undulator to
reduce the effects of energy spread growth accumulated in the undulator.
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Figure 4: The temporal-transverse angular correlation of the beam immediately after the laser
modulator section for the Neptune parameter set (left). The beam phase space after the laser
modulator section (right). Simulations performed with Elegant.

The beam is coupled to the TEM10 laser mode with a laser power of 300 MW. The
angular modulation imposed by the laser modulator is shown in (Fig. 4-left) as well as
the microbunched phase space (right). The temporal structure of the beam is encoded
into the transverse trace space and propagated to the deflecting cavity. The deflector
imparts a vertical kick, when operated at the zero RF crossing, to impose a verticaltemporal correlation on the beam. The beam is then propagated through a 1m long drift
to a diagnostic screen. Figure 5 shows the resultant image on the screen (the beam
transverse distribution) for two cases. First, with the laser modulation turned off, the
beam samples the RF deflector kick and the vertical coordinate after the drift correlates
directly to the temporal beam profile (Fig. 5- left). The resolution of such a system is on
the order of <10fs for the given parameters. Then the laser modulator is turned on, and
the beam distribution has a sinusoidal shape, which improves the resolution to <1fs for
the Neptune parameters (Fig. 5- right).

Figure 5: Beam distribution at the final screen for the case with the RF deflector and no laser
modulator (left). The final beam distribution on the diagnostic screen when the laser modulator
is employed (right). Simulations performed with Elegant.

The relatively low energy beam provides a large angular modulation amplitude
while maintaining reasonable emittance. One caveat of operating at low energies is that
the beam at Neptune is susceptible to space-charge forces that are not fully accounted in
the model. This effect may threaten to wash out structure, especially at short pulse
lengths and tight focuses.
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3.5.3.2

BNL ATF

The Brookhaven National Laboratory Accelerator Test Facility (BNL ATF) delivers
high-brightness electron beams for a variety of advanced accelerator applications. The
user-facility is also rich in history in e-beam –laser interactions [21,22,23]. The beam
can operate at energies between 45-85 MeV with a nominal charge of 0.5 nC, while
preserving the emittance at 1mm-mrad. The high power CO2 laser is able to generate
power >100 GW, with an imminent upgrade to TW levels. Also, the ATF has dedicated
X-band infrastructure which includes a klystron and, recently, a ~50 cm X-band
deflector.
For the BNL ATF scenario, we consider a 10-period undulator, resonant at the laser
wavelength of 10.6µm; this is an undulator similar to the existing LCLS undulator
[24,25] with a period of 3cm, and field strength of 1.06 T (K=3.0). For the RF deflector,
we consider an X-band cavity ( =2.6 cm) with a length of 46cm (currently installed
at the BNL ATF). In addition, we use a 200 µm round collimator upstream of the
undulator entrance to reduce the beam size and effective emittance.

Figure 6: The angular modulation after the laser modulator (left) and the projection on the
diagnostic screen after the deflector and 1m drift for the ATF case. Simulations performed with
Elegant.

The angular modulation amplitude of the interaction with the laser TEM10 mode and
power of 3GW is shown in simulation in Fig. 6 –left. The amplitude is on the order of
2 10 . The beam is propagated through the deflector and a 1m long drift to
the final screen shown in false color in Fig. 6–right. The angular modulation results in a
sinusoidal pattern with amplitude >200µm. This is readily resolvable using standard
optical techniques and an ideal demonstration of the principle. The results for the ATF
case are enabled by the high power CO2 laser program at the facility.
3.5.3.3

Echo-Enabled FEL at SLAC NLCTA

As an example of the need of sub-femtosecond resolution in a practical case, we
refer to the echo-enabled free electron laser (FEL) experiment at the SLAC NLCTA
facility [26]. The echo-enabled free-electron laser requires the energy modulation of an
electron beam in an undulator driven by a laser (λ~800nm), followed by compression in
a chicane. The beam is then sent through a second modulator with a laser driver
operating at double the wavelength (λ~1600nm) and a second chicane to impose density
modulations at very short wavelengths. This scheme is an alternative to high harmonic
gain FELs to reach x-ray resonant wavelengths. The diagnostic in the experiment is the
observation of coherent radiation emitted at the laser harmonics. However, because the
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laser driver wavelengths are multiples of each other, the harmonics overlap and it is not
trivial to determine if the interaction is driven by the modulation of a single laser, or the
interplay of both lasers. A direct measurement in the time-domain would provide direct
evidence of the echo-enabled process, however using only an RF deflector with the
highest reported resolution, features on the order of 5fs or less are not resolvable. The
enhancement to the rf deflector provided by the laser modulator in the proposed
diagnostic has the ability to unambiguously confirm the physics underlying the echo
enabled FEL case (Fig. 7). The beam parameters for Fig. 7 include energy of 120 MeV,
emittance of 1 mm-mrad and a 3-period undulator with K = 6, and period of 6 cm.

Figure 7: A comparison of the effect of a single laser modulation (left column) and modulation
caused by the interplay of two lasers (right column). Top row, the observation screen when only
the deflector is powered showing indistinguishable traces. Bottom row, the screen when the
laser modulator is also powered, demonstrating enhanced resolution and the ability to
differentiate the two effects.

3.5.4 Alternative Scheme
The approach proposed above is not the only way to apply a transverse-longitudinal
coordinate correlation on the electron beam. One other method currently under study,
involves adding another element in the concept to simplify some of the practical issues,
specifically related to producing and transporting the TEM10 mode in a high power
system. In this alternative scheme, a dipole magnet is added just downstream of the
modulator (upstream of the deflecting structure in Fig. 8). This system is comparable to
other methods that attempt to measure the longitudinal phase space of the beam [27].
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Figure 8: Alternate design for the sub-fs diagnostic includes a dipole magnet.

The advantage of this system is that the laser now operates in the more familiar
fundamental TEM00 mode to produce an energy modulation on the beam. The
subsequent dipole magnet provides a correlation between the transverse coordinate and
the energy analogous to the horizontal divergence created by the original laser
modulator. In Fig. 8, additional focusing quadrupole magnets are used to optimize the
beam prior the interaction. The downstream components (deflector and drift) are
identical and a similar temporal resolution can be obtained with the alternative
approach.
Figure 9 shows an output of the final transverse distribution using Elegant
simulations using a beam with energy 45MeV, normalized emittance of 1 mm-mrad.
Such a beam is realizable at the BNL ATF or the SLAC NLCTA facilities. The
undulator is 5-periods with a total length of 15cm, resonant at the laser wavelength. The
10.6µm laser operates at the fundamental with a power of 100MW. Indeed, the reduced
demands on the laser (power, and operating mode) may make such a scheme more
favorable and readily realizable at many facilities.

Figure 9: Final transverse distribution on screen after interaction in the undulator, dipole, and
deflector.

3.5.5 Conclusions
The experimental demonstration of the sub-fs sweeping concept in application to
bunch length diagnosis is currently underway. The theoretical and numerical examples
show that such a method is viable under certain beam conditions. There are also some
limitations to the extent of the scheme. For example, although the resolution is
enhanced compared to a deflector alone, the resolution is not linear. In fact, at the
turning points of the sinusoidal trace, the resolution is equal to that of the deflector. In a
practical measurement, one may circumvent this issue by changing the laser phase
(which may also occur due to the inherent jitter in the system) so that different parts of
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the beam are sampled on different shots at the “high-resolution” part of the curve (the
linear part).
The diagnostic proposed herein provides resolution on the sub-fs scale for high
brightness electron beams. The proof-of-principle experiment is underway for testing at
the BNL ATF with the possibility to engage the diagnostic at the SLAC NLCTA in the
near future, to unambiguously ascertain the beam modulation given by the echo-enabled
FEL program.
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3.6.1 Introduction
Single pass x-ray, self-amplified spontaneous emission free-electron lasers (SASE
FELs), such as the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [1], have become an essential
tool for the investigation of ultrafast chemical and physical processes as they have the
ability to operate at spatial and temporal scales of atomic and molecular motion [2-4].
FELs operate on the principle that tunable, narrow bandwidth light pulses can be
emitted and amplified by the strong beam-radiation instability affecting a relativistic
electron beam (e-beam) traversing a periodic magnetic undulator. SASE FELs are only
partially coherent, however, as the emitted light is the result of the amplification of
initial incoherent radiation shot noise. Thus, the temporal structure of the light pulse is
a collection of phase-uncorrelated coherent spikes randomly distributed over the
emitting e-beam’s longitudinal profile. Complete control of the light’s time-frequency
distribution (something akin to a longitudinal phase-space), including the development
of longitudinal coherence at the Fourier limit, is essential for next generation FELs and
will allow investigation into the dynamics of electrons, spins and phonons with
unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution. There is, therefore, a strong case for
extending the temporal duration of these ultrafast pulses into the sub-femtosecond
regime.
Longitudinal coherence may be established in an FEL by seeding it with an external
laser [5] at the fundamental frequency given by
,

(1)

where
,
is the undulator strength parameter,
is the
2
undulator period, is the electron beam energy in units of the rest energy m 0c , and
is the emission angle from the nominal e-beam propagation direction, z . This principle
can be extended to higher harmonics through various processes including high-gain
harmonic-generation (HGHG) [6,7], FEL cascades [8], and echo-enabled harmonic
generation (EEHG) [9]. These methods, however, are all constrained by the availability
of a suitable seed laser source. Alternatively, it is possible to obtain longitudinally
coherent single-spike operation from a SASE FEL if the gain region within the e-beam
is limited to only a few cooperation lengths [10], defined as the slippage distance of the
FEL light with respect to the electrons in a power gain length. The cooperation length
is given as
,

(2)
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where is the well known Pierce parameter [11]. This can be accomplished through
various mechanisms including compression of low-charge, high-brightness e-beams
[12] or through transverse or longitudinal phase-space manipulations that preferentially
concentrate the gain along a small portion of the e-beam [13-18]. The development of
longitudinal coherence through phase-space manipulations might suggest measuring the
FEL longitudinal time-frequency distribution directly. Additionally, many qualitative
longitudinal characteristics of ultrafast pulses can be obtained directly from a timefrequency distribution. This observation, however, is not possible in the x-ray
wavelength range because of the lack of appropriate diagnostics. Thus, one must
examine, as is often the case in FEL research, the physics of these schemes at longer
wavelengths.
This report serves a dual purpose in the context of the application, control, and
diagnosis of femtosecond beams. It summarizes recent experimental results that were
obtained at the SPARC FEL test facility in Frascati, Italy showing the development of
longitudinal coherence from a SASE FEL amplifier under advanced e-beam phasespace manipulation techniques in the optical wavelength regime. Additionally, the
concept of phase-space optics [19] is briefly introduced and is discussed in the context
of Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) [20]. Time-domain measurements of
near single-spike pulses were made at SPARC using an advanced FROG diagnostic
based on a Transient-Grating (TG) geometry and are discussed briefly. The results
presented in this report indicate a possible pathway for the production of near Fouriertransform limited single-spike radiation in the femtosecond regime at X-ray
wavelengths. Furthermore, this report serves as a very brief review/introduction of
phase-space optics and the FROG technique for the uninitiated in the field of e-beam
physics in hopes that it will stimulate discussion on how to advance this diagnostic
modality to shorter wavelength operation.
3.6.2 e-beam Energy Chirp and Undulator Tapering Experiment
One promising method to increase the longitudinal coherence of SASE FEL
radiation relies on electron beam phase space manipulations that preferentially
concentrate the gain along a small longitudinal portion of the e-beam. The method
utilizes an energy-chirped e-beam and an appropriately chosen undulator taper (secular
variation of the undulator field amplitude or period along the nominal beam propagation
direction, z ). This method is described in detail elsewhere [13-15], but can be
summarized as follows: the resonant frequency of light amplified in a FEL is
determined by, among other things, the e-beam's mean energy (see equation 1). The
amplified light propagates forward with respect to the electrons because its group
velocity is larger than the e-beam velocity. In an energy-chirped e-beam this velocity
mismatch brings an amplifying radiation spike out of resonance as it slips forward in the
e-beam frame, inhibiting the gain, unless an appropriate undulator taper is applied to
compensate for the local change in resonance.
3.6.2.1

The SPARC Facility

This scenario was recently investigated at the SPARC FEL test facility in Frascati,
Italy [14]. High brightness e-beams are created at SPARC using an injector that consists
of a 1.6 cell RF photocathode gun (one of the most recent iterations of the S-band
BNL/UCLA/SLAC type [21]), followed by three traveling wave linac sections, two of
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which are embedded in focusing solenoids. Longitudinal e-beam compression is
obtained by running the first linac section off crest near the zero-crossing phase, where
the first solenoid is used to optimize the emittance compensation process [22]. This
method, termed velocity bunching [23], gives an increase in the peak current while
leaving a residual energy chirp in the electron beam longitudinal phase space [24, 25].
Two quadrupole triplets along with a dipole based magnetic spectrometer and RF
deflecting cavity allow the measurement of time-projected and time-resolved (slice)
longitudinal and transverse e-beam parameters. These same transport optics match the
e-beam into the undulator, which is comprised of 6 independent, variable gap sections.
The undulator sections were discretely tapered through gap adjustment to compensate
for the detuning experience by a propagating radiation spike. A more detailed
description of the facility can be found in reference [26].
3.6.2.2

Results in the Spectral Domain

The first results using the e-beam energy chirp in combination with a compensating
undulator taper were obtained in the spectral domain using an in-vacuum spectrometer
[27] located downstream of the last undulator section. This spectrometer covers the
spectral range from
nm and can operate in both the single shot and integrated
modes. Most of the FEL light statistics from the chirp/taper experiment were measured
with this spectrometer and are reported in [14]. The experiment was optimized to
produce radiation at the resonant wavelength
nm. Figure 1 shows a typical
single-shot spectrum taken for an energy chirped e-beam in the absence of an undulator
taper.

Figure 1: Sing-shot spectrum in the absence of an undulator taper.

The large energy chirp produced a broadband spectrum. In order to compensate for
the e-beam energy chirp, each undulator was progressively tuned, starting with the first,
while minimizing the spectral width on the spectrometer. This process led to an
increase in the pulse energy and a narrowing of the spectrum. A representative plot of
the spectrum following the undulator tapering can be found in Figure 2 and is compared
to results from numerical particle simulations using the FEL code GENESIS.
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Figure 2: Single-shot spectrum after undulator tapering from the spectrometer (a) and from
GENESIS simulations (b) showing roughly one coherence region.

The pulse in Figure 2 had an energy of 300 ∝J and an rms bandwidth of roughly
1.45 nm. A Fourier limited pulse with these characteristics would have an rms duration
of ~ 50 fs and a peak power of 2 GW. The direct measurement of the development of
longitudinal coherence in this manner in the time-domain, however, required the
implementation of an advanced FROG diagnostic.
3.6.3 Phase-Space Optics – An Introduction
3.6.3.1

Ultrashort Laser Pulses

The fundamental quantity of interest that describes an individual pulse of light is the
r
real electric field vector
, which is a function of both time ( t ) and space ( r ) . The
function of any ultrafast diagnostic should be to completely characterize the electric
field. This can be somewhat difficult if the field has a complicated spatial dependence.
For the time being, the spatial dependence of the field is neglected since the
longitudinal (or temporal) structure of the pulse is of greater current interest. The
problem is further simplified by making the scalar approximation, where the electric
field's vector nature is neglected. Simultaneous measurement of two orthogonal
polarizations can be combined to yield the full pulse field if necessary. In addition, the
analytic signal approximation [28, 29] is made, which allows the electric field to be
reduced to the following complex form that unambiguously specifies the amplitude and
phase:
.

(4)

Here, I ( t ) = E ( t ) and
are the time-dependent intensity and phase respectively.
The field in the frequency domain is found through the application of the Fourier
transform:
2

,

(5)
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where
and
are the spectral intensity and phase respectively. In order to
fully characterize an ultrashort pulse it is sufficient to measure the intensity and phase in
either the temporal or spectral domains. However, measurements of the pulse spectrum
or the field or intensity autocorrelation fail to obtain the relevant phase information.
Thus, full longitudinal pulse reconstruction is not possible using traditional onedimensional pulse measurement methods.
The complimentary nature of the description of ultrashort laser pulses in both the
time and frequency spaces suggests that they can be well described by joint timefrequency distributions in the two-dimensional
phase-space. The distributions are
central to the characterization of ultrashort pulses because the waveform is not currently
directly measurable by today's diagnostics (an optical pulse in the visible spectrum has a
period of less than 3 femtoseconds). It turns out that the ultrashort pulse phase
information can be recovered from specific phase-space distributions using twodimensional Fourier transform algorithms [30]. The phase-space description also
provides an excellent framework for describing optical pulses that are measured by
standard square-law (energy) detectors such as photodiodes.
3.6.3.2

Phase-Space Descriptions

There exist many examples of joint phase-space distributions [31], the most
common of which is the Wigner distribution:
.

(6)

There are many features that make the Wigner distribution attractive for representing
short optical pulses. For instance, it is always real, even if the field, E ( t ), is complex.
Also, the projection of the Wigner distribution onto one coordinate axis by integration
over the conjugate coordinate, producing what is known as a marginal, yields either the
pulse temporal or spectral intensity. However, the Wigner distribution is not positive
definite, and thus, cannot necessarily be directly measured by square-law detectors.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.
It turns out that the Wigner distribution is only one belonging to a class of bilinear
distributions that can be obtained from the general Cohen class:
.

(7)

is a two dimensional function called the kernel. The Wigner distribution
Here,
is recovered when
. If, however, the kernel in equation 6 is taken to be the
ambiguity function
,

(8)
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Figure 3: Wigner distribution (normalized) and the marginals of: (a) a Fourier limited Gaussian
pulse, (b) two identical Fourier limited Gaussian pulses separated in time, (c) a Gaussian pulse
with second order spectral phase, (d) a Gaussian pulse with third order spectral phase.

of an ancillary signal, g( t ), with the exception that
Spectrogram is obtained:

the Gabor

.

(9)

Examples of spectrograms can be found in Figure 4. It should be noted that the
spectrogram is positive definite, and can thus potentially be measured by square-law
detectors.
It is clear that the spectrogram is simply the magnitude squared of the Fourier
transform of a signal field that takes the form
. For this reason,
the spectrogram is often referred to as the short-time Fourier transform, because the
gate, g( t ), presumably emphasizes the field, E ( t ), for a short time interval around the
, and suppresses it at all other times. Determining the spectrum of the signal
time
field is the mathematical equivalent of taking it's Fourier transform. This is the
operating principle behind frequency-resolved optical gating [32]. A FROG diagnostic
measures the signal spectrum vs. delay as opposed to the signal energy vs. delay.
Measuring the signal spectrum for all delays, by scanning the gate pulse over the
unknown pulse longitudinal profile, results in the two-dimensional spectrogram,
referred to now as a FROG trace.
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Figure 4: Different Gaussian pulses (top) and their Spectrograms (bottom) for a Gaussian gate
pulse. There is a notable difference between the Gaussian pulse with chirp (right) and the
Gaussian pulse with a flat spectral phase (left). Notice that the spectrogram does not have the
interference region between the two pulses that was seen in the Wigner distribution of a similar
pulse (center).

3.6.3.1

TG FROG

A FROG diagnostic makes an autocorrelation-type measurement in which the
autocorrelation signal field is spectrally resolved. Interfering an unknown pulse with an
identical copy inside a nonlinear optical medium generates the autocorrelation signal
field. The gate pulse in the expression for the spectrogram in equation 9 is therefore a
function of the pulse that is being measured, and depends on which type of nonlinear
optical process is used to generate the autocorrelation signal field. Iterative Fourier
transform algorithms then extract the phase information and allow for a full longitudinal
pulse reconstruction.
The TG FROG diagnostic used to extract the longitudinal profile at the SPARC
facility was constructed with the unique capabilities and challenges of measuring FEL
output in mind, particularly in its extendibility to short wavelength operation. It was
based on a geometry first proposed and demonstrated by Lee [33]. The diagnostic
geometry as constructed is shown in Figure 5. The light entering the FROG device is
first expanded to a relatively large diameter using a basic telescope, allowing the
generation of three identical copies of the input beam after passage through an input
mask. The application of the mask is vital as it avoids the use of multiple delay stages
and beam splitters, and associated alignment difficulties, to produce the three copies of
the beam. More importantly, however, the beam expansion serves to transversely filter
the pulse. This mitigates possible sources of corruption in the FROG reconstruction
algorithms that may result from non-uniform transverse intensity profiles as well as
spatial (transverse) frequency chirp. Spatial chirp is prevalent in FEL light pulses and is
a result of the angular dependence of the FEL resonance condition on the emission
angle (see equation 1). After their generation, the probe (from the lower hole in the
mask) and two gate pulses (from the upper holes in the mask) are passed through a
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cylindrical lens, which brings each pulse to a line focus within the third-order nonlinear
optical medium.

Figure 5: Schematic of the TG FROG diagnostic: (a) beam expander; (B) input mask,
cylindrical lens, Fresnel bi-prism; (C) nonlinear optical medium, output mask, knife edge slit;
(D) focusing optics, diffraction grating; (E) CCD camera.

Before reaching the nonlinear medium, the pulses are passed through a Fresnel biprism, which serves to cross the probe and gate pulses at a large angle. A variable delay
is created between the interfering beams that are mapped along the vertical transverse
dimension, allowing the diagnostic to make single-shot measurements. The ability to
make single-shot measurements is critically important for SASE FEL light pulses,
where there is a large shot-to-shot variability due to the stochastic startup nature. A
major advantage of the Fresnel bi-prism is that it is automatically aligned in space as
well as in time. The interference of the beams within the nonlinear medium generates an
autocorrelation signal field,
, by a transient-grating nonlinear
interaction termed degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) [34]. Here, is the relative
delay between the gate and probe pulses. This signal is not symmetric with respect to
delay, and, as a result, does not have ambiguity in the direction of time. Also, the thirdorder nonlinear optical process does not suffer from the phase-matching constraints
between the signal and pump fields that limit second-order nonlinear processes. This
permits phase matching across a broad spectral range, which is ideal for a tunable laser
source such as the FEL; it is limited only by the transparency of the nonlinear optic.
The signal field is created at the same frequency as the pump and probe pulses, as
opposed to the second-harmonic generated in second-order nonlinear optical processes.
This makes it challenging to filter scattered or stray light, arising from spontaneous
undulator emission, or radiation that diffracts (overcoming the gain guiding) out of the
FEL upstream. Once the signal field is optimally isolated, it is passed through a custom
fabricated spectrometer consisting of focusing optics and a holographic reflective
diffraction grating where it is spectrally resolved along the transverse dimension
orthogonal to the delay direction, and imaged into a CCD camera to yield a FROG
trace. The line focus in the nonlinear optic serves as the entrance slit to the
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spectrometer. The diffraction grating is mounted on a remotely controlled motorized
rotation stage. Changing the angle at which the light impinges on the grating changes
the wavelength of light that ultimately reaches the CCD camera. This is the only
diagnostic realignment that is necessary when tuning the FEL (or any other laser
source) to a different resonant wavelength. The expression for the trace in this
particular geometry is
.

(10)

3.6.4 Results of the Chirp/Taper Experiment in the Temporal-Domain
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The results of TG FROG measurements of FEL pulses from an energy chirped ebeam and a tapered undulator are reported in [16]. A typical experimental FROG trace
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Figure 6: Comparison of (a) experimental, (b) reconstructed, and (c) simulated FROG traces.

One strength of the reconstruction process, however, is the ability of the algorithm
to filter out the noise because of the robust over-sampling involved [35]. Both the
reconstructed trace in Figure 6 (b) and the trace resulting from detailed numerical
particle simulations using the three-dimensional FEL code GENESIS [36] in Figure 6
(c) show good overall agreement with the experimental trace. Figure 7 compares the
longitudinal profile from the reconstruction to what was obtained through simulations
after post-processing the data to extract the longitudinal profile at the transverse
location indicated by the input mask in Figure 5. In addition, the profiles are compared
to both the full pulse longitudinal profile and the simulated longitudinal profile for a
chirped e-beam in the absence of an undulator taper. This underscores the significance
of the chirp and taper combination.
One advantage of using the FROG technique to obtain the longitudinal pulse
information is that the temporal and spectral content along with the pulse phase
information can be obtained simultaneously from the associated trace. This allows for a
rigorous determination of the time-bandwidth product (TBP) on a single-shot basis.
The
for the FROG trace in Figure 6 (a,b) and for the reconstructed pulse in
Figure 7 indicates that single-spike radiation production was nearly achieved while
operating in the chirp and taper scenario.
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Figure 7: Comparison between the reconstructed intensity (solid blue), simulated power at the
output mask (dashed-green), total pulse simulated power (dotted-red), and total pulse simulated
power in the absence of an undulator taper (dotted/dashed turquoise).

3.6.5 Concluding Remarks
The e-beam energy chirp and undulator tapering scheme as presented in [13, 37] is
currently being investigated as a promising candidate for a two-color FEL at the
proposed NGLS [38, 39]. FROG principles have recently been advanced to shorter
wavelength regimes via FROG CRAB [40], where XUV pulses photoionize atoms in
the presence of an IR field. This process generates streaked electrons, which can be
used for a FROG-like measurement. Pushing true FROG principles, however, where
the pulse under consideration is used in an autocorrelation type measurement has
proven to be extremely complicated due to the lack of simple components such as
beamsplitters and nonlinear media that can operate in the XUV or x-ray wavelength
regime [41].
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3.7.1 Introduction
Control and measurement of terahertz (THz) pulses allow scientists to unravel ultrafast phenomena in plasmas, semi-, and superconductors. The method of laser-based
electro-optic sampling (EOS) [1,2] has proven a powerful technique for characterizing
broad-bandwidth THz radiation. EOS also serves as a single-shot temporal diagnostic
for femtosecond accelerator-produced electron beams [3,4,5]. Conventional EOS-based
techniques rely on a temporal cross-correlation of the THz field profile with an optical
probe pulse [3,6,7]. Here the covered spectral bandwidth is intrinsically limited by the
probe laser bandwidth. Although few-fs, few-cycle probe pulses have been applied in
multi-shot EOS configurations [8], single-shot diagnostics have been limited to longer
>30 fs probe beams and <10 THz bandwidth coverage. Furthermore, the multiple probe
beams, secondary nonlinear effects and femtoscond laser control make for a challenging
single-shot diagnostic.
Here [9] we experimentally demonstrate and discuss an EOS configuration
operating directly in the spectral domain, by measuring the spectral sidebands created
outside the probe bandwidth (bandwidth coverage now only limited by the EO crystal).
This technique has single-shot capabilities and is compatible with fiber integration,
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offering strong practical advantages. While Jamison et al. [10] recently observed EOinduced spectral broadening of a narrow-bandwidth probe by ultra-short (broadbandwidth) electron beams, here in this proceedings the sideband generation concept is
specifically studied as a stand-alone broad-bandwidth diagnostic for THz pulses or
electron beams. By developing a narrow-bandwidth optical probe and a laser-driven
broad-bandwidth THz source rich in spectral features (0-8 THz bandwidth coverage),
conditions are realized to gain insight into the diagnostic validity, advantages, and
potential challenges. These novel results provide a guide to utilizing EO-induced
sideband generation as a practical single-shot diagnostic.
3.7.2 Experimental Setup
In order to experimentally study EO-induced optical sidebands, a setup was
developed (see Fig. 1) consisting of a narrow-bandwidth probe pulse (2.9 ps duration)
and a broad-bandwidth THz source rich in spectral features. The EO crystals used were
either 200-μm-thick ZnTe (zinc telluride) or GaP (gallium phosphide), which defined
the spectral domain of study to 0-3.5 THz or 0-8 THz, respectively.
The laser-based THz generation arm was derived from a 1-kHz titanium-sapphire
laser system λ0=804 nm, f0=373 THz). The beamsplitter transmitted 92% of the laser
light towards the THz arm. The beam diameter in this arm was 3.5 mm (defined by an
iris), the pulse duration 45 fs [intensity full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM)], and the
pulse energy after the iris 100 μJ. The laser was propagated through a 100 mm focal
length lens (lens 1), where 15 mm before focus a 100-μm-thick frequency doubling
BBO crystal (type-I β-barium borate) was placed to produce both fundamental f and
frequency-doubled 2f radiation at the focus in air. This configuration has been
demonstrated (Refs. [11,12] and citations therein) to yield broad-bandwidth THz
radiation due to the creation of directional currents of the electrons in the air-based
plasma. The THz radiation was collected by a 50-mm-diameter silicon lens (7 mm
thick, focal length of 75 mm), and focused through a thin nitro-cellulose pellicle onto
the EO crystal. The entire THz line was in air. It is important to emphasize that this
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Figure 1: Experim
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f the THz-innduced opticaal sideband diiagnostic. A laser
l
beam is
splitt by a beamsp
plitter into a pump
p
arm for THz generatiion and a probbe arm for EO
O detection.
The THz
T pulse is focused
f
by a Silicon lens thhrough a pelllicle onto an E
EO crystal. Thhe probe arm
m
is reeflected off a grating-lens--slit combinattion to producce a 0.11-THzz-bandwidth probe
p
pulse
ontto the EO crystal, after which an imaginng spectrometter records thee EO-modulaated optical
sppectrum.

study
y was not geeared towardds optimizattion or undeerstanding of the THz source itself,,
but solely
s
focuseed on the siideband genneration conncept. The narrow-bandw
n
width probee
beam
m was deriveed from thee same laserr line as thee THz generration arm to
t guaranteee
temporal synchroonization. Thhe size of thee probe beam
m was 5 mm
m (FWHM).
As
A illustratedd in Fig. 1 the
t reflectioon off the beeam splitter (15 μJ/pulsse) was sentt
throuugh a delay stage
s
onto a 600 lines/m
mm grating too accomplish spectral diispersion. A
lens placed
p
afterr the grating
g (lens 2, foccal length 150 mm) prooduced a horrizontal linee
focuss, with each color focuseed to a differrent positionn (spatial chirp). A slit was
w placed inn
the foocal plane of
o the lens, thherefore onlly transmittinng a narrow
w controllablee part of thee
optical bandwidtth. Lens 3 (ffocal length of 100 mm)) imaged thee line focus onto
o
the EO
O
WHM) and a horizontal ssize as contrrolled by thee
crystal, with a veertical size of 15 μm (FW
ng slit. The reflection
r
offf the pelliclee was circa 9%.
9 The pollarizer and EO
E crystal z-gratin
axis were
w
rotated
d such that the
t EO-geneerated opticaal beam wass polarized orthogonally
o
y
to thhe original optic probbe. Due too imperfectt extinctionn and intrinnsic crystall
birefr
fringence, ~0
0.15% of thee probe enerrgy still mad
de it throughh the analyzeer (~0.017%
%
in thhe case of GaP).
G
The EO-modulat
E
ted probe beam
b
(plus rremnant oriiginal probee
leakaage) was theen imaged at
a x4.2 demaagnification on the entrance slit of an imagingg
optical spectrom
meter (300 grrooves/mm ggrating). Thhe CCD cam
mera in the spectrometer
s
r
was a 1392x10332 pixel 10--bit (effectivve) camera, with a 0.0447 nm/pixell calibrationn
nsmitting onlly a controllable portionn
arounnd 800 nm. Since the sppectrometer sslit was tran
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(of order 2%) of the horizontal line focus at the EO crystal, the grating slit (see Fig. 1)
served no benefit and was eventually removed from the setup.
3.7.3 Observation of THz-Induced Sidebands on 2.9-ps Laser Pulses
An image of the measured optical spectrum [9], measured with the 200-μm-thick
ZnTe crystal is shown in Fig. 2(a). For this measurement the spectrometer slit was set at
10 μm, which corresponds to a horizontal acceptance at the EO crystal of 45 μm. While
the sideband technique has single-shot capabilities, the weak THz field (~1 kV/cm) and
the weak probe beam energy (losses from low beamsplitter reflectivity, low pellicle
reflectivity, and strong bandwidth reduction) required the CCD shutter to be opened for
5 seconds (5000 laser shots), after which 8 consecutive images were averaged.
Although both sidebands are quantitatively symmetric (as predicted), the small
asymmetry in amplitude is most likely attributed to spectrally-dependent optics
transmission and reflection. The vertical size of the optical sidebands was measured to
be 15 μm (FWHM), consistent with the size of the probe beam at the EO crystal. Note
that remnant unmodulated probe radiation frustrated THz retrieval around λ0 hence the
black bar at 804 nm.
In a subsequent experiment, the EO crystal was switched to 200 μm-thick GaP
(acquisition time increased to 6 seconds, with 34 consecutive images averaged). Based
on the spectrometer images for ZnTe and GaP, the retrieved spectral line-outs are
shown in Fig. 2(b), where the wavelength axis was converted to a frequency axis ν=c/λf0. One can see that the spectra are consistent with the smaller 0-3.5 THz bandwidth for
ZnTe and larger 0-8 THz bandwidth for GaP. The GaP-induced sideband spectrum was
a factor of 4 weaker than ZnTe. Note that since the THz source relies on a strong
nonlinearity at focus in air, one can expect drifts in THz peak field and spectral content
over time. Another observation in Fig. 2(b) is the many sharp spectral features in the
spectra (which match for the ZnTe and GaP observations, see dashed lines). Such
spectra were also observed with a scanning Michelson interferometer by Kim et al.
[11], and can be attributed to absorption of the THz radiation in the generation plasma
and in air-based water vapor. The black curve in Fig. 2(b) shows the air-based water
absorption coefficient, as measured at lower spectral resolution with a Michelson
interferometer in an independent study, where the frequencies of strongest absorption
indeed line up with several of the minima in the THz spectrum. Spectral features as
sharp as 0.15 THz (FWHM) were observed. This observation can be compared to the
expected spectral resolution, which is determined by the convolution of the laser probe
bandwidth and the intrinsic spectrometer resolution. The data in Fig. 2 demonstrates
that THz-induced optical sidebands are measured over a bandwidth many times larger
than the optical probe bandwidth. The limitation for bandwidth coverage is no longer
set by the probe, but is solely a matter of crystal selection. The spectral resolution is
determined by the probe duration, which for >1-ps pulses is on the 0.1 Thz level or
lower.
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Figure 2: (a) Specctrometer imaage obtained with
w 200-μm-thick ZnTe as
a the EO crystal (spectral
rangge of 0-3.5 TH
Hz). (b) Lineeouts of the sppectral imagees for ZnTe (rred curve) andd GaP (blue
cu
urve, multiplieed by 5). The spectral rangge of 200-μm--thick GaP is 0-8 THz. Th
he spectral
feattures, a result from absorpttion in the plaasma and in air-based
a
wateer vapor, line up for both
meeasurements and
a were founnd to be as sharp as 0.15 THz (FWHM). The black cu
urve in (b)
show
ws the air-baseed water abso
orption coefficcient, where the
t frequenciees of strongesst absorption
line up witth the minimaa in the retrievved THz specctrum.

3.7.4 Conceptss for Few-fss e-Beam Ch
haracterizattion
With
W the probbe bandwidthh no longer a limiting faactor in THzz retrieval, it is now onlyy
the crrystal transffer function Tcrystal whichh will affect the bandwiddth coveragee. Tcrystal cann
be modeled
m
as a product of
o several factors,
f
nam
mely the freequency dep
pendent EO
O
param
meter χ(2)eff [13], the efffect of Fabrry-Perot reflections of tthe THz pulsse inside thee
crystal [14], annd the phasse-matching function ζ [2,14] whhich incorp
porates THzz
v
walkk-off betweeen optical annd THz fieldss. Tcrystal cann
absorrption, dispeersion, and velocity
eitherr be measurred and caliibrated, or rretrieved fro
om the literaature. Exten
nsive crystall
reseaarch and deevelopment (for exam
mple, anti-reeflective coaatings or multi-crystal
m
l
sandw
wiching), neecessary to find
f
the optim
mum EO coonfiguration,, is beyond the
t scope off
this paper.
p
For simplicity
s
w will approoximate the EO parameeter χ(2)eff ass a constant..
we
This approximatiion holds foor THz frequuencies outsside of the pphonon resonnance bandss
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[13]. Within these bands, THz pulse reconstruction becomes unreliable due to the strong
absorption and varying index of refraction.

Figure 3: Crystal transfer function in the THz domain. The crystal transfer function Tcrystal is
shown for the crystals GaSe (top) and GaP (bottom) for crystal thicknesses of 5 μm and 50 μm.
Thinner crystals cover a larger THz spectrum at the cost of a reduced EO effect. The periodic
oscillations on Tcrystal arise from THz pulse reflections inside the EO crystal (Fabry-Perot
effect). The phonon absorption bands indicate the spectral region where EOS-based THz pulse
retrieval becomes unreliable.

As an illustration of the effects of the crystal transfer function, the function Tcrystal is
plotted in Fig. 3 for GaSe (type II, 10 deg tilt) and GaP crystals of thicknesses 5 μm and
50 μm respectively. Data on the indices of refraction for GaP [13] and GaSe [15] were
obtained from the literature. For 5-μm-thick crystals, the crystal transfer function
appears as a non-zero smoothly-varying function over a large spectral extent (>60 THz).
4.6.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented the concept of THz-induced optical sideband
generation as a single-shot THz pulse diagnostic. The technique can be applied to
electro-magnetic THz radiation as well as to the self-fields of femtosecond electron
bunches. The novel approach does not suffer from laser bandwidth limitations, enabling
large spectral coverage (>60 THz) and high temporal resolution (few femtoseconds, or
less). Its spectral resolution is set by the laser pulse duration. It is shown that proper
selection of the EO crystal (such as 5μm-thick GaSe) can support this bandwidth. We
have experimentally demonstrated the diagnostic by observing optical sidebands from a
laser-based THz source.
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3.8

Femtosecond Electron and X-ray Beams at the Linac Coherent
Light Source
Yuantao Ding, for the LCLS team
SLAC, 2575 Sand Hill road, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA
Mail to: ding@slac.stanford.edu

3.8.1 Introduction
Free-electron lasers (FELs) hold great promise as tunable, high-power, ultrashort,
coherent sources for short-wavelength radiation. In the x-ray wavelength, a high-gain
FEL can generate multi-gigawatt (GW) and femtosecond (fs) coherent x-ray pulses.
Since the operation of the first hard x-ray FEL facility at the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) in October 2009 [1], SACLA has also began delivering hard x-rays to
users in 2012 [2]. At soft x-ray wavelengths, FLASH [3] was the first user facility
operating since 2005. More recently, Fermi FEL [4] – using a coherent seed to provide
fully coherent x-ray pulses – has also been available to users.
At LCLS, the typical operating charge is 150-250 pC, and the corresponding pulse
duration is about 50 fs to a few hundred fs. More beam parameters can be found in [1].
Recently a hard x-ray self-seeding mode has been developed [5] and the photon energy
in the soft x-ray side has been extended to 280 eV. These additions make LCLS more
flexible to support users for scientific research.
Generation of even shorter x-ray pulses (femtoseconds to attoseconds) is attracting
much attention within the x-ray FEL user community. Many efforts have been made to
generate and measure the femtosecond and attosecond electron and x-ray beams. In this
section, we will discuss the present operation modes at LCLS to produce x-ray pulses
with a few fs duration. Characterization of the fs electron and x-ray beams, which is
even more challenging, will also be discussed.
3.8.2 Generation of Femtosecond Electron and X-ray Beams
In an x-ray FEL operating in the self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) mode,
the x-ray pulse evolves with many spikes due to its noisy start-up. Within each spike, it
is temporally coherent. The spike length (coherence length) is about 1 fs for soft x-rays
and 0.2-0.3 fs for hard x-rays. Typically the electron bunch length is longer than the
coherent length, which means the x-ray pulse consists of a series of spikes. For
example, there are a few hundred spikes for the LCLS 100-fs x-ray pulse at 1.5 Å
wavelengths. Several methods to reduce the bunch length down to or below the 1-fs
regime have been proposed. One direct method is to reduce the electron bunch charge hence to reduce the bunch length - to get a short x-ray pulse [6, 7]. We call this scheme
the low-charge mode. The other way is to keep the same electron bunch, but to
manipulate the electron bunch with a slotted foil [8] or with ultrashort optical lasers
[e.g., 9-13]. After this manipulation, only a small fraction of the electron bunch will
lase while the lasing in other parts is suppressed, so a short x-ray pulse can be obtained.
In the following sections, we focus on two schemes developed at LCLS: low charge
(~20 pC) mode and emittance-spoiling foil scheme. We will report the performance of
these two methods at LCLS.
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3.8.2.1

Low Chargge (20 pC) O
Operation Mode
M

Reducing
R
thee bunch charrge from nC to pC, the strong
s
interaaction of thee bunch self-field throughout the acceleraator will be much weakker, allowing stronger compression
c
n
w can still aachieve ~kA peak currennt to support FELs.
longiitudinally. Inn this way, we
At
A LCLS, baased on the resolution
r
off the presentt diagnostic devices, we ran the low
w
chargge mode at 20pC. Expeeriments andd simulations show suchh a bunch iss capable off
generrating intensse x-rays in the
t LCLS unndulator witth a few fem
mtosecond pu
ulse durationn
[7], and
a it has beeen developed to a regulaar operating mode for usser experimeents.
We
W showed the
t measuredd slice emitttance at the LCLS
L
injecttor (135 MeV
V) in Fig. 1,,
with a bunch chaarge of 20 pC
p and laserr spot diameter on the caathode of 0..6 mm. Thiss
he LCLS injjector area (beam
(
energyy of 135 MeeV), using a
meassurement waas made in th
“quadd-scan” metthod combinned with an S-band (285
56 MHz) rf deflector. Inn the middlee
of the bunch, thee slice emitttance is abouut 0.14 µm, which is mainly
m
dominnated by thee
ode thermal emittance. This is moore than a factor
f
of 2 lower than the typicall
catho
emitttance measurred with a buunch chargee of 150-250 pC.
The
T low-charrge electron bunch of 200 pC has beeen accelerateed in the SL
LAC linac too
13.6 GeV and loongitudinallyy compresseed through two
t
bunch compressors
c
s. The pulsee
m
dirrectly using the present LCLS beam
m diagnosticc
durattion is too shhort to be measured
devicces. Some ongoing
o
dev
velopments to improve the diagnoostic resoluttion will bee
discuussed in the following sections. In the presentt machine beamline,
b
a photodiode,,
with bandwidth 1.0-2.5 µm, is used to collect
c
the coherent
c
opttical transitioon radiationn
R) generatedd on an alum
minum screenn located just downstreaam of the seecond bunchh
(OTR
comppressor. Thiss signal proovides a relaative bunch length meaasurement. In Fig.2, wee
show
wed the OTR
R signals vs linac
l
rf phasse. The signaal peaks at a full compreession point..
Based on simulattions, the bu
unch durationn can be as short
s
as a few
w microns.

Figu
ure 4: Measurred and simullated slice em
mittance at the LCLS injectoor with a bunnch charge of
220pC [7].
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Figure 5: Measurred and simulaated photodioode OTR signnals vs. linac rf
r phase at thee LCLS
secon
nd bunch com
mpressor, withh a bunch charrge of 20pC. The
T green dasshed curve sh
hows the
sim
mulated fwhm
m bunch length
h [7].

Starrt-to-end sim
mulations sho
owed the raddiation x-ray
y pulses from
m a 20-pC bunch
b
can
reach a power leveel over giga--watts (GW)) with a pulsse duration oof less than 10 fs [7].
At pressent, measurrement of x-ray
x
pulse dduration is still
s
not avaailable at LC
CLS. The
pulse ennergy, measu
ured from a gas detectorr shot by sho
ot, is a typicaal parameterr to record
during the commisssioning andd operation. Similarly too Fig.2, we scanned thhe linac rf
o change thee compression factor, annd at the sam
me time recorded the x--ray pulse
phase to
energy and bunch length
l
signal (from phottodiode OTR
R). We show
w one resultt in Fig.3,
i a hard x--ray case, annd the maxiimum pulse energy is aabout 150 µJ.
µ At full
which is
compreession, we still got a feew tens of µJ
µ pulse eneergy, while the pulse du
uration is
expecteed to be onlyy a few fs. Compared
C
w
with Fig.2, thhe rf phase aat full comppression is
shifted a few degrees. This can be due to diifferent initial beam connditions in th
he injector
r phase driffting.
and/or rf
L2 Chirp Sccan 27-Oct-2009 23:119:59

pulsee energy (mJ)
buncch length signal (arrb. units)

pulse energy (mJ)

0
0.2
0.115
0
0.1
0.005
0
-36

-35
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-31
L2 Phaase control (degg)

-30

-29

Figu
ure 6: Measurred x-ray pulsse energy andd bunch length
h signal at thee LCLS, with
h 20 pC
chaarge, e-beam energy 13.6 GeV.
G

For soft x-ray generation,
g
however,
h
thee measured pulse energyy at full-com
mpression
ne of the reeasons is thhe slippage effect is sttronger at soft
s
x-ray
is almoost zero. On
wavelenngths. Whenn the bunch is fully com
mpressed, it is
i too short to
t sustain a sufficient
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FEL gain before the radiatioon slips out of the e-beaam bunch. Another
A
reason could bee
the larger
l
relativve energy spread for a low-energgy beam w
which can suppress thee
micro
obunching.
Fuurther optimiization of loow charge operation hass been accom
mplished, mainly
m
basedd
on sttart-to-end siimulations. With
W a 20-ppC bunch charge, it is poossible to coombine withh
the slotted
s
foil technique,
t
a scheme to be discussed in the next section, to producee
single-spike soft x-rays [14].. By going to
t 1-pC buncch charge, a recent stud
dy shows wee
e
achievee single-spike hard x-rayys [15].
can even
3.8.2.2

Emittance--Spoiling Fooil Method

The
T emittancce-spoiling foil
fo technique, which waas first propoosed in 2004
4, is anotherr
meth
hod used at the
t LCLS foor generatingg ultrashort x-ray
x
pulses [8]. It has been
b
on-linee
sincee 2010. Thee ease of op
peration for this technique has beeen beneficiaal for manyy
scienntific experim
ments, and more importantly, the two-pulse m
mode from double-slott
setupp enables x-rray pump/x-rray probe exxperiments without
w
relatiive timing jittter issues.
The
T method relies upon the fact thaat in a magnnetic bunch-compressor chicane thee
beam
m is tilted at a large anglle relative too the longituudinal axis (ssee Fig. 4). At
A the pointt
of maaximum tilt (center of thhe chicane) a thin foil is placed in thhe path of thee beam. Thee
foil has
h a vertically (y) oriennted narrow sslot at its cen
nter. The Cooulomb scatttering of thee
electrrons passing
g through thhe foil increeases the hoorizontal andd vertical em
mittances off
most of the beam
m, but leavess a very thin unspoiled slice where thhe beam passses throughh
mulation resuults can be foound in [8, 16].
1
the sllit. Details abbout the metthod and sim

Figure 7: Sketch of the slotted foil setup [emma22004].

To
T achieve a variable pulse
p
duratiion and sep
paration, ann aluminum foil (3-µm
m
thick
kness) with different slot arrays w
was designedd. The pressent versionn includes a
verticcal V-shaped single sloot with a vaariable slot width
w
(220-1580 µm), and two V-shapeed double slots with diffferent slot seeparation at two fixed sllot widths (3
300 and 4300
µm), as shown inn the bottom of Fig. 5.
After
A
the eleectron beam
m passes thrrough the em
mittance-spooiling foil, one or twoo
unspooiled time sllices with goood emittance will conttribute to FE
EL lasing. We
W show onee
exam
mple of the measured
m
FE
EL pulse eneergy versus the
t foil vertiical position in Fig.5, ass
reporrted in [17]. In this exam
mple the phooton energy was
w 1.5 keV
V, and the eleectron beam
m
energgy was 5.8 GeV
G with peeak current oof 1.5 kA. When
W
the elecctron beam emittance iss
totallly spoiled, for
f example,, at the far rright part off this figure,, the FEL beeam is fullyy
supprressed. Whille moving thhe foil verticcally to let the
t beam passs through th
he narrowerr
part of
o the singlee slot, the FEL beam inntensity startts to grow. W
With a very narrow slit,,
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the uncorrelated en
nergy spread and betatronn beam size dominate thhe output puulse length
[16], annd we get a nonlinear
n
growth of the pulse energyy versus the slot width. When the
slot getts larger, the growth beco
omes linear and the pulsse length is m
mainly deterrmined by
the slott width. It iss also show
wn that in the two doublle-slot areass, the measuured pulse
energy from each area is alm
most constantt, while the pulse separration actuaally varies
t scan.
during the

Figuree 8: Measuredd FEL pulse energy
e
vs. foiil vertical possition. The sloot arrays are shown
s
in
the botttom [17].

Durring operatioon, the pulsee duration ccan be contrrolled by chooosing the slot
s width
and/or the beam cu
urrent (by changing thee compressioon factor). B
Based on calculations
(see equuations in [116, 17]), for the double-ppulse mode, the minimuum pulse sepparation is
about 10 fs, and thee maximum can be abouut 80 fs (at 1-kA peak cuurrent); for thhe singlem
the minimum
m
puulse duratioon is about 10 fs (at 3-kA peak current).
pulse mode,
Measurrement at th
his time-scaale is very challenging, and we w
will discuss it in the
followinng sections.
3.8.3 Characterizzation of Feemtosecond Electron an
nd X-ray Beeams
l
of ulttrashort elecctron bunchees is an impoortant but chhallenging
Meaasuring the length
topic. Techniques
T
e
exist
for meaasuring the coherent
c
rad
diation specttrum of a shhort bunch
in orderr to reconstruuct its tempo
oral profile (see
(
Ref. [188] for a recennt excellent example).
e
Informaation about the
t bunch leength can alsso be obtain
ned from the statistical fluctuation
fl
of the incoherent
i
radiation
r
inttensity [19, 20]. The mo
ore direct measurement
m
t methods
includee rf zero phassing that intrroduces an eenergy-to-tim
me correlatioon [21] and the
t use of
a transverse defleccting cavityy that introdduces a tran
nsverse-to-tiime correlattion [22].
i
about thhe bunch
Measurrement of thhe correlated coordinates yields information
length. The resoluttion of thesee different techniques
t
is machine specific,
s
butt typically
limited to the 100--fs to 10-fs levels (see,, e.g., Refs. [21, 23, 244]). In particular, the
harge bunchees in the LC
CLS, which are
a expectedd to be less than
t
10 fs
compreessed low-ch
in duraation, are too
o short to be
b measuredd currently by
b these staandard technniques. In
principlle, the resoluution of thhe transversse deflectingg method can
c
be imprroved by
increasiing the deefecting volltage and rf frequencyy of the ttransverse cavity, as
plannedd at the LC
CLS [25]. Recently,
R
a novel longiitudinal-to-trransverse
mapping
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method using an x-band deflector has been proposed to further improve the temporal
resolution to below the 1-fs level [26].
Measurement of the electron bunch length is helpful in estimating the FEL x-ray
pulse duration. However, for a realistic beam, such as that with a Gaussian shape or a
spiky profile, the FEL amplification varies along the bunch due to peak current or
emittance variation. This will result in differences between the temporal shape or
duration of the electron bunch and the x-ray pulse. Initial experiments at LCLS have
revealed that characterization of the x-ray pulse duration on a shot-by-shot basis is
critical for the interpretation of the data. However, measuring femtosecond x-ray pulses
is an extremely challenging topic. Conventional photodetectors and streak cameras do
not have a fast enough response time for characterizing the ultrashort x-ray pulses. In
addition, because of the vanishing small cross sections in nonlinear processes and the
lack of mirrors, temporal correlation techniques that are widely used in the optical
frequencies are very difficult to realize. To overcome these difficulties, a few new
concepts of ultrafast x-ray diagnostics have been developed recently. One of them is
the terahertz-field streaking method, where a terahertz field generated from a specific
undulator [27] or from a laser [28] has been used to modulate the photoelectron energy.
Another new method is proposed to use a transverse deflecting cavity to measure the
FEL induced time-correlated electron energy spread, from which the x-ray temporal
profile can be retrieved [25].
In the following sections, we will focus on discussing three schemes developed or
under developing at the LCLS: longitudinal mapping [29], X-band transverse deflector
[25] and cross-correlation technique [17]. Two frequency domain methods - one is a
wide-band spectrometer for e-beam temporal reconstruction [30], and the other one is
statistical analysis based on x-ray spectral correlation function [31] - have also been
developed recently at LCLS.
3.8.3.1

Longitudinal Mapping of Electron Beams Using a Spectrometer

The longitudinal mapping technique, which was first suggested in Ref. [32] and
developed in Ref. [33, 34], was used to observe the longitudinal profile of an FEL
microbunched electron bunch at a low-energy superconducting linac. Recently it has
been further investigated and applied at the LCLS [29, 35]. This technique involves
adjusting the LCLS second bunch compressor followed by running the bunch on an rf
zero-crossing phase of the final 550-m linac. As a result, the time coordinate of the
bunch is directly mapped onto the energy coordinate at the end of the linac. A highresolution energy spectrometer located at an existing transport line (A-line) is then
commissioned to image the energy profile.
To describe this method, we add a diagnostic chicane right after BC2 and run the
beam in the L3 linac on an rf zero-crossing phase (where there is no net acceleration).
We sketch the setup in Fig. 6. Nominal setup parameters are given in black type; those
changed for measurement mode are in red and have an over-bar. The head of the bunch
is assumed at z<0 (
). A simple chicane has
0 with this convention.
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Figure 9: Schematic setup for short bunch measurement using a chicane and an rf linac. In red
are parameters that changed for the bunch length measurement [29].

Suppose a diagnostic chicane strength is
in L3 is

, and the rf-induced linear energy chirp
,

where the rf wavelength
=10.5cm for S-band linac,
is the maximum accelerating
voltage of L3, and
refers to the two rf zero-crossing phases. Then longitudinal phase
space is transformed between BC2 end and L3 end according to
1

0
1

1
0

1
1

1

,

where
and
are the longitudinal bunch coordinates after BC2 and the diagnostic
chicane,
and
are the relative energy coordinates at the end of L2 and L3,
respectively (see Fig. 6). To have a one-to-one correspondence between and the final
energy coordinate
1 h
, it requires that [33]
0.
1 h
Hence, to first order, the final energy coordinate is independent of the initial energy
coordinate, and we have
, and

|

|

.

Here
is the final rms energy spread at the L3 end, and
is the rms bunch length
after BC2. Thus the final energy profile of the beam is a scaled image of its temporal
profile after BC2, and an energy spectrum measurement yields the bunch profile. In the
actual measurements, the diagnostic chicane is actually part of BC2, with its total
strength changed to
.
The longitudinal wake fields in the long linac can change the rf-induced energy
spread. We can compensate this effect by shifting linac rf phase or adjusting chicane
[29]. The energy spread generated by a very short bunch (with
~1
) through
| | ~10 . To measure such a small energy spread, a
this technique is about
high-resolution spectrometer is needed. The A-Line, one of the two original beam
transport systems at SLAC, has a high dispersion point in the middle of a 24-degree
bending section. A phosphor screen profile monitor (PR18) was installed at the high
dispersion point (dispersion about 6m) to record the beam images.
To validate this technique, we compare the measurement results using the standard
transverse deflector method with a bunch charge of 40 pC. At the nominal BC2 setting
(with
= -24.7 mm), we first measure the bunch length using an rf deflector
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(TCAV3), located after BC2, as a function of the L2 phase. We then set BC2
= -34
mm to provide the strength for the diagnostic chicane as well as to compensate for the
L3 wakefield. An energy feedback based on a BPM near PR18 is used to hold the L3
phase (near zero-crossing). Averaged PR18 rms beam size (over a few shots) yields the
post-BC2 bunch length for the nominal BC2 setting as a function of the L2 phase. A
comparison of the rms bunch length is shown in Fig. 7. When the bunch is either under
or over-compressed with the rms bunch length longer than 3 m, the two methods are in
reasonable agreement. Near the full compression phase, TCAV3 reaches its resolution
limit and yields scattered results, while the PR18 measurements shows a smooth curve
with the minimum rms bunch length slightly above 1 m. This minimum is believed to
be limited by the resolution of the very old PR18 screen.

Figure 10: Comparison of 40 pC bunch length vs. linac phase measured from longitudinal
mapping (PR18) and from deflector (TCAV3) [35].

A new phospher screen (ZnS) of 0.1 mm thickness was installed to replace the old
screen in order to improve the PR18 resolution. The target inscribed on the new screen
suggests that the resolution is about 125 m in y and about 250 m in x (a factor of 2
due to the 60-degree viewing angle). The smallest horizontal beam size measured on the
screen is about 330 m with 10-pC charge. After subtracting the screen resolution of
250 m, we get a minimum rms bunch length of ~0.27 m or 0.9 fs [35].
3.8.3.2

Electron and X-ray Pulse Temporal Characterization Using an Xband Transverse Deflector

In another section of this newsletter [36], electron beam longitudinal phase space
measurement using a transverse deflecting structure together with an energy
spectrometer is discussed. More details and references can be found there. In this
section, we will discuss the use of an X-band deflector to further improve the temporal
resolution down to femtoseonds, and also to reconstruct the x-ray temporal profile
based on the measured e-beam phase space [25].
The idea of using an rf deflecting structure (operating in the TM11mode) to kick the
electron beam was first proposed in the 1960s [37] and has been recently used for ebeam bunch length and temporal profile measurements in FELs and other accelerator
facilities [22]. Here we propose to install the deflector after the FEL undulator. To
obtain the x-ray temporal profile, we first suppress the FEL process (e.g., by kicking the
e-beam to make a local oscillating orbit inside the undulator) and measure the e-beam
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time-ennergy phase space, from
m which we can
c get the e-beam
e
tempporal profilee and also
achievee a baseline on
o the e-beaam energy looss. Next, thee FEL is resttored and wee measure
the timee-energy phaase space aggain for eachh bunch. By subtracting
s
tthe baseline measured
with FE
EL-off, we can
c obtain thhe time-resollved energy loss or energgy spread duue to FEL
radiatioon, shot by shot. The x-ray tempporal powerr profile is then determ
mined by
combinning the e-beeam current profile
p
and thhe time-resoolved energyy loss.
Figuure 8 showss a layout off this diagnoostic system
m planned att the LCLS. We used
two 1-m
meter long X-band
X
(11.4424 GHz) rff deflecting structures
s
too provide a maximum
m
horizonntal kick of 48
4 MeV/c. Note
N
that an X-band rf deflector
d
hass been choseen over an
S-band one – like the
t original transverse deflector
d
[377] - in orderr to impart a stronger
m and thuss improve the
t
temporaal resolutionn. At X-ban
nd the rf
sweep to the beam
, iss smaller, giving
g
a faactor 4 impprovement ccompared too S-band.
wavelenngth,
Furtherrmore, higheer rf gradientts can be achhieved at X-bband, allowiing deflectinng voltage
to be inncreased and
d further improving the kkicking strenngth.

Figure 111: A layout off deflector settup at LCLS undulator
u
dum
mp line [25].

As discussed in [36], oncce the deflecting structuure is fixedd (rf waveleength and
um deflectinng voltage), the resoluttion is then determinedd by the beaam optics
maximu
design. For temporral resolutionn, a larger bbeta functionn and a 90-ddegree phasee advance
betweenn the deflector and the observation screen at th
he deflectingg plane are preferred.
p
The eneergy resolutiion is determ
mined by thee spectrometter, where a smaller betaa function
and a laarger dispersion at the screen
s
in thee bending pllane should be considereed. Based
on the present
p
LCL
LS design, the expected ttemporal resoolution is abbout 2 fs rmss.
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Figure 12: Simulations of the images on the screen ((a) and (b)) based on LCLS beam
parameters with bunch charge 250pC, energy 13.6 GeV. The reconstructed e-beam and x-ray
profiles are shown in (c) and (d) [25].

We show a simulation example in Fig. 9 for a hard x-ray case with a bunch charge
of 250 pC. We can see a clear difference in the phase space between FEL-on and FELoff. Both e-beam and x-ray pulse temporal profiles are obtained. Limited by the
resolution, we cannot measure the x-ray single-spikes (about 200-as level). Note the
coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) from the bunch compressors in the upstream
beam line will introduce a transverse kick to the electrons which is correlated to their
longitudinal position in the bunch. This correlation between the horizontal and
longitudinal planes can affect the phase space reconstruction technique. This effect in
principle can be corrected by performing a second measurement at the other rf zerocrossing phase, 180° from the first measurement [38]. It would also be helpful for future
designs to set the deflecting cavity and bunch compressor in different planes.
The two 1-meter structures were installed in the LCLS dump beamline in the
summer 2012. The power source and other related elements are scheduled to be ready in
March 2013 [39]. A picture of the installed structures in the LCLS undulator tunnel is
shown in Fig.10.
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Figure 133: Photo of innstalled X-bannd deflecting structures at LCLS [39].

3.8.3.3

X-ray Pulse Temporal C
X
Characterizaation Using a Cross-Coorrelation
T
Technique

que based onn a cross-corrrelation metthod has beeen demonstraated at the
Anoother techniq
LCLS to
t measure femtosecondd x-ray pulsses [17]. Thiis concept was
w first prooposed by
Geloni et al. [18]. In this scheme, to oveercome the difficulties of splitting the x-ray
he FEL unduulator. This chicane
c
is
pulses, a magnetic chicane is added in the middle of th
u
to washh out the miccrobunchingg of electronns generated in the first part of the undulator,
and also to make an
a offset for an x-ray opptical delay line. After the
t chicane, the x-ray
h the “fresh”” electron buunch, and their relative ddelay is conttrolled by
pulse overlaps with
the x-raay delay line. Since thee “fresh” bunnch idea [411] is involveed, the systeem has to
work inn the exponential gain regime (beforee saturation)).
Thee configuratiion can be further
f
simpplified by on
nly using a chicane [40
0]. In this
setup, the chicanee has to play
p
two rroles: delayy the electrrons and sm
mear the
unching is
microbuunching. As a result, thee delay cannnot reach zero otherwise the microbu
preserv
ved. In the following
fo
exxample, we sshow at hard x-ray wavvelengths a minimum
delay of
o 2-fs is reequired to prrovide enouugh
to smear
s
microobunching. Hence
H
for
single bunch
b
measu
urement onlly a partial correlation
c
trace
t
will bee obtained. However,
for the two-pulse mode,
m
as prooduced in thee emittance--spoiling foill scheme wiith double
w are able to
t obtain a full
f correlation trace wiith only usinng a chicanee. In this
slots, we
mode, by
b variably
y delaying thhe electron beam
b
with a chicane, thee first electrron bunch
crosses over the seccond x-ray pulse
p
and a ffull correlation trace is m
measured, froom which
both thee pulse separration and du
uration can bbe retrieved [17].
At the
t LCLS undulator
u
beamline, onee LCLS unduulator segm
ment U16 (off 33 fourmeter long undulattor sections)) has been reeplaced withh a 3.2-m loong magnetiic chicane
for the hard x-ray self-seeding program [55]. This chiccane enabless the cross-correlation
o
thee FEL in SA
ASE mode. The
T present design of thhe chicane
measurements by operating
m delay of abbout 40 fs.
and chaamber allowss a maximum
We show a sch
hematic layouut of this diagnostic in Fig.
F 11. Wee focused ou
ur study at
o using thee emittance--foil configuuration. Thee foil contaiins a single slot with
LCLS on
variablee widths, an
nd double slo
ots with variiable separattions. This sslotted-foil enables
e
us
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to change the outtput x-ray puulse durationn and to conttrol the separration of twoo pulses in a
simple way.

Fig
gure 14: A scchematic layo
out of the crosss-correlation configurationn at the LCS. A doubleslotted foil setup is uused for the illlustration [177].

Clearly,
C
this is a multi-shhot based m
method. From
m the correlaation trace measured
m
byy
scannning the chicane delay, we can anaalyze the trace to get the pulse duraation. A gass
detecctor or a YA
AG screen waas used to reecord the fin
nal x-ray pullse energy att each delayy
pointt. We show an examplee of the meaasured singlee pulse corrrelation tracee in Fig. 122
[17]. The electron beam charrge was 150 pC, the peaak current was 3 kA, andd the energyy
T x-ray phhoton energyy was 8.3 keV. We used 13 undulaator sectionss
was 13.6 GeV. The
his measurem
ment. Each ddata point is based on ann average of 60 recordedd
for eaach part in th
shotss. For this single bunchh mode, the intensity coorrelation fuunction shou
uld reach itss
maxiimum value at a relativee delay
0 (overlappped), then it should go down
d
with a
largeer delay untill the x-ray pulse
p
and thee electron bu
unch totally miss. Thereefore, duringg
the Gaussian
G
fittiing, we chosse a zero offfset. To estim
mate the full width at hallf maximum
m
(fwhm
m) of a pulsse, the fwhm
m of the intennsity correlattion curve obbtained from
m this fittingg
has to
o be divided
d by a deconnvolution factor, which is related too a specific pulse
p
shape..
For example,
e
forr a Gaussian
n-shaped bunnch, this decconvolution factor is √2
2. As shownn
in Fiig.12, the fiitting was from
fr
a minim
mum delay of 2 fs. Foor the no-fooil case, thee
meassured fwhm pulse
p
duratio
on (after divviding a facto
or 1.5) is 14..1 fs, and forr slot widthss
1.53 mm and 0.93 mm, the pulse fwhm durations
d
aree 7.3 fs and 33.8 fs, respecctively.
Figure
F
13 sho
ows examplles of measuured correlattion curves for the two--pulse modee
[17]. The photon
n energy was at 2 keV. We see a cllear peak off the pulse energy whilee
scannning the delaay of the elecctrons. This peak meanss that the firsst electron sllice overlapss
with the second x-ray pulsee and the F
FEL is enhaanced, whichh determinees the pulsee
ngle bunch m
mode, gives informationn
separration. Also the width of the peak, aas in the sin
aboutt the pulse duration. A Gaussian fit has beeen made too get the offset
o
(pulsee
separration) and thhe width. Inn these two eexamples, th
he slot separaations were 840 µm andd
1400 µm, and th
he measured pulse separrations were 14.7 fs andd 22.7 fs. Th
he measuredd
w
6.1 fs and 6.5fs, w
which are veery similar ssince the sloot width wass
pulsee durations were
fixedd while changging the separation.
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Figuree 15: Cross-co
orrelation measurements for
fo a single buunch. Photon energy
e
was 8.3keV, ebeam buncch charge 1500pC and curreent 3 kA [17].

Fiigure 16: Cro
oss-correlation measuremeents for double-pulse modee for differentt slot
separattions. The peaaks show the separation (22.7 fs and 14.7 fs), and thee widths give the pulse
duuration (6.5 fss and 6.1 fs) [17].
[

3.8.4 Summary and
a Outlook
k
mtosecond x--ray FELs provide
p
a uniique tool forr ultrafast sccientific reseearch. The
Fem
low-chaarge bunch and emittannce-spoiling foil schemee at LCLS are two widdely used
operatio
on modes to
o deliver useers ultrashortt x-ray pulsees of less thaan 10 fs. Thhe doubleslotted foil can alsoo generate 2--color FELs with a variaable delay [442], which is currently
e
al investigattions [43]. IIf we comb
bine the low
w-charge mode
m
with
under experimenta
slotted--foil, a single-spike x-raay pulse can also be gen
nerated at sooft x-ray wav
velengths.
With evven lower ellectron buncch charges oor using very
y short laser pulses to manipulate
m
the elecctron bunch,, a single atttosecond x-rray pulse may
m be obtainned in the hard
h
x-ray
wavelenngth region.
Meaasurements of these feemtosecond-scale electrron and x-raay beams are
a still a
challengging topic, and
a two morre schemes at the LCLS
S are expecteed to be reaady soon the tran
nsverse defllector [25] and the widde-band speectrometer [[30]. New diagnostic
d
conceptts with a fem
mtosecond orr even attoseecond resolu
ution are stilll highly desirred.
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3.9.1 Introduction
The development of ultra-bright election beams has lead both to new accelerator
applications as well as new problematic instabilities. One such example is the
microbunching instability (MBI), which was first studied a decade ago during the
development of X-ray Free Electron Lasers (FELs) [1, 2]. MBI was immediately
acknowledged as a serious issue for FELs, and indeed there has already been one review
in ICFA on the topic [3]. This review will focus on recent advances of one particular
variant of MBI, in which Longitudinal Space Charge (LSC) forces produce strong
microbunching at wavelengths shorter than the electron bunch [4, 5, 6, 7]. (Coherent
synchrotron radiation, CSR, can also drive a similar instability [8, 9]. An earlier ICFA
article focused on related instabilities in storage rings [10].)
MBI requires an initial level of density modulation to start the instability; possible
sources have been suggested including density modulations due to the laser in
photocathode beams, and the random density fluctuations of shot noise [3]. Evidence of
optical wavelength microbunching was first seen during commissioning of the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS), where optical transition radiation (OTR) screens
downstream from the injector recorded coherent OTR (COTR) from an uncompressed
electron bunch [11]. Later measurements confirmed that the MBI not only impeded
diagnostics, but also interferes with the FEL lasing process [12]. Given the large
bandwidths and short wavelengths ( λ <1μ m) of the observations, electron shot noise
amplified by LSC was seen as the most probable explanation.
Prior studies of shot-noise LSC MBI used one-dimensional (1D) models to predict
the instability gain. Venturini noted [13] that 1D models of LSC impedance may fail at
short wavelengths due to transverse non-uniformity. The need for detailed comparisons
of theory and experiments motivated the development of three-dimensional (3D) MBI
models [14, 15, 16, 17]. The emergence of MBI at linacs around the world spurred
efforts at mitigating the instability's effects. The first laser heater, designed to damp the
instability, was commissioned at LCLS [12, 4, 5]. Schemes for operating diagnostics in
the presence of MBI have also proliferated in recent years [18, 19, 20, 21]. In this
review we start by describing a 3D model of MBI, and as an example provide a
comparison of the theory to the initial LCLS observations. We then review
experimental schemes for both damping and avoiding MBI effects. Finally, we describe
dispersive shot noise suppression [22], a version of the recently identified noise
suppression phenomenon [23, 24] that is closely related to MBI.
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3.9.2 3D Model of MBI
The goal of this section is to calculate the final microbunching of an initially
randomly distributed electron beam. For this calculation we assume the accelerator is
divided into two regions; in the first section the electrons can change energy but do not
move longitudinally, while in the second section the electrons move longitudinally but
do not change energy (Fig. 1). In both sections, the electrons can move in the transverse
dimensions. This approximation is designed for the case of relativistic electrons moving
through an accelerator region followed by a dispersive region, such as a bunch
compressor chicane.
To derive the final electron density, we start with a random distribution of electrons
in full six-dimensional (6D) phase space. The unevenly distributed electrons produce
LSC fields, which in turn modulate the electron energies as they travel along the
accelerator.
A dispersive element with nonzero momentum compaction can then
convert the energy modulation to a change in longitudinal position. As a result, the
longitudinal density distribution is modified from the initial random distribution and
may show enhancement at some frequency range, i.e., the beam is microbunched at
these frequencies.

f (Y0 , z0 , p0 )

f (Y1, z0 , p f )

Longitudinal Space Charge

f (Y f , z f , p f )

Dispersion

Figure 1: Schematic of the interaction-dispersion model system, with transverse coordinates Y
and longitudinal coordinates z, p. Longitudinal space charge causes an energy modulation,
p0 → p f , which then produces a density modulation, z0 → z f following a dispersive region.
We allow for transverse motion, Y0 → Y1 → Y f everywhere. The dispersion may be positive or
negative.

In practice, microbunching most often appears as COTR emitted from thin foils in
the beam path. The COTR from N electrons radiated at wave vector k into solid angle
Ω has intensity

⎛ d2I ⎞
⎛ d 2I ⎞
2
=
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟ N b(K) ,
⎝ dkdΩ ⎠tot ⎝ dkdΩ ⎠1
with the single-electron angular spectrum at angles θ x and θ y and relativistic factor γ ,

γ 4 (θ x2 + θ y2 )
⎛ d 2I ⎞
∝
⎜
⎟
2
⎝ dkdΩ ⎠1 ⎡1+ γ 2 (θ 2 + θ 2 ) ⎤
x
y
⎣
⎦

(1)
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and bunching factor at the screen,

1
N

b(K) =

⎡

⎤

~

∑ exp⎢⎣−i KX ⎥⎦exp⎡⎣−ikδ z ⎤⎦ .
j

j

(2)

j

The essence of this approach to solving for the bunching factor is that we have
separated out the 'single electron' portion due to the wave vector and electron
coordinates at the screen
~

K ≡ ⎡⎣kθ x 0kθ y 0k0⎤⎦
~

X j ≡ ⎡⎣ x j , x′j , y j , y′j , z j , p j ⎤⎦

(3)

from the 'collective' portion due to space charge effects
N

N

δ zj ≡ ∑ dz j,i ≡∑
i≠ j

i≠ j

e2
4πε 0

∫

L

ds

0

(56)
∂
1
R8→L
2
λ8mc ∂zi X j ( s ) − Xi (s)

(4)

where tilde denotes transpose, vertical bars denote vector amplitude, R8→L is the transfer
element from position s in the accelerator to the end of the LSC region L, λ8 mc 2 is the
energy of the jth electron at position s, and the sum is over all electrons in the bunch.
The additional phase accumulated due to the collective interaction of the electron space
charge forces, kδ z , is what drives the microbunching. By assuming the additional phase
is small we can linearize this term and solve for the bunching factor analytically.
To quantify MBI, our goal then is to find the expectation value (following [25])

b(K

2

1
=
N

N

N

∑∑ e
j

~

−i K ( X j −Xl ) −ik(

e

∑ i≠ j ∂z ji −∑ i≠l ∂zli )

(5)

l

Conceptually, it is instructive to separate the sum into an 'incoherent' portion with j = l
and a 'coherent' portion with j ≠ l. In the case of randomly distributed electrons (i.e. a
shot noise beam), the j ≠ l phases are randomly distributed across 2π and average to
zero. For this special case we then find

b(K)

2

= 1. The more interesting case occurs

when the coherent terms, with j ≠ l, have a non-zero expectation value.
To find the bunching factor of an arbitrary electron beam we integrate over the final
particle distribution function, Ψ N (X1,..., X N ) . Because the final Ψ N may be a
complicated function of the coordinates of all N particles and the 6D beam transfer
matrices, R, we will rewrite our bunching factor in terms of the initial coordinates
through X(s) = R0→8 X 0 and then integrate over the simpler initial distribution of all
particles, Ψ N (X1,..., X N ) . For an initially uncorrelated beam we can decompose
N

Ψ N (X 01,..., X0 N = ∏ Ψ(X 0i ),
i

written as a product of the single particle distribution functions, Ψ (X). We can

(6)
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then integrate over the single particle distributions to find

b(K)

2

= 1+ N ∫ dX 01 ∫ dX 02 Ψ(X 01 )Ψ(X 02 )
×e

−i K (R0→L X01 −R0 →L X 02 )

[ Γ1 + Γ 2 ]

.

(7)

with definitions expanded in powers of k∂ << 1

Γ1 ≈ −ik(∂z1,2 − ∂z2,1 )
Γ 2 ≈ Nk 2 ∫ dX0i Ψ (X 0i )∂z1,i dz .
2i

(8)

To derive the last result we also assumed Γ 2 << 1 and that all microbunching occurs at
wavelengths much shorter than the bunch length. A full derivation of Eq. 7 can be
found in [26].
The First term Γ1 is linear in k∂z , while the second term (Γ 2 ) is quadratic in k∂z .
Even though k∂z is presumed to be small, we cannot ignore the quadratic term because
it also contains a factor of N, which in the case of LCLS can be as large as 1 billion.
MBI occurs when the second term dominates. In principle it is possible to evaluate Eq.
7 for nearly arbitrary 6D transport matrices and initial distributions. For Gaussian
distributions most of the integrals in Eq. 7 have analytical solutions even for arbitrary
transport matrices. (See Eqs. 3.39 and 3.46 in [15].) In practice, it may be sufficient to
analyze simpler cases; in the next section we will work through an example for the
LCLS COTR observations.
There may be situations for which it is not possible to break the instability into
discrete regions with LSC and dispersion. If the particles move longitudinally during
the LSC interaction, a plasma approach is better suited to the analysis [16, 17]. Rather
than tracking discrete particles according to transfer matrices, Refs. [16, 17] start from
the coupled Vlasov-Poisson equations to describe the beam evolution in 6D phase
space. While the Vlasov approach has its own constraints (for example fixed beam
density), it allows for self-consistent treatment of longitudinal motion during the
interaction. In addition, transverse motion during the interaction is simpler to analyze
using the Vlasov formalism than with the transfer matrix model described above.

Figure 2: Strong COTR measured after the second bunch compressor chicane at LCLS. Realcolor images show the shot-to-shot fluctuation in wavelength. Figure taken from Ref. [28].
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3.9.3 COTR Observations
During commissioning of LCLS, dramatic enhancement of the radiation from OTR
screens was the First conclusive evidence of MBI [11]. Subsequently a number of other
linacs have reported similar observations [18, 19, 20, 27]. The multiple compression
stages at LCLS leads to particularly strong MBI, as seen in Fig. 2. The resulting
coherent radiation inhibits the use of OTR diagnostics and even damaged a camera.
Most of the MBI reports are consistent with shot noise origins; the LSC observations
are largely too broad bandwidth to start from laser modulations, and in one case has
been observed at a facility with thermionic cathodes that do not employ lasers [19].
As an example of applying the results of Eq. 7, we take the case of the initial COTR
observations downstream from the LCLS injector [28]. To compare the measurements to
the theory described above, we plug Eq. 7 in for the bunching factor and integrate over
the camera collection angle Θm

dW
=
dw

θ m/ 2

∫θ

− /2

dθ ∫

θ m/ 2
θ m/ 2

⎛ d 2W ⎞ ⎡
2
2
dθ y ⎜
⎟ ⎣ N + N b(k) ⎤⎦
⎝ dwdΩ ⎠1

(9)

We assume an initial distribution, Ψ (X0), that is a transverse Gaussian in both position
(x,y) and angle ( x′, y′) , and flat-top longitudinally. The quadratic term, Γ2, dominates
2

for k 2 dz >> 1 / N, so we drop the other terms. Assuming a short impedance section of
total length L >>β, the transfer matrices are nontrivial only downstream of the
impedance section. Keeping just the dominant transfer elements for the beam line (see
Fig. 3) we find the longitudinal phase of the single electron component in Eq. 7
~

KRX = k [ z0 + R56 p0 + R1 x0
+R2 x′0 + θ y R33 y0 + θ y R34 y′0 ] ,

(10)

with definitions R1 ≡ R51 + θ x R11 and R2 ≡ R52 + θ x R12 . . The asymmetry between x and y
coordinates is due to the dogleg in the x-dimension. Defining

Rq ≡ R12 + θ y2 R332 and tan ν ≡ θ y R33 R1 so that R1 cos φ + θ y R33φ =
Rq cos(φ + v) and assuming a circular beam σ with k σ γ >> 1 we find
⎡−σ ′ k ( R +θ R )−K R σ ⎤
2
y 34
56 p ⎦
4 ⎡ I R56 L ⎤ e⎣
≈ ⎢
,
⎥
2
3 ⎢⎣ I Aγ σ 2 ⎥⎦
⎡⎣γ 2 Rq2 +1⎤⎦
2

b(K )

2

2 2

2

2

2

2

2

2

(11)
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Figure 3: Schematic of the LCLS beamline through the first bunch compressor at the time of
measurements. The current beam line is nearly identical except for the addition of a laser heater
in the dogleg following L0b. Figure taken from Ref. [11].

with peak current I 0 = ecn0 , Alfvén current I A = ec re = 4πε 0 mc 3 e kA, and slice energy
spread σ p . To find the maximum gain, we set R51 = R52 = 0 (the nominal running
condition) and use R11, R12, R33, R34 from the LCLS design lattice. Because the gain
depends sensitively on the slice energy spread, we can use Eq. 11 to estimate
σ p ≈ 3 keV rms (Fig. 4), consistent with the typical slice energy spread measured from
a photocathode rf gun [29]. The discrepancy at short wavelengths may be due to regions
of smaller energy spread where the short wavelength microbunching survives.
The first evidence for MBI came from setting the 'QB' quadrupole (inside the
dogleg) off achromat. While this would have little effect on an incoherent beam the
non-zero R50 and R51 terms strongly suppress MBI (Fig. 5). Setting R51 and R52 nonzero
in Eq. 11 should give the microbunching gain at different QB settings, but predicts a
width about a factor of 2 narrower than in the measured QB curve. The MBI may be
less sensitive than a Gaussian distribution predicts, especially if the cathode or drive
laser produce a transversely non-uniform beam.
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Figure 4: OTR intensity gain for 250 pC charge at OTR12 as a function of the optical
wavelength. Figure taken from Ref. [14].

3.9.4 Mitigating MBI
3.9.4.1

Laser Heaters

Shortly after MBI was identified as a problem for X-ray FELs, the energy spread
damping mechanism was seen as a possible solution. By increasing the slice energy
spread, the final exponential term in Eq. 11 damps the microbunching gain. Typically
linac electron beams have smaller longitudinal phase space than is needed for an FEL,
so it is acceptable to intentionally increase the energy spread of the beam (being careful
to leave the relative spread well below the Pierce parameter ρ, which governs FEL
performance.) To increase the slice energy spread, a laser 'heater' was proposed [4, 5].
In a heater, the electron beam interacts with a laser beam in an undulator, producing a
periodic energy modulation. The interaction is placed in the middle of a chicane both to
allow easy access for the laser as well as to produce more uniform heating by mixing
phase space.
The laser heater was implemented during commissioning of LCLS [12]. An IR laser
(split from the photocathode laser) modulates the electron beam energy shortly after the
injector. Fig. 6 shows the increase in the slice energy spread as a function of laser
power. While the heater does not fully suppress the MBI, Fig. 7 shows the damping is
sufficient to improve the gain length by 30%. Unexpectedly, the LCLS laser heater
creates substantial energy spread even with only ~1μJ laser power (see Fig. 11 of Ref.
[12]). This so called 'trickle heating' is explained by LSC-induced microbunching
seeded by the laser heater modulation, i.e. starting from a periodic distribution function
ψ (X) in Eq. 7.
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Figure 5: The integrated OTR signal as a function of the dogleg 'QB' quadrupole strength. MBI
dominates at the peak when the bend is achromatic. When the QB quadrupole shifts, the MBI
disappears and the camera measures the incoherent OTR level. Fig. taken from [28].

Laser heaters by their nature decrease the brightness of the electron beam. The
larger phase volume lowers the instability gain, but can lower the FEL gain as well (as
seen in Fig. 7). Ideally, the heating would be reversible; during the acceleration and
compression stages, a large pseudo energy spread could wash out MBI, but the beam
would return to its small initial energy spread for optimal FEL performance. By the
Panofsky-Wenzel theorem, a transverse detecting cavity necessarily also changes the
particle energies [30]. A recent proposal for a reversible heater makes use of two
transverse cavities to impose, and then later remove, an energy modulation [31].
Between the two cavities, the pseudo-energy spread suppresses MBI. Seeding FELs
prior to bunch compression also has the same effect [32].
3.9.4.2

COTR-Free Diagnostics

Even though a laser heater improves FEL performance, sufficient MBI remains to
render OTR diagnostics unusable; the bright radiation is not proportional to the electron
beam density, distorting measurements of transverse beam properties such as emittance.
LCLS largely abandoned OTR screens in favor of traditional diagnostics (e.g. wire
scanners) that are not susceptible to microbunching. However, wire scanners are slow
and give averaged profile information. OTR screens, on the other hand, can provide
single shot profiles simultaneously in both transverse dimensions. As a result, there
have been efforts to develop new imaging techniques that function even in the presence
of MBI. Iterative phasing (a common technique in crystallography) can reconstruct the
electron profile from the COTR itself [21]. An experimental demonstration at the Next
Linear Collider Test Accelerator (NLCTA) showed that the reconstructed profile is an
accurate reproduction of the incoherent OTR profile. It may also be possible to avoid
the coherent portion of the radiation from OTR screens. For example, from Eq. (11) it is
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Figure 6: YAG screen images of the electron beam in a dispersive region downstream from a
transverse cavity. The 'y' coordinate represents time and the 'x' coordinate represents energy.
Images show a) laser heater off, b) nominal heating from 10μJ, and c) maximum heating from
220μJ. The faint double line visible in the plot at right is evidence of the laser beam radius
exceeding thatof the electron beam. Figure taken from Ref. [12].

evident that at sufficiently large angles, the MBI gain vanishes; as a result, spatially
filtering out small angles will preferentially remove COTR. Similarly, energy spread
damps COTR at high frequencies, so a high pass filter will also preferentially block
COTR.
A number of groups around the world have turned to scintillation screens to avoid
COTR problems. As with an OTR screen, microbunched electrons radiate coherently as
they pass through a scintillator. However, by separating out the additional (incoherent)
scintillation light it is possible to obtain an image of the beam despite MBI-driven
COTR. The scintillation can be separated by temporal [20], frequency [18], or spatial
[19] filtering. For temporal filtering, the camera triggers after the COTR passes, but
before the slow (nanosecond) scintillation process ends [20]. More detailed discussion
of this method can be found in 'Recent applications of longitudinal phase space
diagnostics' by C. Behrens and C. Gerth in this newsletter. For frequency filtering, a
bandpass filter at the fluorescence peak avoids the majority of the broadband COTR, so
that the scintillation signal dominates [18]. Finally, because scintillation is emitted at
wide angle compared to the COTR, a spatial mask can also reduce the effect of COTR
[19]. It should be noted that COTR in the UV potentially could itself drive fluorescence,
which would distort the scintillation signal in all three cases [33].
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Figure 7: FEL gain length as a function of laser heater power. Producing a 20 keV energy
spread lowers the gain length by 30%, but as the energy spread increases towards ρ, the gain
length starts to grow as well. Figure taken from Ref. [12].

3.9.4.3

Noise Suppression

We conclude with a short discussion of shot noise suppression. To this point we
have concentrated on the quadratic term, Γ2, in Eq. 8. While Γ2 dominates when MBI
gain is large, in other regimes the linear term Γ1 also contributes to the total bunching.
While Γ2 is always non-negative, Γ1 can be negative, and in certain regimes can push
b(K) < 1 [22]. This phenomenon is called 'shot noise suppression,' because the bunching
factor is smaller than that expected for a random distribution of electrons, i.e. shot
noise. In the 1D limit (no transverse motion) and with negligible slice energy spread,
the bunching factor is quadratic in

b(k)
with definitions

2

≈ (1− ϒ)2

(12)

ϒ ≡ n0 R56 A [1− 2I1 (kσ / γ )K1 (kσ / γ )]
A≡

4π re L

πσ γ
2

,

(13)

longitudinal charge density n0, classical electron radius re, beam radius σ, and modified
Bessel functions I1 and K1. Note in the high frequency limit ϒ has no k dependence;
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Figure 8: Observations of dispersive shot noise suppression at LCLS. The OTR intensity varies
quadratically as a function of R56. The lower charge (smaller n0) requires stronger R56 to reach
optimal suppression (Eq. 13). As the R56 increases past ϒ = 1, the beam enters the MBI regime
and the COTR continues to grow quadratically (data not shown). Figure taken from Ref. [22].
2

by setting n0R56A = 1, we force b(k) → 0 for all k >> γ σ . (Full derivation can be
found in [22].) As a result we conclude that it is possible to suppress density
fluctuations (and all related radiation mechanisms) across a wide bandwidth range. Fig.
8 shows experimental evidence of dispersive noise suppression [34]. As the chicane R56
increases, the OTR signal decreases quadratically, and then begins growing again,
eventually entering the MBI regime for ϒ > 2. The dispersive suppression phenomenon
described here is closely related to other noise suppression schemes (e.g. from plasma
oscillations) that have been proposed in recent years [23, 24, 35, 36].
One obvious application for noise suppression is in slowing the MBI; by reducing
the initial shot noise fluctuations, the gain of the instability decreases. However,
because plasma oscillations and dispersive regions will return the beam to its initial shot
noise state, practical MBI damping may be difficult to achieve. A more promising
application is seeded FELs; the power requirement for the seed laser is set by the
spontaneous radiation of the beam, so suppressing shot noise fluctuations will lower the
seed laser power requirement. Short wavelength seeding schemes are limited by seed
laser power, so noise suppression could help push seeded FELs towards the X-ray limit.
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3.10 Single-Shot Spatiotemporal Measurements of Ultrashort THz
Waveforms Using Temporal Electric Field Cross-Correlation
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Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Rd., Berkeley, CA 94720
Mail to: nhmatlis@lbl.gov
Abstract:
A new single-shot technique based on linear spectral interferometry between a
temporally-short reader pulse and a temporally-long probe pulse is demonstrated for
measuring the spatiotemporal phase and amplitude of an optical probe, for use as an
ultrafast diagnostic. The probe spatiotemporal field information is recovered, with a
resolution set by the duration of the reader pulse, by applying a single Fourier-transform
operation to the interferogram image, without need of any reference data. The technique
was used in conjunction with electro-optic sampling to measure waveforms of coherent,
ultrashort THz pulses emitted by electron bunches from a laser-plasma accelerator with
sub-50 fs resolution. The presence of strong spatiotemporal coupling in the THz
waveforms and of complex temporal electron bunch structure was determined.
3.10.1 Introduction
Optical probing has long been an important tool for the characterization of ultrafast
phenomena, because of its versatility, its sensitivity and its ability to resolve both spatial
and temporal features with high resolution. Because of its simplicity, the configuration
most commonly used to probe temporal dynamics is a multi-shot one in which the delay
of a probe pulse shorter than the features to be resolved is scanned. This approach,
however, is impractical for experiments done at low rep-rates or in which the signal
varies significantly from shot to shot, motivating the development of techniques capable
of recording temporal variations in a single shot. Such is the case for the field of
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS), which relies on optical mapping of the
electric-field temporal waveforms of pulses of terahertz radiation (THz) via a technique
known as electro-optic sampling (EOS) [1-4]. In EOS, the THz pulse induces a transient
birefringence in an electro-optically active crystal which results in a polarization
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rotation of a co-propagating optical probe pulse. The rotation is then converted to a
temporal amplitude modulation by a polarizer.
THz-TDS has seen a dramatic surge in recent years because of the utility of
ultrashort THz pulses as probes in an increasingly wide range of applications. For some
applications, such as the characterization of current dynamics in semi- and
superconductors (e.g. [5-7]) a scanning configuration can be implemented successfully
because of the use of high rep-rate (kHz) lasers and the stability of the material response
function. For many other applications, such as the diagnosis of electron bunch durations
in laser-plasma accelerators (LPAs) [8], single-shot detection is critical, due to the large
shot-to-shot variability and the low rep-rates of high-intensity laser systems. As a result,
a large body of work has been done to develop single-shot, EOS-based optical
techniques which satisfy the needs of these applications [2-4, 9-18]. Each, however, has
had significant limitations.
Single-shot EOS was first achieved by a technique named \spectral encoding," in
which a chirped pulse was used to provide a mapping between time and wavelength
[10]. Spectral encoding, however, was plagued by a loss of temporal resolution due to
the modification of the time-wavelength mapping caused by the encoding process
which produced distortions in the measurement [12,13,19]. This shortcoming was later
addressed by combining the chirped probe with a temporally-short pulse in a secondharmonic cross-correlation geometry [14, 15], providing high temporal resolution in the
10s of fs. This technique, however, has the disadvantage that it requires high probe
intensities and thus expensive amplified lasers in order to get adequate signal. In
addition, because the temporal signal is encoded spatially and the probe laser is focused
at the interaction, spatial information about the THz pulses is lost. As the THz pulses in
many of these applications are few- to single-cycle, implying relative bandwidths of
order unity, the focused THz waveforms can exhibit strong spatiotemporal coupling due
to a large variation of the Gaussian beam parameters over the spectrum [20]. Failure to
resolve the spatial variations can therefore result in a loss of critical information.
In this article, a new technique named Temporal Electric-field Cross-correlation
(TEX) is presented which overcomes the above limitations, allowing measurement of
THz waveforms with high temporal resolution and simultaneously providing one
dimension of spatial information. TEX is based upon measurement of the linear crosscorrelation of a chirped probe with a compressed reader pulse using spectral
interferometry. The full electric-field information of the optical probe, convolved with
that of the short reader, is retrieved, allowing signals to be encoded onto either the
phase or the amplitude of the probe or both. This dual capability is not present in
previous EO methods, and makes TEX applicable to the measurement of a wide range
of phenomena beyond EO sampling. Because the detection is linear, TEX can be
implemented with low-cost, unamplified laser systems, and because it does not require
focusing of the optical probe, spatial information can be recorded and retrieved. The
temporal detection window is easily tunable in the several ps range by adjusting the
chirp of the probe pulse, and the temporal resolution of the phase and amplitude
retrieval is set by the duration of the short reader pulse pulse, which convolves the
signal. Implementation of TEX to measure waveforms of intense THz pulses from an
LPA is also demonstrated. Electrons experiencing a dielectric transition (such as a
metallic foil or a plasma-vacuum boundary [21, 22]) emit coherent transition radiation
in the THz regime. The temporal and spectral properties of the THz radiation are
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strongly correlated to the electron-bunch temporal structure, making it an ideal
diagnostic for ultrashort electron bunches.
It should be noted that the ability to retrieve the full electric field of an optical probe
is not unique to TEX, but is shared by other techniques such as Frequency Domain
Holography (FDH) and Single-shot Supercontinuum Spectral Interferometry (SSSI)
[23-25]. The key advantage of TEX over FDH and SSSI is that recovery of the probe
amplitude and phase does not require any reference data, and is obtained from the TEX
interferograms by a single Fourier transform operation, making it significantly easier to
use than the others. FDH and SSSI by contrast, provide the pure electric-field retrieval
of the probe without convolution.
3.10.2 Experimental Setup
Figure 1 shows the setup for TEX, implemented on an LPA-based THz source [1, 21,
26]. Using ~ 400 mJ, 800 nm, 45 fs pulses focused into a 2 mm gas jet of Helium,
electron bunches with large energy spreads and sub-ps bunch durations were produced,
resulting in generation of coherent transition radiation (CTR) in the range of 0-4 THz. A
portion of the radially-polarized cone of THz emission was asymmetrically sampled by
collection with an off-axis parabola (OAP). The resulting collimated beam of THz was
primarily linearly polarized, with a residual transversely-polarized component
analytically estimated to be at the 10% level. The THz beam was then refocused with a
second OAP onto a 200 μm thick gallium phosphide (GaP) crystal cut along <1; 1; 0>.
An optical pulse split from the pump beam that generated the electrons was overcompressed, resulting in a temporally chirped pulse (“probe”) with a full-width halfmaximum (FWHM) duration of 2 ps. A second fully-compressed optical pulse
(“reader”), measured to have a FWHM duration of 45 fs, was also split from the pump
beam. The probe and the THz pulses were overlapped colinearly in the GaP crystal,
resulting in the EO interaction. A polarizer was used to purify the polarization state of
the incident probe, and a second polarizer (referred to as an “analyzer”) was used to
convert polarization rotations into amplitude modulations. A quarter wave plate (QWP)
was used to offset the transmission to the 50% level, allowing both positive and
negative THz fields to be resolved. The transmitted probe pulse was then combined
colinearly with, but temporally offset from the reader and sent into a 0.27 m imaging
spectrometer with a 14-bit, 1 Mpix cooled CCD detector, producing a spectral
interferogram image (“TEXogram”). A pair of achromatic lenses was used to image the
interaction plane to the input plane of the spectrometer, where the spectrometer slit is
used to select a spatiotemporal slice of the probe.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the TEX detection scheme.

The choice to encode the THz signal onto either the amplitude or the phase of the
probe field is made by appropriately choosing the polarization state of the incident
probe (Fig. 2). If the polarization is aligned at 45° to the principal axes of the THzinduced index ellipsoid, the probe polarization will be rotated in proportion to the THz
field strength [27, 28], but the phase-shift contribution from each of the axes will
cancel, resulting in pure amplitude modulation (Fig. 2a). However, if the probe
polarization is aligned along one of the principal axes, the probe will experience a
temporally-varying phase-shift, but no polarization rotation, resulting in pure phase
modulation (Fig. 2b). For other polarization states, the THz imprint is mixed between
phase and amplitude with a strongly nonlinear dependence on the field strength, making
waveform retrieval unreliable.

Figure 2: (a) Amplitude-encoding geometry. The probe polarization is aligned between
the principal axes (S+,S-) of the THz-induced birefringence, resulting in polarizationrotation only. (b) Phase-encoding geometry. The probe polarization is parallel with one of
the principal axes, resulting in phase-shifting only.
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3.10.3 Analysis
The recovery of THz waveform occurs in two distinct steps. The first is the
recovery, post-interaction, of the spatiotemporal electric field of the probe, which can
be written Ep(y,t) ≡ E(y,t) exp{iΦ(y,t)}, where t is time, y is the spatial coordinate, and
E(y,t) and Φ(y,t) are the probe's temporal amplitude and phase, respectively. The
second is the determination of the THz waveform spatiotemporal profile, ETHz(y,t), from
the THz-induced modulations of either the probe amplitude or the probe phase,
depending on the method of encoding.
In the first step, Ep(y,t) is obtained from the TEXogram by applying a single 1D
Fourier Transform (FT) operation independently to each row of the spectral image. The
TEXogram is described by TEX(y,ω) = |Ep(y,ω)|2 + |Er(y,ω)|2 + Ep(y,ω)E*r(y,ω) + c.c.
where ω is the optical angular frequency, and Ep(y,ω) and Er(y,ω) are the electric-fields
of the probe and reader pulses respectively in the spectral domain. The FT results in a
time-domain signal containing four components corresponding to the four terms of the
TEXogram. The first two terms of TEX(y,ω) produce overlapping peaks known as
“coherence spikes” at t = 0, while the third and fourth terms (i.e. “cross-terms”), which
are responsible for the fringes in the TEXogram, produce side-peaks at t = ±Δt, where Δt
is the delay of the probe behind the reader (Fig. 3). The “convolution theorem” of FTs
identifies the FT of the cross-terms with the complex cross-correlation of the electricfields of the probe and the reader in the time-domain; i.e., if the FT is expressed as:
FT[TEX(y,ω)] (t) = A(y,t) + C(y,t) + C*(y,-t), where A(y,t) is the FT of the first two
terms of TEX(y,ω), and C(y,t) ≡ FT[Ep(y,ω)E*r(y,ω)](t) is the FT of the first cross-term,
∞

then C ( y, t ) = ∫ E p ( y,τ ) E r∗ ( y,τ − t )dτ is the cross-correlation of the probe temporal
−∞

field given by Ep(y,t) = FT[Ep(y, ω)](t) with the reader temporal field given by Er(y,t) =
FT[Er(y, ω)](t). For a reader with a suitably short duration and negligible spectral
phase, the side peak in the FT of TEX(y,ω) approximates the chirped probe pulse in both
amplitude and phase: C(y,t) ≈ Ep(y,t).
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Figure 3: (a) Simulated TEX interferogram in the absence of THz showing interference
in the spectrometer between copropagating probe and reader pulses separated in time by
2.5 ps. (b) Modulus of the Fourier transform of the interferogram in (a) showing a broad
side peak at 2.5 ps which represents the amplitude of the cross-correlation between the
probe and reader electric-fields. (c) Simulated TEX interferogram with THz present. (d)
Modulus of the complex Fourier transform of the interferogram in (c), showing a THzinduced modulation in the side peak amplitude.

In the second step, the THz waveform is recovered by determining the modulation
to either E(y,t) or Φ(y,t). In the amplitude-encoding method, the transmitted probe
amplitude is given by ET2(y,t) = ½ E02(y,t)[1 + sin(αETHz(y,t))], where α ≡ 2πL/λ n03 r41,
L is the crystal thickness, λ is the optical wavelength, n0 is the linear index in the
absence of THz, r41 is the linear electro-optic coefficient, and the 0 and T subscripts
denote field quantities before and after the interaction, respectively. In the phaseencoding method, the transmitted phase is given by Φ(y,t) = Φ0(y,t) ± ½ ETHz(y,t),
where the sign depends on the choice of principal axis. As E0(y,t) and Φ0(y,t) are not
simultaneously acquired in TEX, a separate (“null”) shot in the absence of THz is
required. The reconstructed waveform is thus given by: ETHz(y,t)=
α-1arcsin[ET2(y,t) / Enull2(y,t) - 1] for amplitude encoding and by ETHz(y,t) =
2 α-1[ΦT(y,t) - Φnull(y,t)] for phase encoding.
The temporal resolution of the THz waveform retrieval is determined by two
independent factors: the duration of the reader, which determines the temporal
resolution of the probe electric-field recovery, and the thickness of the EO crystal,
which determines the EOS phase-matching bandwidth. Calculations simulating the
probe field retrieval process in both phase- and amplitude-encoding configurations for a
45 fs reader confirm accurate reconstruction of the encoded signal for frequencies
beyond ~8 THz, which is the resolution limit set by the 200 μm GaP crystal. The
limitation to the temporal range of the detection is set by the bandwidth and spectral
resolution of the imaging spectrometer, which must be capable of resolving the spectral
fringes over the full bandwidth of the probe.
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3.10.4 Results
Figure 4 shows a sample THz spatiotemporal waveform image acquired using TEX
in the amplitude-encoding configuration. The measured waveform is nearly single
cycle, and displays sharp temporal features of order 100 fs, illustrating the need for high
temporal resolution. The waveform also exhibits strong spatiotemporal coupling, in the
shape of an X, as was described by Jiang et al. [20], which can be understood in terms
of a variation of the Gouy phase shift and focused-waist size with wavelength. To
diagnose the structure of the electron bunch, the spectrum of the THz waveform shown
in figure 4 was calculated and compared with theory. The spatial and temporal features
of the spectral image were modeled (Fig. 5) by using CTR emission theory [26] with the
inclusion of collection and propagation effects. To accurately model both the low- and
high-frequency parts of the spectral image, two bunches of different duration and charge
(90% of the charge in a 140 μm-rms bunch and 10% in a 50 μm bunch) were required.
Comparison of a one-bunch model (containing only the longer bunch) with the twobunch model shows that the contribution to the THz emission above ~0.75 THz comes
entirely from the shorter bunch, in spite of its small relative charge (Fig. 5c).

Figure 4: Data showing (a) THz spatiotemporal waveform extracted from the raw
interferogram and (b) lineout of waveform at y = 0 mm.

This high sensitivity to the presence of the shorter electron bunch is an important
confirmation of the practicality of the THz-based diagnostic for characterizing LPAs,
since the high-energy, low-charge electron bunch component of interest is often
accompanied by a lower energy component containing the bulk of the charge. The
electron energy spectrum, measured simultaneously, does in fact show a twocomponent distribution with a large thermal- and a smaller “quasi mono-energetic”
component. The importance of recovering the spatial variations in the THz waveform is
illustrated by the strong spatial dependence of the spectrum of the focused THz pulse:
the higher-frequency component from the short bunch is more localized to the axis. A
spatially-integrated technique would under-represent this component, thus diminishing
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sensitivity to the presence of the short bunch. In addition, because the transverse focal
size of a given spectral component is strongly dependent on not only the wavelength but
also the spectrally-varying far-field intensity distribution, the nice correspondence
between data and model of the shape of the spectral image provides a confirmation of
the THz emission patterns predicted by CTR theory.

Figure 5: (a) Power spectrum of THz waveform in figure 4. (b) Spectral image
calculated using a 2-bunch model (c) lineouts of spectral images for data (black-dotted
line), 1-bunch model (blue-dashed line) and 2-bunch model (red-solid line). Comparison
shows that a 2-bunch model yields a significantly better fit than a 1-bunch model.

3.10.5 Conclusions
A new single-shot technique (TEX) is demonstrated for measurement of ultrafast
phenomena resulting in temporal phase or amplitude modulations. TEX provides high
temporal resolution and one dimension of imaging simultaneously for the first time in
EO sampling, enabling analysis of spatio-temporal and spatio-spectral coupling in the
THz waveforms. TEX is significantly easier to setup than previous high-resolution EO
techniques because it does not require the use of nonlinear processes other than the
linear Pockels effect used for EO sampling. Because TEX is linear in the probe field
strength, low-power, low-cost, unamplified laser systems may be used, making it highly
accessible. In addition, the dual phase- and amplitude-encoding capability makes it
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applicable to a wide range of phenomena. The temporal resolution is set by the duration
of the reader pulse, and can be made smaller than the intrinsic limitation set by phasematching in the EO sampling process. The single-shot temporal detection window is
tunable in the range of several to 10s of ps, and is limited by the bandwidth and spectral
resolution of the spectrometer. Numerical analysis confirms the capability of TEX to
reproduce THz waveforms in both temporal and spectral domains without significant
distortion in both phase- and amplitude-encoding configurations. Waveforms of THz
pulses generated as CTR from an LPA were measured using the amplitude-encoding
configuration and were analyzed. The resultant THz spectral images were used to
demonstrate the presence of heterogeneous electron bunch structure from the LPA. The
dependence of the THz spectrum on the electron-bunch duration makes it possible to
detect the presence of short electron-bunch substructure with high sensitivity. The
authors acknowledge Carl B. Schroeder, Kei Nakamura, Cameron G.R. Geddes,
Anthony J. Gonsalves, Csaba Tóth and Eric H. Esarey for their valuable contributions.
This work was supported by DARPA and by the Director, Office of Science, Office
of High Energy Physics, of the U.S.Department of Energy under Contract No. DEAC02-05CH11231.
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3.11 Femtosecond synchronization for ultrafast light sources
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3.11.1 Introduction
The next generation of accelerator-driven light sources will produce sub-100 fsec
high brightness x-ray pulses. In particular, pump-probe experiments at these facilities
require synchronization of pulsed lasers and x-rays from electron beam on sub-100 fsec
time scales over distances of a few hundred meters to several kilometers. Pump-probe
experiments at these facilities plan to use an x-ray “probe” to produce snapshots of a the
atomic positions within a sample some time following the excitation with a laser
“pump”. For experiments that require minutes to hours to collect data, the relative drift
of the pump and probe must be a fraction of the x-ray pulse length. The recent
demonstration of sub-10 fsec pulses motivates the need for femtosecond level
synchronization.
In the ideal case, the relative timing of the pump laser and x-ray probe can be
adjusted once the x-ray pulse and pump laser are perfectly synchronized to the master
clock. However, both the pump and probe pulses can exhibit substantial jitter with
respect to the master clock. For example, phase variations of difference accelerating
sections of the linac create energy jitter which result in timing jitter after passing
through electron bunch compressors. Furthermore, additional jitter of the x-ray pulse
with respect to the electron pulse arises from the SASE lasing process. In the case of the
laser oscillator, jitter with respect to the master clock can arise from a number of
sources such as noise in the pump laser or acoustic vibrations of the laser cavity. In
order to compensate for this additional time jitter, one can measure the relative jitter of
x-ray, electron, and laser pump beams with respect to the master clock and use this to
correct the timing for each pulse and allow the proper ordering of the “frames” of the
movie. This configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1b.

Figure 1. The relative time of the laser pump and x-ray probe must be controlled to a fraction of
the x-ray pulse length. b) Jitter between the pump laser and x-ray pulse with respect to a master
clock can be corrected by measuring the shot-to-shot jitter with synchronized diagnostics.

Many of the experiments intended for future light sources will have some specified
pulse widths for the X-ray and optical pulses incident on the specimen, and there will be
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2. Thhe master cloock signal iss distributedd over the acccelerator to remote clieents in a starr
confiiguration. Thhe phase of the
t master cclock signal is corrected at the end of
o each fiberr
link for
f the variaation in the propagation
p
delay of thaat link. Thus the relative timing driftt
of cliients locked to the masteer signal on iindependentt fiber links is
i minimizedd over manyy
hourss and even days.
d

Figurre 3: Top: Staar configuratiion for timingg distribution over the acceelerator compplex. Bottom:
Coommon elemeents in any feemtosecond sy
ynchronizatioon system.

The
T common
n elements inn any femtossecond syncchronization system include a stablee
clock
k, transmitteer, link stab
bilizer, remoote client coontroller, annd the remoote client ass
show
wn for the example of a laser system in Fig. 2. Thhe followingg sections deescribe somee
of thee advances in
i these elem
ments that w
will eventually allow synnchronization
n at an FEL
L
faciliity at the few
w fsec level and
a beyond.
3.11.3 Master Clock
C
Stabillity
A timing disttribution systtem sends innformation about
a
the statte of the clocck to distantt
locatiions. It is im
mportant thatt the clock iss stable, but the requiredd stability iss determinedd
by thhe specificatiion for temporal uncertaainty and the path length difference between
b
anyy
two timing
t
inforrmation pathhs to a com
mmon point.. One can cchoose the pump/probee
experriment as this
t
commoon point, annd measuree the maxim
mum propaggation timee
differrence between two pathss tD = tA – tB from the clock to the experiment,
e
as shown inn
Fig. 4.
4
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Figure 4. Two timing signal
s
paths w
with different delays to thee experiment.

Thee clock has to be stablee enough too preserve thhe synchronnicity betweeen timing
signals traveling th
he two pathhs, to withiin the uncerrtainty specc. There willl be two
v
to examine, which
w
we caan name “jiitter” (for
frequenncy regimes of timing variation
higher frequenciess) and “drifft” (for low
wer frequenccies). If thee jitter of the
t
clock
hange between the two paths
p
with
frequenncy is large, there can bee a differentiial timing ch
delays tA and tB, beecause the cllock phase hhas changed during the ddelay differeence, tD =
tA - tB. The “high frequency” perturbationn lower limiit fH should be the frequ
uency for
t
is pi ph
hase shift in the differenntial delay tim
me, or fH = 1/2t
1 D. We caan express
which there
the resuult as
∆

1
2

where S(f) is the single sidebband phase nnoise powerr spectral density, fN iss half the
sample rate (the “N
Nyquist freqquency”), or in this casee the repetitiion rate of the pulsed
p
delay
laser cllock, and f0 is the clocck frequenccy being meeasured. Thuus, if the path
differennce is one microsecond
m
(in 200m off fiber), the jitter integraated from 5000kHz up
to half the
t sample frequency
f
wiill have to bee less than thhe specificattion of 1fs RMS.
R
A separate calculation can be done for drift. If the clock frequuency changees slowly,
ough each path will be different,
d
andd since the receivers are detecting
the phaase delay thro
phase, there will be
b a temporaal change. O
One can calcculate the tiime error ass the path
d
tim
mes the frequuency stabiliity of the clo
ock.
delay difference
As an example,, we can takke the speciffied values of
o 200m of fiber (1 miccrosecond
delay), and 1fs allowable error to find the low frequenccy clock stabbility spec too be 1 part
in 109. The valuess assumed are approxiimately thosse expected for NGLS (without
knowinng the exact length of fibber runs andd position off the timing transmitter)), so these
derivedd values will be close to the
t final clocck specificattion.
A clock
c
technology capablee of meetingg these speciifications annd producingg both RF
and opttical frequen
ncies is the CEP-stabiliz
C
zed mode-locked laser or
o “comb,” which
w
is a
candidaate for the next
n
primaryy time standdard. This laser
l
stabilizzes the optical offset
frequenncy of the em
mitted frequuency comb, such that the
t optical ffrequencies are exact
integer multiples of
o the repeetition rate. Then, if thhe repetitionn rate or one
o of its
harmonnics is lockeed to an abssolute standaard (such ass an atomic line or a trransmitted
GPS siggnal), the opptical frequeencies are loocked to thaat standard as well. Thiis type of
laser is also very sttable in the high
h
frequenncy range, suuch that the stringent jittter spec is
he principle of
o the opticaal comb is illlustrated in Fig.
F 5.
met. Th
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Figu
ure 5: The RF
F and optical frequencies pproduced by a modelockedd laser. The opptical output
is a comb off frequencies separated by frep, and offseet from integeer multiples by foffset.

Any
A optical frequency
f
wiill be an inteeger multiplee of the pulsse repetition rate plus ann
offseet frequency which is ussually unconntrolled, andd which driftts with tempperature andd
jitterss with pump
p power. If thhis offset waas zero, the optical
o
frequuencies woulld be integerr
multiiples of thee reprate. Too detect thiis frequency
y, nonlinear processes are used too
generrate two hig
gher frequenccies from the comb; onee is related tto the carrierr (its secondd
harm
monic) and th
he other is related
r
to thee envelope (self-phase
(
m
modulation
p
producing
a
broadd continuum
m). When these two frequenciess are interfered, theirr differencee
frequuency will bee twice the offset
o
frequeency. Since it is not easiily possible to make thee
offseet zero, it is made a sub-multiple off the reprate (4 or 5, usuually), so thaat every nthh
pulsee is identicall, and the co
omb produceed by pickin
ng out the ntth pulse is thhen an ideall
one.
This
T
type of comb lasser can be used for the clock inn order to establish a
correespondence between
b
optical and R
RF frequenciies, but alsoo can be used for highh
stabillity seed andd experimentt lasers due to
t the tempo
oral lock betw
ween the carrrier and thee
envellope.

Figurre 6. Measured temporal jittter spectrum of modelockked fiber laserr.

High
H
frequen
ncy jitter of
o modelocked lasers has been both theoreetically andd
experrimentally shhown to be very
v
low, inn the <1fs rannge above 100kHz. These lasers aree
available commeercially, typpically based on erbium
m-doped fibbers, although titanium
m
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sapphire lasers are also used, as can any ultra short pulse laser. The erbium-doped fiber
laser version produces optical wavelengths (~1550nm) that are easily transmitted over
standard telecommunications fiber, making it attractive for a distribution system.
3.11.4 Stabilized Fiber Links
Several approaches have been developed to synchronize lasers to clocks over
stabilized links. The two methods commonly used at FEL facilities are illustrated in Fig.
7 and are known as the pulsed and CW methods, respectively. In the pulsed method, the
pulsed laser transmits a highly stabilized pulse frequency. A cross-correlator
measurement is used to maintain a constant frequency by modulating the length of the
fiber. The remote pulsed laser client locks to the link pulse train via another crosscorrelator at the pulse frequency or a harmonic.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of locking a remote laser client a master clock via a pulsed or CW
stabilized fiber link. The pulsed technique takes advantage of the repetition rate stability of the
mode-locked fiber laser transmitted on the fiber. The CW technique takes advantage of the
wavelength stability of the transmitted optical carrier.

3.11.5 Interferometrically Stabilized Fiber Link
In the approach to the stabilized link developed at Berkeley Lab, each fiber link is
an optical interferometer that precisely senses the delay variations in the link due to
thermal variations of the fiber. A schematic diagram of one of the stabilized RF
transmission links is shown in Fig. 8. The fiber used for transmission is one arm of an
interferometer, which tracks changes in the optical phase delay through the fiber.
Variations in optical phase are observed at the receiver, along with the amplitudemodulated RF signals to be stabilized. The measured optical phase shift is used to
correct the detected RF phase. To compensate for the difference between phase and
group delay in the fiber, an additional correction is applied.
Each fiber link is one arm of a heterodyne Michelson interferometer. The reference
arm is a short fiber (about 1m) with its temperature stabilized to ±0.01 C. An acoustooptic frequency shifter at the receiver end of the long arm shifts the optical frequency by
100MHz in two passes, adding its input 50MHz RF phase to the optical phase. The beat
between the reference and reflected optical carrier is detected as a 100 MHz RF signal
whose phase is compared with twice the frequency-shifting signal. The RF phase shift
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of this 100MHz signal is equal to the optical phase shift in the long arm, providing an
increase in temporal sensitivity of 2x106, the ratio of the optical to the beat frequency.
Thus the 100 MHz beat signal can be sent back to the receiver over an unstabilized
fiber, a novel feature of this scheme. The receiver then adjusts the frequency shifter RF
phase to correct the optical phase, a function typically implemented in the transmitter.
This provides the ability to deliver stable optical frequency over fiber.
The stability of our optical phase controller was verified by constructing a MachZehnder interferometer out of two such heterodyne interferometers. One 2km fiber was
exposed to ambient temperature variation and a short 2m fiber was in a temperature
controlled environment. Diurnal temperature variations caused up to 2ns delay changes
in the 2km fiber. After correction, the overall differential phase error between two
stabilized links was six optical waves peak-to-peak over ten days.
For stable RF transmission, the CW laser used in the interferometer must have a
wavelength stability less than the desired fractional temporal stability of the
transmission delay. For a 2 km link with 10 fs stability, this corresponds to a
wavelength stability of 10-9. The CW laser frequency is locked to a hyperfine absorption
line in Rb vapor, achieving 5x10-10.
A 2850 MHz RF signal is amplitude modulated onto the optical carrier by a lithium
niobate modulator. The bias point is stabilized by detecting the second harmonic of the
2850 MHz modulation in a phase-locked loop. Amplitude modulation depth is typically
70%, detected by a photodiode. One issue with photodiode detection is AM-to-PM
conversion, where changes in the average optical power modulate the phase of the
detected RF signal. The optical power level is set to a local maximum in the AM-to-PM
photodiode response, where there is zero slope and minimal sensitivity to fluctuations in
optical power. At this peak, a ±10% variation in average photocurrent causes less than
10 fsec delay variation in the detected RF signal.
The receiver is a digital RF phase comparator used to compare the transmitted RF
signal with a local signal to be controlled. Since the delay through coax cables and other
RF components is temperature dependent, variations are corrected by subtracting a local
calibration signal sent through both comparison paths. All processing of RF signals is
done at an intermediate frequency of 50MHz, after mixing down with a 2800MHz local
oscillator.
Due to the continuous nature of the signal, retroreflections anywhere in the fiber
optic signal path can cause random fluctuations of the received RF signal phase. The
measured RF signal is the vector sum of the desired signal and an interference vector
whose relative angle is determined by the physical spacing of the reflections, and whose
amplitude is determined by the relative optical phase of the signal and retroreflection.
This relative optical phase varies rapidly with temperature, in the case of widely spaced
reflections. As the amplitude of the interference vector changes, the received RF phase
and amplitude varies. To suppress these effects to the less than 10 fs, all optical
reflection losses need to be greater than 40 dB, so APC connectors and high return loss
components are used.
We initially characterized the performance of this system in our lab by measuring
relative time difference between long and short stabilized links. These results described
in detail elsewhere. In summary, we measured an RMS deviation of <10 fsec on a 200
m fiber for over 20 hours and <20 fsec on a 2.2 km fiber over 60 hours.
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Figu
ure 8: Schem
matic layout of a single chaannel RF transsmission overr an optical liink. RF
frequen
ncy is 2850M
MHz. AM: Am
mplitude moduulator; FRM: Faraday rotaator mirror; FS
S: optical
frequeency shifter. Dotted
D
rectangles indicate components temperature
t
ccontrolled to ±0.01
±
C.

3.11.6 Fiber Signa
al Distortion
n and Pertu
urbations
a
perforrmance of
Theere are severral optical efffects in fibeer which can negatively affect
the stabbilized link. They
T
are listted below, annd their mitiigation is expplained.
Theermo-optic coefficient: This is thee main pertuurbation of tthe fiber, around 10-5
per deg
gree (check with
w CTE), and
a is controolled out byy interferomeeter measureement and
RF or optical
o
phasee control.
nd can be
Theermal expansion: Thiss is about 225% of the thermo-optiic effect, an
compennsated in thee same way as
a the overalll thermal deelay coefficieent.
persion: While
W
the efffect on the amplitude modulation is negligiblle due to
Disp
narrow bandwidth, dispersion makes the phase
p
and group
g
delayss different. We
W sense
d
and correct
c
grouup delay, soo an extra factor
f
has to be fed foorward to
phase delay
compennsate, as expplained in thee RF controll section beloow. This facctor is more important
for pulssed timing syystems.
Polarization mode
m
disperssion: One liimit to the loong term staability of opttical fiber
transmiission is pollarization mode
m
disperssion (PMD). This effecct is due to different
indices of refractioon for the tw
wo different polarizationn modes in tthe fiber, a difference
d
which can be minnimized by careful mannufacturing or by twistting the fiber during
pulling in order to scramble thhe birefringeence. For a typical longg telecommuunications
here will be many zoness of rotated bbirefringencee (due to both manufactturing and
fiber, th
installattion parameters) which add statisticcally. The diifferential phhase delay is close to
the diffferential grroup delay (DGD), wiith two vallues along orthogonal principal
polarizaation axes. Measuremen
M
nts of the DG
GD in stablee links vary,, but if we consider
c
a
measured example of 0.02 ps km^1/2
k
usinng installed telecom
t
fibeer, the expeccted DGD
or a 200 m long
l
link is 9 fs. This is a factor of 10
1 below thee typical speecification
value fo
for sing
gle mode fib
ber. Thus, DG
GD becomess a problem only for sysstems operatting in the
sub-10 fs regime, annd it can be ignored for the <100fs channels.
c
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Most fiber interferometers use Faraday rotator mirrors to cancel fiber birefringence
effects by sending the incoming wave back along the orthogonal polarization axis. This
results in a constant polarization at the interferometer, so there is no fading of the
fringes. In this case, PMD is averaged out and any changes in birefringence will be
ignored. Thus, if a signal propagates at one time through the fast axis and at another
time through the slow axis, there will be an undetected time shift. The solution to this
problem is to replace the Faraday mirror with an active polarization controller and a
mirror. The polarization controller outputs a linear polarization to the mirror, which is
reflected back through the fiber along the same polarization axes. The signal thus
samples the same path twice, and any changes in delay due to birefringence are detected
and compensated. A polarization controller is needed in any case, since it enables the
transmitted signal to be interfered with the local signal from a controlled laser. Where
PMD effects are not important, a Faraday rotator mirror can be used, but then the
polarization has to be rotated 90 degrees at the transmitter end.
Stimulated Raman Scattering: This effect only occurs at much higher powers than
will be needed in these systems (which will be around 10mW average). SRS scatters
signal light into longer wavelengths, starting from noise, so the scattered signal is noisy.
Self phase modulation: At the required powers of a few mW and long modulation
periods of hundreds of picoseconds, there will be negligible effects. This is a problem
for pulsed systems only.
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering: SBS limits the CW power that can be transmitted
through a long fiber, with a gain coefficient that is proportional to the fiber length and
the intensity. For a 2km fiber, the threshold is about 70mW, and for 200m it is 700mW.
The transmitted power in this system is far below threshold. When threshold is reached,
all power is retroreflected, with a small frequency shift of a few MHz. The reflection is
noisy, since it is started from noise.
Thermal noise: This may be an issue for extremely fine sensitivity interferometric
fiber sensors, but in our case the contribution to time delay is a few attoseconds. This
noise is due to rapid thermal variations in the index of refraction.
3.11.7 Locking Mode-locked Lasers to a Reference
Control of mode-locked laser timing requires several inputs, of various bandwidths
and ranges. The oscillator can for control purposes be considered a voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) analogous to those in RF. A voltage or motor position input changes
frequency. Control of cavity length and thus repetition rate is achieved by moving one
or more of the cavity mirrors. The slowest and longest range control is achieved with a
stepping motor actuated translator, to compensate for slow thermal drifts. Higher
bandwidth control is done with a piezoelectric actuator on a mirror. To enable fast
response and minimize acoustic resonance, good actuator designs minimize mirror mass
and isolate the actuator from the frame by mounting it in a massive block, decoupling
high frequency acoustics. High bandwidth, low source impedance, low noise, high
voltage amplifiers must be used to utilize the potential bandwidth of the piezo actuator.
Together, these elements can have tens of kHz bandwidth. For example, a commercial
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tisaf osscillator withh a high speeed piezo acctuator and amplifier
a
exxhibits a firstt acoustic
resonan
nce at 39kHzz, with flat response
r
up to that pointt, as shown in Fig. 9, whhich plots
both am
mplitude and
d phase. Thiss provides a wide band transfer
t
funcction that alllows jitter
reductio
on down to 25fs RMS from
f
10Hz tto 10MHz, when
w
the gaiin and phasee delay of
the loo
op are optim
mized. Figu
ure 10 show
ws the jitterr spectrum and integraated noise
measured for this laaser, being controlled
c
w
with respect to
t a 2856MH
Hz RF refereence. This
ny of the NGLS laser applications,
a
although noot for FEL seeds and
is adequuate for man
experim
ment lasers.

Figurre 9. Amplituude and phase of complex ttransfer functtion of a comm
mercial Ti-Saaph laser
drivenn by a high sppeed piezo am
mplifier.

Figgure 10. Integgrated jitter annd spectrum oof commerciaal laser controolled by S-ban
nd RF.

Furtther reductio
on of the jittter can be aaccomplishedd using elecctro-optic moodulators.
Typicallly such moddulators are capable of oonly a few teens of femtooseconds dellay range,
althouggh this is suffficient oncee the jitter hhas been redu
uced by othher means. In
ntracavity
EO moodulators havve been used
d in fiber laasers to reduuce jitter, with good ressults. One
can also
o put modulators into freee space cavvities, althouugh for ultrashort pulse lasers
l
this
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is undesirable du
ue to the incrreased dispeersion and noonlinearity. It
I is possiblee to increasee
the bandwidth off a laser conttrol loop by placing an EO
E modulatoor outside the cavity andd
t
into account
a
the linear relatiion betweenn
drivinng it with a separate PII amplifier, taking
drivee voltage annd phase (ass opposed too the phase integration function off the VCO)..
Figurre 11 showss results of locking
l
a fiber laser to a CW referrence, using
g both piezoo
mirroor control in
ntracavty andd an externaal EO modullator. The m
modulator alllows furtherr
reducction of noisse, although in this case the noise without
w
EO m
modulation was
w small too
beginn with. Exterrnal EO modulators mayy be necessaary to achievve 1fs timin
ng jitter withh
ultrasshort pulse lasers
l
for seeeds and expperiments. To
T our know
wledge, this has not yett
been demonstrateed experimeentally. Somee experimennts have show
wn ~1fs jitteer from suchh
h
been sp
pecially stabbilized experrimental devvices, and their jitter hass
laserss, but these have
been measured ovver limited frequency
f
raanges.

Figu
ure 11. Block diagram of modelocked
m
laaser phase conntrolled by CW
C laser, withh extracavity
EO mo
odulator. Pow
wer spectrum oof jitter with and without EO
E modulatorr.

3.11.8 All Opticcal Synchronization of Laser Oscilllators
For
F lasers to be locked at
a <10fs, theyy will be first locked to transmitted RF signals,,
then to the beat note
n
between
n carriers. The
T scheme is
i similar to the “line piicker” in thee
mitter but in
i reverse. While
W
photoodiode detecction sensess the envelo
ope directly,,
transm
carrieer beating seenses the carrrier phase, and since fo
or a CEP-staabilized laseer the carrierr
is loccked to the envelope, the
t envelope timing is implicitly ddetected. Tyypical CEP-stabillized lasers have aboutt 0.1 opticall radian stab
bility, or 422as uncertain
nty betweenn
carrieer and envelope.
We
W can say that
t
the timing of a conntrolled laseer is comparred with the transmittedd
clock
k frequency and
a phase, so
s that two controlled lassers will be synchronous
s
s. When twoo
laserss are CEP-sstabilized, thhey already have one parameter
p
off their frequ
uency combb
fixedd; the carrier-envelope offfset frequenncy. There iss thus only oone more paarameter thatt
needss to be speccified to com
mpletely conntrol the freqquency specctrum and th
hus the laserr
timinng. This is the repetitioon rate, whhich can be varied by adjusting voltage
v
to a
piezo
oelectric tran
nsducer in the
t laser caavity. Chang
ging the repetition rate amounts too
moduulating the frequency of
o each com
mb line, so that a phaase-locked-looop can bee
estabblished with the
t laser acting as an opptical voltagee controlled oscillator (V
VCO).
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Figu
ure 12. Laser synchronizattion by opticaal phase compparison.

It iss also possiible to expllain this synnchronizatio
on scheme uusing a time domain
analogyy. If the phaase of the opptical carrierr is fixed wiith respect too the envelo
ope of the
pulse, one
o can conttrol the timinng of the pulse by comp
paring opticaal carrier phaase with a
CW refference. An analogy woould be chainns and sprocckets controolling the mootion of a
machin
ne (e.g. a tan
ndem bicyclee), where the reference frequency iss a moving chain
c
and
two sprockets (rep
presenting tw
wo lasers) have their rotation synnchronized by being
c
A nonn- stabilized laser wouldd be a sprockket allowed to slip on
engagedd with the chain.
its shaft
ft.
Theere have beeen demonsttrations of llocking two CEP-stabillized lasers with one
optical frequency. Two
T
Ti:sappphire lasers have been loocked to a ssingle frequeency laser
w temporral synchronization meassured by a cross-correla
c
ator. A block
k diagram
diode, with
of this scheme is shown
s
in Fiigure 13. Thhe CW laserr is a frequency-stabilizzed diode
a phase foor both laserrs, which in each case
laser, annd provides a reference frequency and
is opticcally beat wiith a nearby comb line oon a wide bandwidth
b
phhotodiode (in the box
labeled ‘hetero- dynne’). Phase errors are feed back to thhe lasers’ reppetition ratees. In this
ment, the laasers were not
n in the ssame acousttic or therm
mal environm
ment, and
experim
acousticc noise was not minimizzed. The tem
mporal jitter measured oon the cross-correlator
from 1 Hz to 100 kH
Hz was 1.5 fs RMS. Thhis included a large clum
mp of noise from 100
Hz to several kHzz – probably acoustic – that may have contrributed halff the total
integratted jitter.
Anoother experiment lockedd two CEP--stabilized erbium fiber lasers to a common
CW souurce, and in
ndirectly meeasured the ttemporal jittter by meassuring heteroodyne RF
beats between the two
t
lasers. The
T calculatted temporal jitter from
m 0.06 Hz to 500 kHz
r
was 0.99 fs. Since thhe goal of thhis experimennt was to creeate a stablee frequency reference,
there was
w no direct measuremennt of the tem
mporal jitter.
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Figure 13. A:
A cross-correelation measuurement of tw
wo lasers lockeed to CW refeerence.

3.11.9 Implemeentation at an
a FEL Faciility
In
ncluding many
m
of the elements described above, wee foresee the overalll
synch
hronization system
s
for an
a FEL facillity to resem
mble the scheematic illustrrated in Fig..
14. An
A optical cllock is distriibuted over sstabilized fibber links to individual RF
R and laserr
clientts. The remoote client is locked
l
to thee reference using
u
either an
a RF or opttical schemee
as deescribed abo
ove depend
ding of the required reesolution. Foor example,, control off
superrconducting cavities at 1.3 GHz is limited to ~0.01
~
degreees using mo
odern digitall
contrrollers corresponding to about 20 fssec. Therefoore, there is little need to
t provide a
masteer referencee clock with
h stability much
m
better than 20 fssec. Howeveer, for laserr
clientts the requirement for th
he relative staability could
d be a few fssec or better.
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Figure 14. Schematic
S
of the overall syynchronization system at an
a FEL facilityy.
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4

Workshop and Conference Reports

4.1

HB2012 – the 52nd ICFA Advanced Beam Dynamics Workshop
on High-Intensity and High-Brightness Hadron Beams
Jingyu Tang and Jiuqing Wang
Institute of High Energy Physics, CAS, Beijing, China
Mail to: tangjy@ihep.ac.cn

4.1.1 Workshop Theme and Organization
The 52nd ICFA Advanced Beam Dynamics Workshop on High-Intensity and HighBrightness Hadron Beams (HB2012) took place from September 17 to 21, 2012, in
Beijing, China. The workshop was hosted by Institute of High Energy Physics (IHEP),
CAS, and is a continuation of the successful biennial HB workshop series started about
ten years ago (2002 at Fermilab, 2004 at GSI, 2006 at KEK, 2008 at ORNL and 2010 at
PSI).
HB2012 keeps the traditions in the workshop series to provide a platform for
presenting and discussing new progresses, status and future developments of high
intensity and high brightness hadron beams, including beam physics in circular and
linear hadron machines, technical systems and accelerator projects (under construction
or in design) around the world. The workshop venue was in Park Plaza Beijing West
Hotel, and a tour to IHEP accelerator facilities and development laboratories was
arranged in the afternoon of the last day, which include Beijing Electron Positron
Collider (BEPC), prototypes for China Spallation Neutron Sources, the R&D RFQ for
ADS and the IHEP workshop.
Following the recommendation of the HB2010 International Advisory Committee
(IAC), the International Organizing Committee (IOC) for HB2012 was established to
play the role of both the IAC and the Scientific Program Committee in the previous
workshops. The IOC has twenty-eight members from major accelerator laboratories and
institutions all over the world. During the HB2012 organization, the IOC members
contributed to define the workshop goals and scope, selecting plenary talks and
speakers, defining working groups (WG) and selecting WG conveners, balancing the
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invited talks, reviewing and finalizing the scientific program. HB2012 formed five
working groups, less than in the previous HB workshops. Each WG had three
conveners, representing the three regions in most cases.
The five-day workshop began with a plenary session comprising eight invited talks
and followed by a poster session in the second half of the afternoon. The following
three days were dedicated to two parallel sessions organized by five working groups,
which include ninety talks and working group discussions. The most of the oral
presentations were invited by the working group conveners, and the contributed ones
were selected from the submitted abstracts. On the last day, summary talks were
presented by the working group conveners.
There were 175 registered participants, comparable to HB2010 but more than
previous HB workshops. The number of participants (62) from China increased
significantly from previous HB workshops, with the majority from the host institute
(44) and IMP-Lanzhou (11). This was attributed to two factors: (1) there are two
ongoing major proton accelerator projects in China – China Spallation Neutron Source
(CSNS) and the Accelerator Driver System (China-ADS); (2) the registration fee for
Chinese participants was reduced with a NSFC fund. Among 113 foreign participants,
the main contributions were made from CERN (24), FNAL(12), GSI(10),
STFC/RAL(9), KEK(7) and JAEA/J-PARC(5).
4.1.2 Scientific Program
The plenary program focused on the new results obtained from the facilities that
have improved their performance in the last years, the projects currently in the
construction phase or in the research phase, the widely-concerned physics phenomena
and the technological advancement or challenges in high-intensity hadron accelerators.
R. Schmidt from CERN presented the new development in accelerating beams more
than 100 MJ in LHC. K. Yamamoto presented the recovery status of J-PARC
accelerator facilities after the catastrophic earthquake in March 2011. S.N. Fu presented
high-intensity issues in the major proton accelerator facilities at IHEP: China Spallation
Neutron Source currently under construction and China-ADS driver linac in the R&D
phase. O. Kester from GSI also presented high-intensity issues in the FAIR project
which is foreseen to start the construction soon. I. Hofmann (GSI) presented the
simulation tools for high-intensity beam studies and the benchmarking against real
machines. Two technological development talks by Y. Yamazaki (MSU) and V.
Lebedev (FNAL) were about high beam power circular accelerators and linacs,
respectively. The opening day concluded with a stimulating poster session containing
contributions from all working groups.
The parallel sessions were organized by five working groups, as shown in Table 1,
dedicating to wide topics mainly in beam dynamics but also in accelerator components
and operations. A few parallel sessions were jointly arranged by two working groups.
For beam dynamics in circular machines, the talks were spread over beam collective
effects, simulation methods, space charge effects, non-linear field induced resonances,
beam-beam effect in hadron colliders and other high-intensity aspects in machine
upgrading. For beam dynamics in linacs, the talks were focused on beam dynamics
studies for specific machines, dynamics design methods for RFQs and other specific
linac sections, and general beam dynamics aspects among which two were discussionoriented talks about the halo definition and equipartition, specially arranged by the WG-
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B conveners. For the sessions on accelerator system design, injection, extraction and
beam-material interaction, the talks covered the topics such as superconducting RF
cavity developments and the test facilities, ion source, injection/extraction design,
collimation and beam loss control, electron cooling, beam chopping, and material
damage by beams. For machine operations and commissioning, the talks were presented
about the operation experience with high-intensity beams for the operating machines
and the commissioning plans for the machines under construction. For beam diagnostics
and instrumentation for high-intensity beams, the talks were about design and
performance of the diagnostic devices in machine operations and also new technical
developments which is much needed for the coming high power proton hadron
accelerators.
As LHC, J-PARC, SNS,PSI cyclotrons and other well-established facilities continue
to improve or keep their performance, during the last years, we have also seen important
advancements in new facilities that are in the construction phase or design phase. For
example, SPIRAL2 at GANIL and PEFP at KAERI are well advanced in their
constructions. At IHEP, the CSNS construction was started in September 2011; the new
project China-ADS was launched officially in the beginning 2011 with IHEP and IMP
collaborating on the design and R&D of the CW high power proton linac. Several major
projects are well-prepared for construction, such as FRIB at MSU, ESS in Lund with
many European laboratories collaborating together, and FAIR at GSI. As an
experimental setup for the critical front-end part of Project-X, several US laboratories
are collaborating on the PXIE, while continuing the design and key technology R&D.
The similar situation is for EVEDA-IFMIF linac in Europe. The upgrading designs for
the proton accelerator chain at CERN, the injector for ISIS and other aged accelerators
are also in the course. Whilst all these large facilities contributed to the workshop by
participants and presentations, small facilities in universities also showed their
significant presence at the workshop.
Table 1: Working Groups at HB2012
Working Group
WG-A: Beam dynamics in high-intensity
circular machines
WG-B: Beam dynamics in high-intensity
linacs
WG-C: Accelerator system design, injection,
extraction, beam-material interaction
WG-D: Commissioning, operations and
performance
WG-E: Beam diagnostics and
instrumentation for high-intensity beams

Convener
G. Franchetti (GSI)
J. Holmes (SNS)
E. Metral (CERN)
P.A.P. Nghiem (CEA-Saclay)
D. Raparia (BNL)
Z.H. Li (IHEP)
N. Mokhov (FNAL)
H.W. Zhao (IMP)
D. Li (LBNL)
M. Plum (SNS)
Y. Sato (J-PARC)
R. Schmidt (CERN)
R. Doelling (PSI)
N. Hayashi (J-PARC)
V. Scarpine (FNAL)

No. Talks
29
17
20
12
12
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4.1.3 Conclusion
Following its precedent HB workshops, HB2012 proved to be a successful and
fruitful workshop that highlighted the rapid and comprehensive progress made in highintensity hadron accelerators from around the world. With new projects evolving, the
growing interest in the field is further made evident by high participation at the HB
series.
Preliminary proceedings, which include copies of presentations are available on the
IHEP website of the workshop [1], and will be on the JACoW [2]. Selected papers in
extended versions after peer-reviews are to be published in a special edition of Physical
Review Special Topics – Accelerators and Beams [3].
During the IOC meeting at HB2012, the next HB workshop (HB2014) was
determined to be held in October or November 2014 in MSU, East Lansing, USA. It
follows the tradition of the HB workshop in every two years and rotating among three
regions: Europe, Asia and North-America.
4.1.4 References
1. HB2012 website with preliminary proceedings: http://hb2012.ihep.ac.cn
2. JACoW website (see “ABDW”): http://www.jacow.org/
3. PRST-AB special edition website: http://prst-ab.aps.org/speced/
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5

Recent Doctorial Theses Abstracts

5.1

Machine Induced Experimental Background Conditions in the
LHC
Yngve Inntjore Levinsen
Mail to: Yngve.Inntjore.Levinsen@cern.ch

Graduation date: 19 September, 2012
University: University of Oslo
Supervisors: Dr. Helmut Burkhardt and Dr. Steinar Stapnes
URL: http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1482357
Abstract:
The Large Hadron Collider set a new energy record for particle accelerators in late
2009, breaking the previous record held by Tevatron of 2 TeV collision energy. The
LHC today operates at a collision energy of 7 TeV. With higher beam energy and
intensity, measures have to be taken to ensure optimal experimental conditions and
safety of the machine and detectors. Machine induced experimental background can
severely reduce the quality of experimental triggers and track reconstruction. In a worst
case, the radiation levels can be damaging for some of the subdetectors.
The LHC is a particular challenge in this regard due to the vastly different operating
conditions of the different experiments. The nominal luminosity varies by four orders of
magnitude. The unprecedented stored beam energy and the amount of superconducting
elements can make it challenging to protect the accelerator itself as well.
In this work we have simulated and measured the machine induced background
originating from various sources: the beam colliding with rest-gas, collision residues
that are transported between the experiments, and from beam halo impacting on
aperture restrictions. The aim of the work has been to get a first complete overview of
all background sources, in order to better understand how we can optimise the running
conditions for the LHC experiments.
We have found that the most important background source is beam-gas background,
with an expected background rate towards the experiments for the nominal machine on
the order of MHz. Other sources of background have been carefully considered and are
found to pose less of a challenge under normal running conditions.

5.2

Longitudinally Coherent Single-Spike Radiation from a SelfAmplified Spontaneous Emission Free-Electron Laser
Gabriel Andrew Marcus
Mail to: gmarcus@lbl.gov

Graduation date: August 29, 2012
University: University of California Los Angeles
Supervisor: Professor James B. Rosenzweig
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Abstract:
This work studies the production and measurement of longitudinally coherent,
ultrashort pulses of light from a self-amplified spontaneous emission free-electron laser
(SASE FEL) by using an energy-chirped electron beam in conjunction with a tapered
undulator. This scheme effectively preserves the FEL gain only where an appropriate
undulator taper compensates for the detuning experienced by an amplifying radiation
spike as it slips forward in the electron beam rest frame. The simultaneous time and
frequency-domain measurement of ultrashort pulses of light generated in this manner
were made with an advanced transient-grating frequency-resolved optical gating (TG
FROG) diagnostic, which has the potential to push ultrashort light pulse measurement at
FEL facilities to shorter wavelength regimes.
The experimental work was conducted at the SPARC FEL test facility in Frascati,
Italy. Electron beams were accelerated and compressed using the velocity bunching
technique, which leaves a residual energy-chirp in the longitudinal phase space. The
energy-chirp was compensated by appropriately tapering individual undulator sections.
This process was optimized at a resonant wavelength of λ = 530 nm. The ultrashort
light pulses that were generated had a temporal full-width at half-maximum of
δτ FWHM = 98 fs and a time-bandwidth product of TBP ≈ 1.2, indicating that the Fourier
limit was nearly achieved. This experiment provides further insight into methods that
can be used to shape the SASE FEL longitudinal profile and enhance coherence
properties. In addition, the measurements were taken with an advanced, and relatively
simple, TG FROG diagnostic that can potentially be used to measure ultrashort UV
pulses at FEL facilities.

5.3

Study of the Thermal Emittance of Photocathode RF Guns
Houjun Qian
Mail to: hqian@lbl.gov

Graduation date: 3 July, 2012
University: Tsinghua University
Supervisors: Prof. Chuanxiang Tang and Prof. Xijie Wang
Abstract:
The emittance of a photocathode RF gun is one of major factors in determining the
performance and size of x-ray source. Smaller emittance will reduce the size of the Xray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) facility and increase the X-ray brightness of Thomson
scattering sources. Reduction of the gun emittance has been studied for decades with
notable advances in emittance compensation in photoinjectors, laser shaping, and high
gradient RF gun. To reach even lower emittance low bunch charge and low thermal
emittance are required. Previous experimental studies of thermal emittance showed
inconsistent results compared with theoretical predictions, and have not yet been
explained. In this thesis, I experimentally studied the thermal emittance of metal
photocathodes (Copper and Magnesium), and analyzed mechanisms for formation of
thermal emittance formation. Peak gradients of the Tsinghua Photocathode RF guns
were limited to ~75 MV/m due to RF breakdowns, and become the bottleneck of
emittance optimization. In order to get the emittance of an high charge beam (0.5-1 nC)
below 2 mm.mrad, which is required by both Tsinghua Thomson scattering (TTX)
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facility and Shanghai soft X-ray FEL (SXFEL) project, the gun gradient of 100 MV/m
or more is necessary, so a new photocathode RF gun is designed to increase the gun
gradient.
Based on the BNL/KEK/SHI type gun, the new Tsinghua photocathode RF gun was
optimized to reduce RF breakdown, zero mode excitation and nonaxisymmetry of π
mode field, and reached ~120 MV/m with a RF pulse width of 1.7 μs after high power
conditioning. By improving the cathode processing technique, the dark current is also
greatly reduced and of the similar level as that of LCLS gun. The correlation between
multipole field emittance and monopole field emittance, and the beam dynamics due to
single RF feed are analyzed by Panofsky-Wenzel theory, and the analysis results are
verified by PARMELA simulations.
In the thermal emittance study of Copper cathode, the thermal emittance due to
roughness effect and excess photon energy are assumed to be uncorrelated and added
quadratically. The electric field dependences of total thermal emittance and quantum
efficiency are used to fit work function, field enhancement factor and roughness
emittance. The experiment results revealed a work function (4.16 eV) much lower than
literature value (4.65 eV), and a big roughness emittance (0.92 mm.mrad/mm at 50
MV/m) was measured for the first time. The cathode surface morphology was
characterized by white light interferometer, and severe surface damge was found. The
theorectical calculation of roughness emittance with the actual surface profile is
consistent with experimental results on the first order, which verifies the role of surface
roughness in thermal emittance formations.
The inconsistencies between experimental results and theoretical predictions for Mg
cathode cannot be explained by roughness emittance because measurement results are
smaller than theoretical predictions. By reviewing the mechanism of photoexcitation, it
is found one assumption in Dowell's theory, i.e. isotropic distribution of electron
momentum after photoexcitation, is not right in surface photoemission. Surface
Plasmon mediated surface photoemission can be excited on Mg cathode with surface
roughness on the order of ~10 nm, even when UV light (266 nm) is normal incident. By
laser cleaning, thermal emittance of ~0.5 mm.mrad/mm is measured with QE variation
as much as a factor of 10. Besides, vectorial photoelectric effect is measured at oblique
incidence, and vector ratio of 1.5 is measured. Both experimental results are
inconsistent with volume photoemission theories, and can be explained by surface
photoemission excited by surface Plasmons. Surface photoemission breaks Dowell's
prediction of higher thermal emittance with higher QE for a metal cathode, and explains
that Mg is a low thermal emittance cathode.

5.4

Collective Dynamics and Coherent Diagnostics of Microbunched
Relativistic Electron Beams
Agostino Marinelli
Mail to: ago9582@SLAC.Stanford.EDU

Graduation date: September, 2012
University: University of California, Los Angeles
Supervisor: Prof. James Rosenzweig
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Abstract:
The x-ray free-electron laser has been established as the brightest available source
of x-rays, extending the coherence and brilliance properties of conventional atomic
lasers down to the sub-Angstrom level. The high-brightness electron beams that are
used to drive the free-electron laser process, undergo a number of collective instabilities
that can generate complex phase-space structures and induce the emission of coherent
radiation, an effect that is generally termed microbunching instability.
The main subject of this dissertation is the collective evolution of beam
microbunching under the effect of longitudinal space-charge forces. We develop a
three-dimensional kinetic theory of space-charge effects leading to collective
suppression and amplification of beam microbunching. This model gives, for the first
time, a fully self-consistent description of the space-charge instability, with the
inclusion of three-dimensional and thermal effects. After establishing a self-consistent
theoretical foundation for space-charge effects, we present two experiments related to
the space-charge instability. The generation of broad- band coherent undulator radiation
with a longitudinal space-charge amplifier is demonstrated experimentally for the first
time. This experiment extends the capabilities of free-electron laser facilities by
allowing the generation of coherent broadband radiation pulses, thus accessing regimes
of operation currently unavailable for fourth generation light sources. Finally a coherent
diffraction imaging technique for the reconstruction of beam microbunching is designed
and experimentally tested. This technique is based on the application of an
oversampling phase-retrieval method to the far-field coherent transition radiation
emitted by a microbunched electron beam and has applications in the diagnostic of
compressed electron beams and free-electron lasers.
While the microbunching instability is generally regarded as a detrimental effect,
this work shows that the coherent effects associated with the induced microbunching
can be optimized and used to our advantage for the development of new coherent
radiation sources and advanced beam diagnostics.

6

Forthcoming Beam Dynamics Events

6.1

ICFA Mini-Workshop on Beam-Beam Effects in Hadron
Colliders (BB2013)

We are pleased to announce that an ICFA mini-workshop on "Beam-Beam Effects
in Hadron Colliders" will be held at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland from March 18th to
22nd, 2013. This workshop is a successor and follow up to similar workshops held at
CERN in April 1999, at Fermilab in June 2001 and in Montauk 2003. It is motivated by
the successful start of the LHC and the emergence of a vast amount of beam-beam
observations in the LHC as well as from the Tevatron and RHIC. We feel the need to
review the progress made since the last workshop on beam-beam effects.
The purpose of this workshop is to review the present knowledge and compare with
the observations, and to discuss and plan future research work, with special emphasis on
the performance of the LHC after the first long shutdown as well as on studies needed
for the planned LHC upgrade projects.
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In this context we plan to review experience from lepton colliders where relevant,
such as the use of crab cavities and crabbed waist collision schemes. One of the sessions
will be dedicated to discuss the progress and the understanding of the various beambeam compensation schemes.
Workshop Website: We shall use the Indico page http://indico.cern.ch/event/beambeam-2013 for managing the information and the meeting and you can find more details
and the registration procedure as well as the abstract submission on this site.
Registration: The registration to participate in this workshop can be made through the
above website in the period from November 1st 2012 to January 31st 2013.
Abstract submission: The website will be open for the submission of abstracts from
November 1st until January 31st 2013.
Visa: For those of you who need visas to enter France or Switzerland, please consult the
above website and send us the necessary information via e-mail to:
Delphine.Rivoiron@cern.ch or Laurie.Hemery@cern.ch.
Accommodation: Depending on the number of participants, we shall book a block of
rooms in the CERN hostel.
For more information please send an e-mail to: Delphine.Rivoiron@cern.ch or
Laurie.Hemery@cern.ch or visit the workshop website.
Workshop sessions: The workshop will consist of two types of sessions,
1. Plenary sessions with invited presentations and other oral contributions.
2. We plan to reserve some time for discussion sessions on specific topics. These
can include any types of contributions. We should also like to encourage
informal as well as ad hoc presentations on issues identified during the
workshop.
The last day of the workshop will be dedicated to summarize and conclude the
workshop in a plenary session.
Presentations: If you plan a presentation, please use the Indico website to submit a title
and abstract. Alternatively you can send your proposal as an e-mail to a member of the
Organizing Committee or the Local Organizing Committee. For oral presentations, the
meeting room is equipped with a PC, computer projector for Powerpoint and PDF
presentations as well as wireless LAN and a blackboard. There will be no slide
projector of overhead projector.
Proceedings: They will be published on the Indico website as well as in paper form.
Workshop fee: There is no workshop fee. Coffee and tea will be served during the
coffee breaks. Lunch can be taken at one of the CERN restaurants. A workshop dinner
will be offered to all workshop participants. Accompanying persons not attending the
workshop are expected to cover their cost of the workshop dinner.
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WLAN and Indico access: An internet connection by WLAN will be available during
the workshop. To access the wireless LAN at CERN, a registration at CERN is
required. Please follow the instructions on the website. For help or more information
please send an e-mail to: Delphine.Rivoiron@cern.ch or Laurie.Hemery@cern.ch.
Contact: For any questions, comments or special requests, please send an e-mail to a
member of the Local Organizing Committee.
We hope that many of you can join this workshop to share the present knowledge on
this topic and discuss new ideas. We are looking forward to see you at CERN next
spring.
Sincerely,
Werner Herr (CERN)
Workshop Chair

Elias Metral (CERN)
ICFA, Beam Dynamics Panel

Workshop Outline
Dates: From March 18th to March 22nd, 2013.
Place: CERN, plenary sessions in CERN BE Auditorium, Meyrin.
Sessions: A tentative layout of the plenary sessions and discussion sessions can be
found on the workshop website under "tentative programme". The schedule will be
finalized after the scientific programme is set up.
Workshop Chairs:
Werner Herr (CERN)
Elias Metral (CERN)
International Organizing Committee:
Yunhai Cai (SLAC): yunhai@slac.stanford.edu.
Alexander Chao (SLAC): achao@slac.stanford.edu.
Wolfram Fischer (BNL): Wolfram.Fischer@bnl.gov.
Werner Herr (CERN): Werner.Herr@cern.ch.
Elias Metral (CERN): Elias.Metral@cern.ch.
Bruno Muratori (STFC): bruno.muratori@stfc.ac.uk.
Kazunobu Oide (KEK): katsunobu.oide@kek.jp.
Ji Qiang (LBNL): jqiang@lbl.gov.
Leonid Rivkin (EPFL): leonid.rivkin@psi.ch.
David L. Rubin (Cornell): dlr10@cornell.edu.
Tanaji Sen (FNAL): tsen@fnal.gov.
Dmitry Shatilov (BINP): shatilov@inp.nsk.su.
Vladimir Shiltsev (FNAL): shiltsev@fnal.gov.
Alexander Valishev (FNAL): valishev@fnal.gov.
Matthias Vogt (DESY): vogtm@mail.desy.de.
Andrzej Wolski (Univ. Liverpool): a.wolski@liverpool.ac.uk.
Mikhail Zobov (INFN): mikhail.zobov@lnf.infn.it.
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Local Organizing Committee:
Xavier Buffat (EPFL): Xavier.Buffat@cern.ch.
Rossano Giachino (CERN): Rossano.Giachino@cern.ch.
Laurie Hemery (CERN): Laurie.Hemery@cern.ch.
Werner Herr (CERN): Werner.Herr@cern.ch.
Elias Metral (CERN): Elias.Metral@cern.ch.
Giulia Papotti (CERN): Giulia.Papotti@cern.ch.
Tatiana Pieloni (CERN): Tatiana.Pieloni@cern.ch.
Delphine Rivoiron (CERN): Delphine.Rivoiron@cern.ch.
Workshop administration:
Delphine Rivoiron
Laurie Hemery
Scientific Programme (sessions):
Welcome and introduction
Chairpersons: W. Herr + E. Metral (CERN)
Experience in hadron colliders
Chairperson and Convener: O. Bruening (CERN)
Experience from lepton colliders
Chairperson and Convener: J. Seeman (SLAC)
Single particle effects I - head on beam-beam effects
Chairperson and Convener: K. Oide (KEK)
Single particle effects II - parasitic beam-beam effects
Chairperson and Convener: V. Shiltsev (FNAL)
Strong - strong interactions
Chairperson and Convener: L. Rivkin (EPFL)
Theory and simulations, beam-beam models
Chairperson and Convener: T. Pieloni (CERN)
Beam-beam effects and operational aspects
Chairperson and Convener: G. Papotti (CERN)
Beam-beam compensations schemes
Chairperson and Convener: W. Fischer (BNL)
Beam-beam Studies for future projects
Chairperson and Convener: A. Valishev (FNAL)
Summary and conclusion
Chairperson: A. Chao (SLAC and Stanford University)
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6.2

UCLA Higgs Factory Workshop

With interest building after the apparent discovery of a particle consistent with the
Higgs boson, doors are opening to a new range of questions and discussions. A collider
with its clean and controlled collisions could be the key to future research.
The UCLA Physics & Astronomy Department will sponsor a workshop on the
Higgs boson and the development of a Higgs factory collider. The meeting will be held
at the UCLA Faculty Center on Thursday March 21 and Friday March 22, 2013. The
workshop website is available here:
https://hepconf.physics.ucla.edu/higgs2013/
Topics to be covered include:
• Latest results from the Large Hadron Collider
• S-channel muon collider Higgs
• Factory status of muon cooling and collider research
• h⁰ factory, A/H factory
• Calculations of the Higgs branching ratios
Abstracts are now being accepted. Registration for the two-day workshop will begin
in December 2012. We invite you to forward this message to anyone who may be
interested in participating.
David B. Cline
on behalf of the Organizing Committee

6.3

COOL'13

We are pleased to announce that the next International Workshop on Beam Cooling
and Related Topics, COOL'13, will take place at the Alpin Palace Hotel in Murren,
Switzerland from 10th to 14th June 2013.
This is the 9th workshop in the series which was first held in Montreux, Switzerland
in 1993 and has been a bi-annual event since 2001. The workshop will highlight the
latest developments in the field of particle beam cooling and will provide a perfect
opportunity for accelerator physicists, engineers and students to meet and interact in a
quiet and relaxed environment.
At an elevation of 1650 m, perched on a high, sunny terrace facing the famous
Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau, Murren is located amidst some of the world's most
spectacular scenery. Coming by train from one of the airports (Bern, Zurich, Basel,
Geneva) Murren is reached by a mountain railway or by aerial cableways running from
the Lauterbrunnen valley into the centre of the car-free village. Murren has remained a
charming little village rich of traditions and has managed to escape over-development
despite being famous in the history of winter sports.
A program of invited oral presentations is being developed by the International
Program Committee and will be published in due course at the workshop website
https://cool-13.web.cern.ch/COOL-13
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Please bookmark the site and visit it regularly for updates on the program and for
useful information concerning the workshop.
Prospective participants should take note of the deadlines for abstract submission
(15th February 2013), early registration (3rd May 2013) and hotel reservation (10th
May 2013). Delegate registration will open in January and proposals for hotel
accommodation will be published on our website.
Abstract and paper submission as well as delegate registration will be handled via
the JACoW Scientific Programme Management System (SPMS) at
https://oraweb.cern.ch/pls/cool2013/profile.html
The proceedings will be published at the JACoW site
http://www.jacow.org
shortly after the workshop. We would like to take the opportunity to invite you to
update your JACoW profile if you no longer wish to receive communications on this
and future COOL workshops.
We are excited to welcome you to this unique location for COOL?13 and are
looking forward to meeting you at the workshop.
The Local Organising Committee:
Pavel Belochitskii
Flora Berrenger
Madeleine Catin (Secretary)
Tommy Eriksson
Alexandre Frassier
Lars Varming Joergensen (Editor)
Bertrand Lefort
Gerard Tranquille (Chair)

6.4

SRF 2013

We are pleased to invite you to attend the 16th International Conference on RF
Superconductivity, SRF 2013, to take place on September 23-27, 2013 in Cite
Universitaire, downtown Paris, France. Please note this important conference in your
calendar and bookmark the conference website.
http://www.srf2013.fr/
RF superconductivity is now the key technology of many accelerators for particle
physics, nuclear physics and, increasingly, light sources. SRF 2013 will cover the latest
advances in the science, technology, and applications of superconducting RF. The
program will consist of invited review talks, poster sessions and 'hot-topic' discussion
sessions (and also our traditional boat tour, trademark of this conference). An industrial
exhibition will also take place during the conference.
We will continue the tradition of providing a vivid forum for SRF scientists,
engineers, students and industrial partners to present and discuss the latest
developments in the science and technology of superconducting RF for particle
accelerators.
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Special tutorials will be held from Sept. 19-21 in GANIL, Caen. These are designed
to provide an in-depth overview of SRF related subjects for scientists and engineers
new to the field. It will also give the attendees a unique opportunity of visiting the
GANIL accelerator facilities, especially the Spiral2 linac which will be under assembly
at this time.
The proceedings will be published through JACoW. Only contributions presented as
a talk or in the poster sessions will be included in the proceedings.
We invite you to log on to your JACOW account and activate the SRF mailing-list
checkbox in your personal profile to ensure that you will receive updates on the SRF
Conference in the future.
https://oraweb.cern.ch/pls/jacow/profile.new_account
Registration and call for contribution will open 1st February 2013. We invite you to
visit regularly www.srf2013.fr website to find latest information.
Conference Chairwoman: Claire Antoine
Conference Chairman: Sebastien Bousson
Conference contact: contact@srf2013.fr

6.5

ICFA Mini-Workshop on Space Charge (SPACE CHARGE
2013)

This workshop will be held at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland from 15-19 April,
2013. High intensity beams have always caught the attention of the accelerator
community. The present development of the field is being pushed by projects and
major upgrade programs to existing facilities. We refer for example to the FAIR project
at GSI, and the LIU upgrade at CERN. The need for advanced understanding of space
charge dominated machines and the unavailability of both CERN and GSI accelerators
as of early 2013, sets a convenient time window (April 2013) to organize a meeting
of reviewing the state of the art in our field. This workshop would serve as a forum
for the urgent issues of the upcoming year.
The workshop web site is:
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=221441
Workshop chair:

7

G. Franchetti (GSI) g.franchetti@gsi.de,
F. Schmidt (CERN) frank.schmidt@cern.ch

Announcements of the Beam Dynamics Panel

7.1 ICFA Beam Dynamics Newsletter
7.1.1 Aim of the Newsletter
The ICFA Beam Dynamics Newsletter is intended as a channel for describing
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unsolved problems and highlighting important ongoing works, and not as a substitute
for journal articles and conference proceedings that usually describe completed work. It
is published by the ICFA Beam Dynamics Panel, one of whose missions is to encourage
international collaboration in beam dynamics.
Normally it is published every April, August and December. The deadlines are
15 March, 15 July and 15 November, respectively.
7.1.2 Categories of Articles
The categories of articles in the newsletter are the following:
1. Announcements from the panel.
2. Reports of beam dynamics activity of a group.
3. Reports on workshops, meetings and other events related to beam dynamics.
4. Announcements of future beam dynamics-related international workshops and
meetings.
5. Those who want to use newsletter to announce their workshops are welcome to
do so. Articles should typically fit within half a page and include descriptions of
the subject, date, place, Web site and other contact information.
6. Review of beam dynamics problems: This is a place to bring attention to
unsolved problems and should not be used to report completed work. Clear and
short highlights on the problem are encouraged.
7. Letters to the editor: a forum open to everyone. Anybody can express his/her
opinion on the beam dynamics and related activities, by sending it to one of the
editors. The editors reserve the right to reject contributions they judge to be
inappropriate, although they have rarely had cause to do so.
The editors may request an article following a recommendation by panel members.
However anyone who wishes to submit an article is strongly encouraged to contact any
Beam Dynamics Panel member before starting to write.
7.1.3 How to Prepare a Manuscript
Before starting to write, authors should download the template in Microsoft Word
format from the Beam Dynamics Panel web site:
http://www-bd.fnal.gov/icfabd/news.html
It will be much easier to guarantee acceptance of the article if the template is used
and the instructions included in it are respected. The template and instructions are
expected to evolve with time so please make sure always to use the latest versions.
The final Microsoft Word file should be sent to one of the editors, preferably the
issue editor, by email.
The editors regret that LaTeX files can no longer be accepted: a majority of
contributors now prefer Word and we simply do not have the resources to make the
conversions that would be needed. Contributions received in LaTeX will now be
returned to the authors for re-formatting.
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In cases where an article is composed entirely of straightforward prose (no
equations, figures, tables, special symbols, etc.) contributions received in the form of
plain text files may be accepted at the discretion of the issue editor.
Each article should include the title, authors’ names, affiliations and e-mail
addresses.
7.1.4 Distribution
A complete archive of issues of this newsletter from 1995 to the latest issue is
available at
http://icfa-usa.jlab.org/archive/newsletter.shtml.
This is now intended as the primary method of distribution of the newsletter.
Readers are encouraged to sign-up for electronic mailing list to ensure that they will
hear immediately when a new issue is published.
The Panel’s Web site provides access to the Newsletters, information about future
and past workshops, and other information useful to accelerator physicists. There are
links to pages of information of local interest for each of the three ICFA areas.
Printed copies of the ICFA Beam Dynamics Newsletters are also distributed
(generally some time after the Web edition appears) through the following distributors:
Weiren Chou
Rainer Wanzenberg
Toshiyuki Okugi
++
**

chou@fnal.gov
rainer.wanzenberg@desy.de
toshiyuki.okugi@kek.jp

North and South Americas
Europe++ and Africa
Asia**and Pacific

Including former Soviet Union.
For Mainland China, Jiu-Qing Wang (wangjq@mail.ihep.ac.cn) takes care of the distribution with Ms. Su Ping,
Secretariat of PASC, P.O. Box 918, Beijing 100039, China.

To keep costs down (remember that the Panel has no budget of its own) readers are
encouraged to use the Web as much as possible. In particular, if you receive a paper
copy that you no longer require, please inform the appropriate distributor.
7.1.5 Regular Correspondents
The Beam Dynamics Newsletter particularly encourages contributions from smaller
institutions and countries where the accelerator physics community is small. Since it is
impossible for the editors and panel members to survey all beam dynamics activity
worldwide, we have some Regular Correspondents. They are expected to find
interesting activities and appropriate persons to report them and/or report them by
themselves. We hope that we will have a “compact and complete” list covering all over
the world eventually. The present Regular Correspondents are as follows:
Liu Lin
Sameen Ahmed Khan
Jacob Rodnizki
Rohan Dowd

Liu@ns.lnls.br
Rohelakan@yahoo.com
Jacob.Rodnizki@gmail.com
Rohan.Dowd@synchrotron.org.au

LNLS Brazil
SCOT, Oman
Soreq NRC, Israel
Australian Synchrotron

We are calling for more volunteers as Regular Correspondents.
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7.2 ICFA Beam Dynamics Panel Members
Name

eMail

Institution
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, BC, V6T
2A3, Canada

Rick Baartman

baartman@lin12.triumf.ca

Marica Biagini

marica.biagini@lnf.infn.it

LNF-INFN, Via E. Fermi 40, C.P. 13, Frascati, Italy

John Byrd

jmbyrd@lbl.gov

Center for Beam Physics, LBL, 1 Cyclotron Road,
Berkeley, CA 94720-8211, U.S.A.

Yunhai Cai

yunhai@slac.stanford.edu

Swapan
Chattopadhyay
Weiren Chou
(Chair)

swapan@cockroft.ac.uk
chou@fnal.gov

SLAC, 2575 Sand Hill Road, MS 26
Menlo Park, CA 94025, U.S.A.
The Cockcroft Institute, Daresbury, Warrington WA4
4AD, U.K.
Fermilab, MS 220, P.O. Box 500,
Batavia, IL 60510, U.S.A.
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Bldg. 911B, Upton,
NY 11973, U.S.A.
KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305-0801,
Japan

Wolfram Fischer

wfischer@bnl.gov

Yoshihiro
Funakoshi

yoshihiro.funakoshi@kek.jp

Jie Gao

gaoj@ihep.ac.cn

Ajay Ghodke

ghodke@cat.ernet.in

Ingo Hofmann

i.hofmann@gsi.de

Sergei Ivanov

sergey.ivanov@ihep.ru

In Soo Ko

isko@postech.ac.kr

Elias Metral

elias.metral@cern.ch

CERN, CH-1211, Geneva 23, Switzerland

Yoshiharu Mori

mori@rri.kyoto-u.ac.jp

Research Reactor Inst., Kyoto Univ. Kumatori, Osaka,
590-0494, Japan

George Neil

neil@jlab.org

TJNAF, 12000 Jefferson Ave., Suite 21, Newport
News, VA 23606, U.S.A.

Toshiyuki Okugi

toshiyuki.okugi@kek.jp

Mark Palmer

mark.palmer@cornell.edu

Chris Prior

chris.prior@stfc.ac.uk

Yuri Shatunov

Yu.M.Shatunov@inp.nsk.su

Jiu-Qing Wang

wangjq@ihep.ac.cn

Rainer Wanzenberg

rainer.wanzenberg@desy.de

Institute for High Energy Physics,
P.O. Box 918, Beijing 100039, China
RRCAT, ADL Bldg. Indore, Madhya Pradesh, 452 013,
India
High Current Beam Physics, GSI Darmstadt, Planckstr.
1, 64291 Darmstadt, Germany
Institute for High Energy Physics, Protvino, Moscow
Region, 142281 Russia
Pohang Accelerator Lab, San 31, Hyoja-Dong, Pohang
790-784, South Korea

KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305-0801,
Japan
Wilson Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
14853-8001, USA
ASTeC Intense Beams Group, STFC RAL, Chilton,
Didcot, Oxon OX11 0QX, U.K.
Acad. Lavrentiev, Prospect 11, 630090 Novosibirsk,
Russia
Institute for High Energy Physics,
P.O. Box 918, 9-1, Beijing 100039, China
DESY, Notkestrasse 85, 22603 Hamburg, Germany

The views expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily coincide with those of the editors.
The individual authors are responsible for their text.

